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poftware lverview
pCfbu lp contains instrument controlI data acquisitionI data processingI and reporting functionalityI
all in one packageK

lpen the poftware
•

pelect the software from the ptart menuW
• tindows TW ptart [ All mrograms [ pCfbu [ pCfbu lp [ pCfbu lp
• tindows NMW ptart [ pCfbu lp [ pCfbu lp
ff the software is configured for fntegrated modeI then the eome page opensK

About the eome mage
qhe eome page consists of workspace tilesI grouped by functionI the status panelI the ribbonI
and the launcherK Access to workspaces is determined by the role assigned to the userI as well
as the licenseK tithin each workspaceI the user can manually start acquisition or view and explore
data that is being acquiredK
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cigure N-N eome mage

ftem

aescription

N

A light blue vertical line at the left side of a dark blue tile indicates that the
workspace is openI that work is in progressI and that the user has access to
the functionalityK qhe status of the open workspace is shown on the tileK

O

A dark blue tile indicates that the workspace is closedK

P

A gray tile indicates that the workspace is not enabledK

Q

qhe close icon E×F is shown in the top right corner of the tile when the
workspace is openK

R

Access to the launcherK qhe launcher contains a list of all of the workspacesK
Click

S

to the right of the icon to open the launcherK

qhe ribbonK oefer to About the oibbon and iauncherK qo navigate to another
workspaceI click a workspace in the listK qhe currently open workspace
remains active and the workspace icon is shown in the ribbonK qo close the
active workspaceI click

K

T

cunctionsW AcquisitionI mrocessingI and janagementK Access is dependent
on the role assigned to the user and the licensingK

U

ptatus of the systemK Click the title bar to show or hide the status panelK

V

qhe status panelK oefer to About the ptatus manelK
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Acquisition

rse the functions in the Acquisition group to create methods and
batchesI and to submit samples for acquisitionK rsers can also
tune the mass spectrometer using jp quneK

mrocessing

rse the functions in the mrocessing group to quantitatively or
qualitatively process dataK

janagement

rse the functions in the janagement group to configure devicesI
configure access to the softwareI and view the event logK

qable N-O qiles
iabel

aescription

_atch

rse the _atch workspace to create batches and submit them to
the queueK oefer to _atch torkspaceK

nueue

rse the nueue workspace to monitor acquisition and processing
statusI and to manage samples in the queueK oefer to nueue
torkspaceK

jp jethod

rse the jp jethod workspace to create and edit jp methodsK
oefer to jp jethod torkspaceK

iC jethod or Ab jethod

rse the iC jethod workspace to create and edit iC methodsK
oefer to iC jethod torkspaceK
®

ff an bcho jp jodule is activeI then the Ab jethod tab is
shownK rse it to create and edit Ab methodsK oefer to Ab jethod
torkspaceK
jp qune

rse the jp qune workspace to optimize the mass spectrometerK
oefer to jp qune torkspaceK

bxplorer

rse the bxplorer workspace to analyze acquired dataK oefer to
bxplorer torkspaceK

Analytics

rse the Analytics workspace to process and review acquired
dataK oefer to Analytics torkspaceK

Configuration

rse the Configuration workspace to configure the softwareI add
and activate devicesI assign user rolesI and create and assign
audit mapsK
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bvent iog

rse the bvent iog workspace to view system eventsI including
errors and warningsK oefer to bvent iog torkspaceK

Audit qrail

rse the Audit qrail workspace to view records of software eventsI
such as configuration changes and data processingK oefer to
Audit qrail torkspaceK

About the oibbon and iauncher
cigure N-O oibbon

ftem

aescription

N

Allows the user to open another workspace by selecting it from the listK qhis
workspace becomes the active workspaceK qhe previously active workspace
remains openK oefer to cigure NJPK

O

phows the name of the active workspaceK

P

lpens the eome pageK

Q

phows the open workspacesK qhe active workspace is shown in whiteK qo
make an open workspace activeI click the workspace iconK

R

phows the currently logged in userK

S

phows the system statusK oefer to About the ptatus manelK

T

lpens the eelp pystemK Click \K
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N

phows the list of workspacesK Click

O

phows the name of the active workspaceK

P

phows the status of the workspacesK A dark blue background indicates that
the workspace is closedK A light blue vertical bar on the left indicates that the
workspace is openK A light blue background indicates that the workspace is
activeK

Q

Closes an open workspaceK Click

R

Closes the active workspaceK Click

K

K
K

About the ptatus manel
qo open this panelI click the status panel title barK oefer to cigure NJOK
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qhe iconI textI and color of the status title bar change to indicate the status of the systemK rse the
status panel to do the followingW
• Add or select a projectK
• siew the samples remaining in the queue and the estimated time remaining for the batch to be
acquiredK
• siew the number of samples remaining in the queue and the estimated time remaining for the
queue to be completedK
• siew the system status or status of the individual devices that have been activated in the aevices
list in the Configuration workspaceK
• Access direct device control to start or stop devicesK
• siew device detailsK
• mut the mass spectrometer or iC system in ptandby stateK
• bquilibrate the systemK
cigure N-Q pCfbu lp ptatus manel
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mrojects
phows the current projectK Click Create mroject E
projectK oefer to Add a mrojectK
nueue

F to create a

phows the status of the samples in the queueK fnformation is provided
forW
• pamples waiting
• pample time remaining
• Acquisition time remaining
oefer to janage the nueueK

aevices

iists the devices in the active configurationK crom this listI the devices
can be managed in the following waysW
• Click the device name to open and view the aevice aetails dialogK
• siew the status of the icon or move the cursor over the status icon
to show the status of the deviceK

• Click airect device control E
dialogK
airect Control

F to open the aevice Control

Allows the user to control the device manuallyK Click ptandby to put
the system in ptandby stateK Click bquilibrate to open the bquilibrate
dialogK oefer to bquilibrate the pystemK

qable N-Q ptatus manel cunctions
qo do thisKKK

do thisKKK

phow the status panel

Click the status panel title barI at the top of the minimized status panelK
oefer to cigure NJOK

eide the status panel

Click the title bar of the status panel when it is showingK
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qo do thisKKK

do thisKKK

Change the active project pelect a project from the mrojects list on the status panelK
qip> Click Create mroject E
name and then click lh K

F to create a projectK qype the project

Control the device status
NK ln the status panelI click airect device control E
right of the device titleK
qhe aevice Control dialog opensK

F at the

OK ptartI stopI or update the deviceI as requiredK
PK Click lhK
rse this procedure to obtain detailed feedback on the status of a
deviceK cor exampleI temperaturesI pressuresI and voltagesK qo
monitor the device statusI click the icon at the far right of the device
titleK

aata Acquisition manel
rse the aata Acquisition panel to start and monitor realJtime data acquisitionK rsers can also edit
the acquisition method parameters during realJtime data acquisitionI as well as save data or open
data in the bxplorer workspaceK
qip> Click the top of the aata Acquisition panel and then drag it up or down to resize the contentsK
cigure N-R aata Acquisition manel
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N

Click ptart to start manual acquisitionK Click ptart [ ptart with iC to open
the ptart with iC dialogK

O

Click to stop manual acquisitionK

P

Click to save dataK

Q

Click to explore data in real timeK

R

phows the qfC and spectrumK

iock the pcreen
qo prevent authorized access to the software when the workstation is unattendedI lock the softwareK
thile the software is lockedI any acquisition or processing that is in progress continuesK
then the Auto logoff time expiresI the user is logged offK Acquisition continuesK
koteW iogoff does not occur if processing is in progressI or if the oesults qable has not been
savedK
NK mress CtrlHnK
cigure N-S iock pcreen aialog

OK Click lhK
qhe pCfbu lp is iocked dialog opensK

rnlock the poftware
ff the software is lockedI then the user who is currently logged on can unlock itK
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koteW lther users cannot unlock the softwareI but a user with the corce rser iogoff permission
can log off the current userK
•

fn the pCfbu lp is iocked dialogI type the password for the current userI and then click
rnlockK

blectronic iaboratory kotebook pupport
pCfbu does not support any one specific electronic laboratory notebook EbikF solutionI but pCfbu
does offer productsI tools and services to facilitate data import and export for integration with bik
systemsW
• _atch CreationW pCfbu lp can import batch files in csv and txt formatK oefer to _atch
torkspaceK
• oesults rploadW pCfbu lp can export data to a txt file for use in a ifjp systemK oefer to
Analytics torkspaceK

aocumentation pymbols and Conventions
qhe following symbols and conventions are used throughout the guideK

aAkdbo> aanger signifies an action which leads to severe injury or deathK

tAokfkd> tarning signifies an action that could cause personal injury if
precautions are not followedK
CArqflkW Caution signifies an operation that could cause damage to the system or
corruption or loss of data if precautions are not followedK
koteW kote emphasizes significant information in a procedure or descriptionK
qip> qip provides useful information that helps apply the techniques and procedures in the text
for a specific need and provides shortcutsI but is not essential to the completion of a procedureK
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O

rse the Configuration workspace toW
• Activate and deactivate devices
• Add and delete devices
• bdit device settings
• qest the devices

Add aevices
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click aevicesK
PK ff the devices are activeI then click aeactivateK
QK Click AddK
qhe aevice dialog opensK
RK fn the qype listI select the required typeK
SK fn the jodel listI select the required modelK
TK Click pettings to edit settings or restore default valuesK
UK qo configure the mass spectrometer to use the eigh jass or iow jass featureI in the
fnstrument jodel section of the pettings dialogI select one of the following optionsW
• iow jassW qo operate in limited mass rangeI high sensitivity operating modeI select this
optionK qhe maximum mass range is R aa to NORM aaK
• eigh jassW qo operate in extended mass range operating modeI select this optionK qhe
maximum mass range is R aa to OMMM aaK
VK Click qest aevice to verify that the device is configured correctly and available for useK
NMK Click paveK
NNK oepeat step Q to step 1M as requiredK
NOK pelect the Activate check box beside each device to be activatedI and then click Activate
aevicesK
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All of the selected devices are activatedK
NPK qo edit or delete devicesI refer to the eelp pystemK

aelete aevices
koteW ff the device that is being deleted is part of an integrated systemI then all of the devices
in the integrated system are deletedK rsers cannot delete one device in an integrated systemK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click aevicesK
PK Click aeactivateK
QK pelect a deviceK
RK Click aeleteK
SK pelect the Activate check box beside each device to be activatedI and then click Activate
aevicesK
All of the selected devices are activatedK

bdit aevice pettings
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click aevicesK
PK ff the devices are activeI then click aeactivateK
QK pelect the device to be editedK
RK Click bditK
qhe aevice dialog opensK
SK ElptionalF bdit the device properties in the aevice aisplay kames sectionK cor information
about the propertiesI refer to the eelp pystemK
TK ElptionalF Click pettings to view and change additional device informationK rse the pettings
dialog to perform these tasksW
• Click oestore aefaults to restore the default settings for the deviceK
• Click qest aevice to verify that the device is configured correctly and available for useK ff
the test is successfulI then the pettings dialog closesK
UK Click qest aevice to verify that the device is configured correctly and available for useK
pCfbu lp for qriple nuadrupole pystems
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ff the test is successfulI then a green message is shownK ltherwiseI a message indicates that
the configuration is not valid and requires updatesK
VK Click paveK
NMK pelect the Activate check box beside each device to be activatedI and then click Activate
aevicesK
All of the selected devices are activatedK
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Configuration

P

cor information about configuring users and rolesI refer to the iaboratory airector duideK

About mrojects and ooot airectories
A root directory is a folder that contains one or more projectsK ft is the folder in which the software
looks for project dataK qo be certain that project information is stored safelyI create projects using
pCfbu lpK oefer to Add a mrojectK
mroject data can be organized in subfoldersK Create the subfolders with pCfbu lpK oefer to Add
a pubfolderK

Add a ooot airectory
A root directory is the folder in which one or more projects are storedK
koteW qhe software saves up to ten root directoriesK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click mrojectsK
PK fn the Advanced sectionI click Create ooot E

F beside the Current root directory fieldK

QK qype the full path to the root directory folderK
qhe folder is createdK
qip> fnstead of typing the pathI click _rowseI and then select the folder in which the root
directory will be createdK qype ?y? and the name of the root directory folder at the end of the
pathK
qip> AlternativelyI create a folder in cile bxplorerI and then browse to and select the folderK
koteW cor pCfbu lp installations with a processing licenseI the root directory can be an
®
Analyst poftware Analyst aataymrojects folderK
RK Click lhK
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qhe new root directory becomes the root directory for the current projectK

oemove a ooot airectory
qhe software maintains a list of the last ten root directories that were usedK qhe user can remove
root directories from this listK
koteW qhe Current root directory cannot be deletedK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click mrojectsK
PK fn the Advanced sectionI click

beside the Current root directory fieldK

qhe Clear ooot airectory dialog opensK
QK pelect the folders to be removed from the list of root directoriesI and then click lhK

ppecify a pecure ketwork Account
ff projects are stored on a network resourceI then an pkA can be specifiedI to make sure that all
users of the workstation have the required access to the network resourceK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click mrojectsK
PK fn the Advanced sectionI click Credentials for pecure ketwork AccountK
QK qype the user nameI passwordI and domain of the secure network account defined on the
network resourceK
RK Click lhK

Add a mroject
qhe project stores acquisition methodsI dataI batchesI processing methodsI processing resultsI
and so onK te recommend the use of separate project folders for each projectK

qip> mrojects can also be created by clicking Create mroject E
to About the ptatus manelK

F on the status panelK oefer

ao not create projects or copy or paste files outside of pCfbu lpK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click mrojectsK
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PK Click Create mroject E

F beside the Current mroject fieldK

qhe kew mroject dialog opensK
QK qype the project nameK
RK Click lhK

Add a pubfolder
tithin projectsI data can be further organized in subfoldersK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click mrojectsK
PK Click Add aata pub-colders to any mrojectK
qhe Add aata pubJcolders dialog opensK
QK fn the pCfbu lp mroject fieldI select the project to which the subfolder is to be addedK
RK Click Add a new data sub-folder E
sectionK

F above the box in the mroject aata pub-colders

qhe aata pubJcolder kame dialog opensK
SK qype the name of the subfolderK
TK Click paveK
UK Close the Add aata pubJcolders dialogK

pelect nueue lptions
qhe software processes the submitted samples in the list sequentiallyI running each sample with
the selected acquisition methodK After all of the samples have been acquiredI the queue stops
and the system goes to the oeady stateK After the time set in the fnstrument fdle qime field has
elapsedI the system goes to the ptandby stateK fn the ptandby stateI the iC pumps and column
oven are turned off and some mass spectrometer voltages are turned offK qhe autosampler
temperature control stays on to prevent sample degradationK
lnly a user who has been assigned permissions to manage the queue can modify the length of
time the queue runs after the last acquisition has finishedI before it puts the instrument in the
ptandby stateK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click nueueK
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PK pelect the queue options as requiredK cor descriptions of the optionsI refer to the eelp pystemK
QK Click paveK

pelect iaboratory fnformation janagement pystem
EifjpF pettings
rse this feature to connect to a ifjp serverK rsers can import batch information fromI as well as
export results toI a ifjpK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click ifjp CommunicationK
PK qo communicate with a ifjpI type the roi of the ifjp server in the ifjp perver field and
then select bnable import from the specified ifjp serverK
koteW qhe customer fq department or the middleware provider is responsible for configuring
the ifjp serverK Contact them for the roi or location of the serverK
QK Click paveK

bnable cull pcreen jode
pelect this feature to use pCfbu lp as the primary applicationK rsers cannot close the software
or access other software programsK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click deneralK
PK rnder deneralI select the bnabled check box to enable cull pcreen jodeK
QK Click paveK

pelect oegional pettings
qhis feature applies the region and language settings selected in Control manelK lnly a period “K”
or comma “I” can be used as a decimal separatorK aigit grouping is not supportedK
NK lpen the Configuration workspaceK
OK Click deneralK
PK fn the deneral panelI under oegional pettingsI click ApplyK
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qhe regional settings configured in the tindows operating system are applied to the software
after the computer is started againK
QK Click paveK
RK ptart the computer againK

janage the Compound iibraries
qj

fmport a iibrarysiew

poftware mackage

NK bxpand the Compounds list in the janage paneK
OK Click All CompoundsK
PK Click the fmport iconK
QK Click iibrarysiew mackage EGKlbpF on the iibrary fmporter dialogK
RK kavigate to the appropriate file on the lpen dialogK
SK pelect the file and then click lpenK
TK ao one of the following on the iibrary fmporter dialogW
• Click All above the Compound column to import all of the compoundsK
• Click inside the appropriate row to import individual compoundsK
qip> qo help locate compoundsI use the pearch fieldK As the search criteria is typedI the
visible columns are searched and refreshed to show only the information that matches
the specified criteriaK
UK ao one of the following to add the compounds to a libraryW
• pelect the appropriate library from the Add to Compound iibrary listK
• qype the name of the library in the Add to Compound iibrary list fieldK
VK Click kextK
koteW ff the user cancels the import before all of the compounds have been copied to the
databaseI then any compounds that have already been imported remain in the databaseK
qhe software does not revert the database to the preJimport stateK
NMK oesolve any conflictsI if requiredK
NNK Click cinishK
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fmport a Compound aatabase
NK bxpand the Compounds list in the janage paneK
OK Click All CompoundsK
PK Click the fmport iconK
QK ao one of the following on the iibrary fmporter dialogW
• Click aiscoverynuant Compound aatabase EGKmdbFK
• Click Analyst Compound aatabase EGKmdbFK
RK kavigate to the appropriate file on the lpen dialogK
SK pelect the file and then click lpenK
TK ao one of the following on the iibrary fmporter dialogW
• Click All above the Compound column to import all of the compoundsK
• Click inside the appropriate row to import individual compoundsK
qip> qo help locate compoundsI use the pearch fieldK As the search criteria is typedI the
visible columns are searched and refreshed to show only the information that matches
the specified criteriaK
UK ao one of the following to add the compounds to a libraryW
• pelect the appropriate library from the Add to Compound iibrary listK
• qype the name of the library in the Add to Compound iibrary list fieldK
VK Click kextK
koteW ff the user cancels the import before all of the compounds have been copied to the
databaseI then any compounds that have already been imported remain in the databaseK
qhe software does not revert the database to the preJimport stateK
NMK oesolve any conflictsI if requiredK
NNK Click cinishK
®

fmport a Cliquid poftware mackage
NK bxpand the Compounds list in the janage paneK
OK Click All CompoundsK
PK Click the fmport iconK
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QK Click Cliquid mackage EGKclqF on the iibrary fmporter dialogK
RK kavigate to the appropriate file on the lpen dialogK
SK pelect the file and then click lpenK
TK ao one of the following on the iibrary fmporter dialogW
• Click All above the Compound column to import all of the compoundsK
• Click inside the appropriate row to import individual compoundsK
qip> qo help locate compoundsI use the pearch fieldK As the search criteria is typedI the
visible columns are searched and refreshed to show only the information that matches
the specified criteriaK
UK ao one of the following to add the compounds to a libraryW
• pelect the appropriate library from the Add to Compound iibrary listK
• qype the name of the library in the Add to Compound iibrary list fieldK
VK Click kextK
NMK qype the name of the mass spectrometer in the fnstrument kame fieldI if requiredI on the
fnstrument kame dialogK
NNK Click lhK
koteW ff the user cancels the import before all of the compounds have been copied to the
databaseI then any compounds that have already been imported remain in the databaseK
qhe software does not revert the database to the preJimport stateK
NOK oesolve any conflictsI if requiredK
NPK Click cinishK

fmport an bxcel cile
NK bxpand the Compounds list in the janage paneK
OK Click All CompoundsK
PK Click the fmport iconK
QK Click bxcel file EGKxlsF on the iibrary fmporter dialogK
RK kavigate to the appropriate file on the lpen dialogK
SK pelect the file and then click lpenK
TK pelect the appropriate bxcel worksheet to import on the iibrary fmporter dialogK
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UK ff the worksheet contains column headersI then select the check box beside pelected bxcel
torksheet has headersK
VK qype the name of the mass spectrometer in the fnstrument kame fieldI if requiredI on the
fnstrument kame dialogK
NMK pelect the appropriate heading for each column of informationK
qip> CompoundWCompoundfd and CompoundWkame are mandatory selectionsK pelect
---xnot usedz--- for information that is not requiredK
NNK Click kextK
NOK ao one of the following on the iibrary fmporter dialogW
• Click All above the Compound column to import all of the compoundsK
• Click inside the appropriate row to import individual compoundsK
qip> qo help locate compoundsI use the pearch fieldK As the search criteria is typedI the
visible columns are searched and refreshed to show only the information that matches
the specified criteriaK
NPK ao one of the following to add the compounds to a libraryW
• pelect the appropriate library from the Add to Compound iibrary listK
• qype the name of the library in the Add to Compound iibrary list fieldK
NQK Click kextK
koteW ff the user cancels the import before all of the compounds have been copied to the
databaseI then any compounds that have already been imported remain in the databaseK
qhe software does not revert the database to the preJimport stateK
NRK oesolve any conflictsI if requiredK
NSK Click cinishK

fmport a iibrary aatabase pnapshot
CArqflkW motential aata iossK qhe information in this package overwrites all of the existing
qj
data in the iibrarysiew poftware databaseK qhe Cancel option is not available after the
import beginsK ft is recommended that a backup of the current database is created before
performing this procedureK
NK bxpand the Compounds list in the janage paneK
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OK Click All CompoundsK
PK Click the fmport iconK
QK Click lverwrite aatabase with iibrary pnapshot EGKlbpF on the iibrary fmporter dialogK
RK Click ves on the tarning dialogK
SK kavigate to the appropriate file on the lpen dialogK
TK pelect the file and then click lpenK
UK Click cinishK

fmport a iibrary mackage from a qhird marty
NK bxpand the Compounds list in the janage paneK
OK Click All CompoundsK
PK Click the fmport iconK
QK Click qhird marty iibrary mackage EGKtplpF on the iibrary fmporter dialogK
RK kavigate to the appropriate file on the lpen dialogK
SK pelect the file and then click lpenK
TK ao one of the following on the iibrary fmporter dialogW
• Click All above the Compound column to import all of the compoundsK
• Click inside the appropriate row to import individual compoundsK
qip> qo help locate compoundsI use the pearch fieldK As the search criteria is typedI the
visible columns are searched and refreshed to show only the information that matches
the specified criteriaK
UK ao one of the following to add the compounds to a libraryW
• pelect the appropriate library from the Add to Compound iibrary listK
• qype the name of the library in the Add to Compound iibrary list fieldK
VK Click kextK
koteW ff the user cancels the import before all of the compounds have been copied to the
databaseI then any compounds that have already been imported remain in the databaseK
qhe software does not revert the database to the preJimport stateK
NMK oesolve any conflictsI if requiredK
NNK Click cinishK
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qj

fnstall a iicensed iibrarysiew
qj

koteW qhe iibrarysiew

poftware mackage

poftware must be installedK

A licensed library can be installed from a asa or from a zip application file downloaded from the
pCfbu websiteK qhe application file can include compound namesI compound transition informationI
and compound library spectraK
NK iog on to the computer as a tindows user with administrator privilegesK
OK ao one of the followingW
• ff the library is being installed from a asaI then load the asa in the asa drive and continue
with step RK
• ff the library is being installed from a downloaded fileI then continue with step PK
PK aownload the required zip file from the pCfbu websiteK
qip> qo prevent potential installation issuesI save the file to a location other than the computer
desktopK
QK After the download is completeI rightJclick the downloaded file and then click bxtract AllK
RK _rowse to the extracted files or the asa and then doubleJclick iibraryKexeK
qip> ff the rser Account Control dialog opensI then click vesK
qip> ff the iibrarysiew petup Ekot oespondingF message dialog opensI then close the message
dialogI rightJclick the iibraryKexe fileI and select the oun as administrator option to start
the installation againK
SK Click poftware Activation on the iibrarysiewmackages ceature rnavailable dialogK
qhe iibrarysiewmackages Activation dialog opensK
TK qype the license keyI exactly as shownI in the appropriate fieldK
ff a license key is not availableI then contact sciexKcomLrequestJsupportK
UK Click denerate Computer faK
A unique identifier is created for the workstationK
VK Click Copy fa to ClipboardK
NMK collow the instructions to obtain the licenseK
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koteW fnternet access is required to obtain the licenseK ff the computer does not have fnternet
accessI then make a copy of the generated computer faK ln a computer with fnternet accessI
go to the licensing page of the pCfbu website and then follow the instructions to obtain a
licenseK
After the required information is submittedI a license file is sent to all of the eJmail addresses
providedK
NNK Close the browser windowK
NOK then the eJmail containing the license file is receivedI copy the license file to the workstation
desktopK
NPK Click fnstall iicense cile on the iibrarysiewmackages Activation dialogK
NQK _rowse to and then select the license file on the pelect the new license file to be installed
dialogK
NRK Click lpenK
_oth the pelect the new license file to be installed and the iibrarysiewmackage Activation
dialogs closeK
NSK ao one of the followingW
• Click All above the Compound column on the iibrary fmporter dialog to import all of the
compoundsK
• Click inside the appropriate row on the iibrary fmporter dialog to import individual
compoundsK
qip> qo help locate compoundsI use the pearch fieldK As the search criteria is typedI the
visible columns are searched and refreshed to show only the information that matches
the criteria specifiedK
NTK Click kextK
koteW ff the user cancels the import before all of the compounds have been copied to the
databaseI then any compounds that have already been imported remain in the databaseK
qhe software does not revert the database to the preJimport stateK
NUK oesolve any conflictsI if requiredK
NVK Click cinishK
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Compound Conflicts
then installing a library containing a group of compounds or installing individual compoundsI the
software searches the database for compounds with the same name or formula as a compound
in the packageK ff compounds are foundI then the software flags the corresponding compounds
in the package and waits for user input to continueK
rsers have the option toW
• jerge the compound informationK kew spectraI transitionsI and retention times from the
compound in the package are added to the compound information stored in the databaseK
• lverwrite the compound informationK Compound information from the package replaces the
compound information stored in the databaseK
• heep compound informationK Compound information in the database is retained and the
compound information from the package is discardedK
Conflict information is available to help the user make the correct choiceK

siew Compound Conflicts
NK Click oesolve beside the compound on the iibrary fmporter dialog to view the details of the
conflictK
OK ao one of the followingW
• Click heep lriginal to keep the existing compound information and discard the new
informationK
• Click rse kew to replace the existing compound information with the new informationK
PK oepeat steps N and O for each compoundK
QK Click cinish after all of the conflicts are resolvedK

jerge Compounds
NK ln the iibrary fmporter dialogI do one of the following W
• Click jerge to merge new spectraI transitionsI and retention times from individual
compounds in the import package with the corresponding compound information stored in
the databaseK
• Click jerge All to merge new spectraI transitionsI and retention times from all of the
compounds in the import package with the corresponding compound information stored in
the databaseK
OK Click cinish after all of the conflicts are resolvedK
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lverwrite Compounds
NK ao one of the following on the iibrary fmporter dialogW
• Click lverwrite All to overwrite all of the compound information stored in the database with
the corresponding compound information from the import packageK
• Click oesolve beside the appropriate compound and then click rse kew to overwrite the
compound information stored in the database with the corresponding compound information
from the import packageK
OK Click cinish after all of the conflicts are resolvedK

heep lriginal Compounds
NK ao one of the following on the iibrary fmporter dialogW
• Click heep All lriginal to keep all of the compound information stored in the database and
discard the compound information from the import packageK
• Click heep lriginal beside the appropriate compound to keep the individual compound
information stored in the database and discard the compound information from the import
packageK
OK Click cinish after all of the conflicts are resolvedK

Add a Compound
koteW Compounds can also be added to a library using the bdit iibrary optionK
NK bxpand the Compounds list in the janage paneK
OK Click All CompoundsK
PK Click the Add iconK
koteW qhe compound name is mandatoryK All of the other information is optionalK
QK qype the appropriate information in the fields on the aetails tabK
RK Click paveK

Add a jass ppectrum to a Compound
NK bxpand the Compounds list in the janage paneK
OK Click All CompoundsK
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PK aoubleJclick the appropriate compoundK
QK Click the jp ppectra tabK
RK Click the bdit jode iconK
SK Click the Add ppectra iconK
TK Click lpen GKwiff file on the Add jass ppectrum from GKwiff file to Compound dialogK
UK _rowse to and then select the appropriate wiff or wiffO file on the lpen dialogK
VK Click lpenK
NMK ao one of the following to add the compounds to a libraryW
• cor faA dataI expand the sample and then select the appropriate compound in the navigation
pane on the leftK
• cor bjpI jojI and looped dataI select the appropriate sampleK
NNK ao one of the following to add spectrum to the compoundW
• cor faA dataI click Add ppectrum in the Acquired ppectrum paneK
• cor bjpI jojI and looped dataI doubleJclick the qfC and then click Add ppectrum in the
Acquired ppectrum paneK
NOK oepeat steps T through NN for each spectrum to be addedK
NPK Click paveK
NQK Click pave on the jp ppectra tabK
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Analysts
qask

poftware Access

siew the main screen and status panel oefer to About the eome mage and About the ptatus
to check the system statusK
manelK
Create and submit a batch either using oefer to _atch torkspaceK
a jicrosoft bxcel spreadsheet or
ifjpI or manuallyK iC and jp
methods must be locked by jethod
aevelopers before batches are
created and submitted by AnalystsK
siew and manage samples in the
queueK

oefer to nueue torkspaceK

mrocess and review data in oesults
qablesK

oefer to Analytics torkspaceK

bxplore dataK

oefer to bxplorer torkspaceK

jethod aevelopers
qask

poftware Access

Configure the systemK

oefer toW
• pystem rser duide for the mass spectrometer and
lperating fnstructions—aevice ConfigurationK
• aefine the mroject aefault pettingsK
• pelect Columns for the oesults qableK

qune the mass spectrometerK

oefer to jp qune torkspaceK

Configure the liquid chromatography oefer to the pystem rser duide for the mass
EiCF devicesK
spectrometerK
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qask

poftware Access

Create acoustic ejection EAbF
methodsK

oefer to Create an Ab jethodK

Create iC methodsK

oefer to Create an iC jethodK

Create mass spectrometer EjpF
methodsK

oefer to jp jethod torkspaceK

aevelop processing methodsK

oefer to Create a mrocessing jethodK

Administrators
qask

poftware Access

pet the tindows file permissionsK

oefer to the iaboratory airector duideK

Configure the ifjpK

oefer to pelect iaboratory fnformation janagement
pystem EifjpF pettingsK

Add users to the software and assign oefer to the iaboratory airector duideK
rolesK
Archive logsK

oefer to Archive iogsK

oeviewers
qask

poftware Access

oeview processed resultsK

oefer to Analytics torkspaceK

bxplore dataK

oefer to bxplorer torkspaceK

oeview logsK

oefer to siew iogsK
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R

rse the following workspaces to perform acquisition tasksW
• jp jethod torkspaceW Create and manage jp methods
®

• Ekot applicable if an bcho jp jodule is activeF iC jethod torkspaceW Create and manage
iC methods
®

• Eff an bcho jp jodule is activeF Ab jethod torkspaceW Create and manage Ab methods
• _atch torkspaceW Create batches and submit them to the queue
• nueue torkspaceW janage samples in the queue

jp jethod torkspace
rse this workspace to create and manage mass spectrometer EjpF methodsK
Access to features in this workspace is controlled by the role assigned to the userK oefer to the
iaboratory airector duideK

Create an jp jethod
rse this procedure to create the following types of jp methodsW nNI nNjfI nPI nPjfI keutral
iossI mrecursor fonI and mroduct fonK
qip> oefer to the following procedures for information on creating jp methods using the duided
joj optionW
• Create an joj jethod rsing Automatic jode in duided joj and rnknown qransitions
• Create an joj jethod rsing Automatic jode in duided joj and hnown qransitions
• Create an joj jethod rsing duided jode in duided joj and rnknown qransitions
• Create an joj jethod rsing duided jode in duided joj and hnown qransitions

koteW jake sure that the correct project name is selected in the status panelK
NK lpen the jp jethod workspaceK
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OK Click the down arrow on the kew buttonI and then select a method from the listW jojI keutral
iossI mrecursor fonI mroduct fonI nNI nNjfI nPI or nPjfK oefer to nuadrupoleJjode pcan
qypesK
cigure R-N jp jethods iists

PK qype values in the fieldsI as requiredK cor a description of the parametersI refer to the eelp
pystemK
®

CArqflkW motential pystem aamageK Ebcho jp pystemsF pet the fon source gas N
parameter to at least VM psi to avoid flooding the well plateK
QK Click Advanced [ phow advanced parameters to show and edit the resolution parametersK
RK ElptionalF oun the methodK oefer to oun an jp jethod januallyK
SK siew the realJtime data in the aata Acquisition panelK
qip> Click the top of the aata Acquisition panel and then drag it up or down to resize the
contentsK oefer to aata Acquisition manelK
TK ElptionalF qo view the data in the bxplorer workspaceI click lpen data exploration to view
real time data E

F in the aata Acquisition panelK oefer to bxplorer torkspaceK

oealJtime acquisition is indicated in the bxplore pane by the words AcquiringI cinishedI or
Aborted in the sample titleK
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cigure R-O oeal-time AcquisitionµAcquiring

UK ao one of the following to save the jp methodW
• Click pave [ pave to save the methodK
• Click pave [ pave As to save the method with a new nameK
• Click pave [ iock jethod to lock the method if it is ready for routine analysisK
koteW iock the method to prevent unauthorized users from editing itK lnly users with the
iockLrnlock methods permission can edit locked methodsK lther users can only submit
themK
qhe pave As jp jethod dialog opensK
VK qype a name in the cile kame fieldK
NMK Click paveK
cor scan types other than joj scan typesI optimizing the jp method requires the manualI
iterative adjusting of parametersI acquiring dataI and then observing the effect of the adjustment
on the signalK

Create an joj jethod rsing Automatic jode in duided joj
and rnknown qransitions
®

rse syringe infusionI qee infusionI orI if an bcho jp pystem is usedI acoustic infusionI when
using duided joj to optimize or create a new joj acquisition methodK
NK lpen the jp jethod workspaceK
OK Click kew [ duided jojK
PK Click Automatic mode on the mreparation pageK
QK pelect a polarityK
RK Click cind transitions automaticallyK
SK qype a name in the Compound kame fieldK
TK pelect a number from the Charge listK
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UK qype a mass in the mrecursor fon fieldK
VK pelect a number from the kumber of cragments to rse listK
NMK Click ContinueK
NNK ln the pet fnitial Conditions pageI adjust the initial ion source and nN parametersI if necessaryK
NOK ff processing does not occur automaticallyI then click ptartK
NPK then the spray is stableI click kextK
qhe system automatically optimizes the aeclustering motentialI Collision bnergyI and Collision
Cell bxit motential parametersI and identifies the product ionsK
NQK tait until all of the product ions are identifiedI all of the parameters are optimizedI and the
oeport page is shownK
NRK ElptionalF pave the report by following these stepsW
aK ln the oeport pageI click pave report as
bK kavigate to the folder where the report will to be savedI type a cile nameI and then click
paveK
NSK Click Continue to open the optimized method in the jp jethod workspaceK
NTK qype the required method duration time in the jethod auration fieldK
NUK ao one of the following to save the jp methodW
• Click pave [ pave to save the methodK
• Click pave [ pave As to save the method with a new nameK
• Click pave [ iock jethod to lock the method if it is ready for routine analysisK
koteW iock the method to prevent unauthorized users from editing itK lnly users with the
iockLrnlock methods permission can edit locked methodsK lther users can only submit
themK
qhe pave As jp jethod dialog opensK
NVK qype a name in the cile kame fieldK
OMK Click paveK

Create an joj jethod rsing Automatic jode in duided joj
and hnown qransitions
®

rse syringe infusionI qee infusionI orI if an bcho jp pystem is usedI acoustic infusionI when
using duided joj to optimize or create a new joj acquisition methodK
NK lpen the jp jethod workspaceK
poftware rser duide
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OK Click kew [ duided jojK
PK Click Automatic mode on the mreparation pageK
QK pelect a polarityK
RK Click rse known transitionsK
SK qype the Compound faI nN mass EaaF and nP jass EaaF in the table for each compoundK
TK Click ContinueK
UK ln the pet fnitial Conditions pageI adjust the initial ion source and nN parametersI if necessaryK
VK ff processing does not occur automaticallyI then click ptartK
NMK then the spray is stableI click kextK
qhe system automatically optimizes the aeclustering motentialI Collision bnergyI and Collision
Cell bxit motential parametersI and identifies the product ionsK
NNK tait until all of the product ions are identifiedI all of the parameters are optimizedI and the
oeport page is shownK
NOK ElptionalF pave the report by following these stepsW
aK ln the oeport pageI click pave report as
bK kavigate to the folder where the report will to be savedI type a cile nameI and then click
paveK
NPK Click Continue to open the optimized method in the jp jethod workspaceK
NQK qype the required method duration time in the jethod auration fieldK
NRK ao one of the following to save the jp methodW
• Click pave [ pave to save the methodK
• Click pave [ pave As to save the method with a new nameK
• Click pave [ iock jethod to lock the method if it is ready for routine analysisK
koteW iock the method to prevent unauthorized users from editing itK lnly users with the
iockLrnlock methods permission can edit locked methodsK lther users can only submit
themK
qhe pave As jp jethod dialog opensK
NSK qype a name in the cile kame fieldK
NTK Click paveK
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Create an joj jethod rsing duided jode in duided joj
and rnknown qransitions
®

rse syringe infusionI qee infusionI orI if an bcho jp pystem is usedI acoustic infusionI when
using duided joj to optimize or create a new joj acquisition methodK
rse the duided option if greater control over the start and stop voltages is requiredK
NK lpen the jp jethod workspaceK
OK Click kew [ duided jojK
PK Click duided mode on the mreparation dialogK
QK pelect a polarityK
RK Click cind transitions automaticallyK
SK qype a name in the Compound kame fieldK
TK pelect a number from the Charge listK
UK qype a mass in the mrecursor fon fieldK
VK pelect a number from the kumber of cragments to rse listK
NMK Click ContinueK
NNK ln the pet fnitial Conditions pageI adjust the initial ion source and nN parametersI if necessaryK
NOK ff processing does not occur automaticallyI then click ptartK
NPK then the spray is stableI click kextK
qhe system automatically optimizes the aeclustering motentialI Collision bnergyI and Collision
Cell bxit motential parametersI and identifies the product ionsK
NQK ln the lptimize aeclustering motential pageI do the followingW
aK qype values in the ptartI ptopI and ptep fieldsK
bK Click ptartK
koteW ff necessaryI adjust the ramp parametersI and then click oamp to perform the
optimization againK
cK Click kext after the optimization has completedK
NRK ln the aetermine the mroduct fons pageI do the followingW
aK ff requiredI adjust the ptartI ptopI and ptep fields for the Cb rampK
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bK ff requiredI type values in the ptart jass EaaF and ptop jass EaaF fieldsK
koteW ff necessaryI adjust the ramp parametersI and then click oamp to perform the
optimization againK
cK Click kext after the optimization has completedK
NSK ln the lptimize Collision bnergy pageI do the followingW
aK qype values in the ptartI ptopI and ptep fieldsK
bK Click ptartK
koteW ff necessaryI adjust the ramp parametersI and then click oamp to perform the
optimization againK
cK Click kext after the optimization has completedK
NTK ln the lptimize Collision Cell bxit motential pageI do the followingW
aK qype values in the ptartI ptopI and ptep fieldsK
bK Click oampK
koteW ff necessaryI adjust the ramp parametersI and then click oamp to perform the
optimization againK
cK Click kext after the optimization has completedK
qhe oeport page is shownK
NUK ElptionalF pave the report by following these stepsW
aK ln the oeport pageI click pave report as
bK kavigate to the folder where the report will to be savedI type a cile nameI and then click
paveK
NVK Click Continue to open the optimized method in the jp jethod workspaceK
OMK qype the required method duration time in the jethod auration fieldK
ONK ao one of the following to save the jp methodW
• Click pave [ pave to save the methodK
• Click pave [ pave As to save the method with a new nameK
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• Click pave [ iock jethod to lock the method if it is ready for routine analysisK
koteW iock the method to prevent unauthorized users from editing itK lnly users with the
iockLrnlock methods permission can edit locked methodsK lther users can only submit
themK
qhe pave As jp jethod dialog opensK
OOK qype a name in the cile kame fieldK
OPK Click paveK

Create an joj jethod rsing duided jode in duided joj
and hnown qransitions
®

rse syringe infusionI qee infusionI orI if an bcho jp pystem is usedI acoustic infusionI when
using duided joj to optimize or create a new joj acquisition methodK
rse the duided option if greater control over the start and stop voltages is requiredK
NK lpen the jp jethod workspaceK
OK Click kew [ duided jojK
PK Click duided mode on the mreparation dialogK
QK pelect a polarityK
RK Click rse known transitionsK
SK qype the Compound faI nN mass EaaF and nP jass EaaF in the table for each compoundK
TK Click ContinueK
UK ln the pet fnitial Conditions pageI adjust the initial ion source and nN parametersI if necessaryK
VK ff processing does not occur automaticallyI then click ptartK
NMK then the spray is stableI click kextK
qhe system automatically optimizes the aeclustering motentialI Collision bnergyI and Collision
Cell bxit motential parametersI and identifies the product ionsK
NNK ln the lptimize aeclustering motential pageI do the followingW
aK qype values in the ptartI ptopI and ptep fieldsK
bK Click ptartK
koteW ff necessaryI adjust the ramp parametersI and then click oamp to perform the
optimization againK
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cK Click kext after the optimization has completedK
NOK ln the aetermine the mroduct fons pageI do the followingW
aK ff requiredI adjust the ptartI ptopI and ptep fields for the Cb rampK
bK ff requiredI type values in the ptart jass EaaF and ptop jass EaaF fieldsK
koteW ff necessaryI adjust the ramp parametersI and then click oamp to perform the
optimization againK
cK Click kext after the optimization has completedK
NPK ln the lptimize Collision bnergy pageI do the followingW
aK qype values in the ptartI ptopI and ptep fieldsK
bK Click ptartK
koteW ff necessaryI adjust the ramp parametersI and then click oamp to perform the
optimization againK
cK Click kext after the optimization has completedK
NQK ln the lptimize Collision Cell bxit motential pageI do the followingW
aK qype values in the ptartI ptopI and ptep fieldsK
bK Click oampK
koteW ff necessaryI adjust the ramp parametersI and then click oamp to perform the
optimization againK
cK Click kext after the optimization has completedK
qhe oeport page is shownK
NRK ElptionalF pave the report by following these stepsW
aK ln the oeport pageI click pave report as
bK kavigate to the folder where the report will to be savedI type a cile nameI and then click
paveK
NSK Click Continue to open the optimized method in the jp jethod workspaceK
NTK qype the required method duration time in the jethod auration fieldK
NUK ao one of the following to save the jp methodW
• Click pave [ pave to save the methodK
• Click pave [ pave As to save the method with a new nameK
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• Click pave [ iock jethod to lock the method if it is ready for routine analysisK
koteW iock the method to prevent unauthorized users from editing itK lnly users with the
iockLrnlock methods permission can edit locked methodsK lther users can only submit
themK
qhe pave As jp jethod dialog opensK
NVK qype a name in the cile kame fieldK
OMK Click paveK
qj

Create a pcheduled joj

Algorithm jethod

mrerequisite mrocedures
• Create an jp method that contains an joj experimentK oefer to the following proceduresW
• Create an jp jethod
• Create an joj jethod rsing Automatic jode in duided joj and rnknown qransitions
• Create an joj jethod rsing Automatic jode in duided joj and hnown qransitions
• Create an joj jethod rsing duided jode in duided joj and rnknown qransitions
• Create an joj jethod rsing duided jode in duided joj and hnown qransitions
NK lpen an jp method that contains an joj experiment by following these stepsW
aK Click lpenK
bK pelect the jp methodK
cK Click lpenK
OK fn the jass qable sectionI select Apply scan scheduleK
qj

qhe pcheduled joj

algorithm fields are shownK

PK pet qarget Cycle qime to a value appropriate for the peak widthK
QK pet the oetention time EminF for each compound to the expected retention timeI based on
the iC method conditionsK
RK pet the oetention time tolerance EHL-secF to the appropriate valueI based on the peak profileK
SK ElptionalF Adjust nN resolution or nP resolutionI or bothK
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qj

cigure R-P pcheduled joj

Algorithm jethod

TK ElptionalF rpdate the advanced parameters by following these stepsW
aK Click Advanced [ phow advanced parametersK
bK Adjust jinimum awell qimeI jaximum awell qimeI and mause timeI as requiredK
cigure R-Q Advanced mroperties

UK Click sjoj pummary to view a graphical representation of the sjoj methodK Click Close
to close itK
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cigure R-R EsFjoj mlots aialog

VK ao one of the following to save the jp methodW
• Click pave [ pave to save the methodK
• Click pave [ pave As to save the method with a new nameK
• Click pave [ iock jethod to lock the method if it is ready for routine analysisK
koteW iock the method to prevent unauthorized users from editing itK lnly users with the
iockLrnlock methods permission can edit locked methodsK lther users can only submit
themK
qhe pave As jp jethod dialog opensK
NMK qype a name in the cile kame fieldK
NNK Click paveK
NOK oun the jp method with appropriate iC methodI and adjust the parameters to optimize
performanceK oefer to oun an jp jethod januallyK
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Create a jethod with jultiple bxperiments
mrerequisite mrocedures
• Create an jp methodK oefer to the following proceduresW
• Create an jp jethod
• Create an joj jethod rsing Automatic jode in duided joj and rnknown qransitions
• Create an joj jethod rsing Automatic jode in duided joj and hnown qransitions
• Create an joj jethod rsing duided jode in duided joj and rnknown qransitions
• Create an joj jethod rsing duided jode in duided joj and hnown qransitions
NK lpen the jp method to which an experiment will be added by following these stepsW
aK Click lpenK
bK pelect the jp methodK
cK Click lpenK
OK Click Add bxperiment and then the scan type of the experiment to be addedK
cigure R-S Add bxperiment jenu

PK pet the experiment parametersK cor a description of the parametersI refer to the eelp pystemK
QK oepeat step O and step P for each experiment to be addedK
RK ao one of the following to save the jp methodW
• Click pave [ pave to save the methodK
• Click pave [ pave As to save the method with a new nameK
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• Click pave [ iock jethod to lock the method if it is ready for routine analysisK
koteW iock the method to prevent unauthorized users from editing itK lnly users with the
iockLrnlock methods permission can edit locked methodsK lther users can only submit
themK
qhe pave As jp jethod dialog opensK
SK qype a name in the cile kame fieldK
TK Click paveK
cor scan types other than joj scan typesI optimizing the jp method requires the manualI
iterative adjusting of parametersI acquiring dataI and then observing the effect of the adjustment
on the signalK

oun an jp jethod janually
mrerequisite mrocedures
• fn the jp jethod workspaceI Create an jp jethod or open an existing methodK
NK Click the down arrow on the ptart button in the aata Acquisition panel and then click one of
the followingW
• ptartW qhis option runs the jp method without an iCK
• ptart with iC
oefer to aata Acquisition manelK
tAokfkd> cire eazardK ao not direct more than P miLmin of solvent in the ion
sourceK Although the iC components can provide a flow rate up to R miLminI
directing more than P miLmin of solvent could result in solvent accumulating
in the ion sourceK clow can be split with a tee to make sure that the maximum
flow rate provided to the ion source does not exceed P miLminK
ff the user clicks ptart with iCI then the ptart with iC dialog opensK cor information about the
fields on this dialogI refer to the eelp pystemK
koteW qhe iC system must be activated and an iC method must have been created and
savedK
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cigure R-T ptart with iC aialog

OK ElptionalF qo view the data in the bxplorer workspaceI click lpen data exploration to view
real-time data E

F in the aata Acquisition panelK

oealJtime acquisition is indicated in the bxplore pane by the words AcquiringI cinishedI or
Aborted in the sample titleK
cigure R-U oeal-time AcquisitionµAcquiring

PK ElptionalF lptimize the jp parametersI as requiredK cor a description of the parametersI refer
to the eelp pystemK
QK Click ptop in the aata Acquisition panelK
RK ElptionalF qo save the dataI follow these stepsW
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aK Click pave to save the dataK
qhe pave aata dialog opensK
bK qype a name in the cile kame fieldK
cK Click paveK
SK ao one of the following to save the jp methodW
• Click pave [ pave to save the methodK
• Click pave [ pave As to save the method with a new nameK
• Click pave [ iock jethod to lock the method if it is ready for routine analysisK
koteW iock the method to prevent unauthorized users from editing itK lnly users with the
iockLrnlock methods permission can edit locked methodsK lther users can only submit
themK
qhe pave As jp jethod dialog opensK
TK qype a name in the cile kame fieldK
UK Click paveK

iC jethod torkspace
rse this workspace to create and manage iC methodsK
Access to features in this workspace is controlled by the role assigned to the userK oefer to the
iaboratory airector duideK

Create an iC jethod
oefer to the documentation that comes with the iC deviceK
NK lpen the iC jethod workspaceK
OK Click kewK
PK Click a device in the left panel and then edit the fieldsI as requiredK
QK pave and optionally lock the iC method by clicking one of the following commandsW
• paveW qo save the iC methodK
• pave [ iock jethod W qo save and lock the iC methodK
qhe pave As iC jethod dialog opensK
RK qype a name for the iC method in the cile kame fieldI and then click paveK
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Ab jethod torkspace
®

rse this workspace to create and manage Ab methodsK then an bcho jp pystem is activatedI
the iC jethod tile on the eome page changes to Ab jethodK
Access to features in this workspace is controlled by the role assigned to the userK oefer to the
iaboratory airector duideK

Create an Ab jethod
koteW jake sure that the correct project name is selected in the status panelK
NK lpen the Ab jethod workspaceK
OK Click kewK
PK bdit the fieldsI as requiredK cor a description of the parametersI refer to the eelp pystemK
QK pave and optionally lock the Ab method by clicking one of the following commandsW
• paveW qo save the Ab methodK
• pave [ iock jethod W qo save and lock the Ab methodK
qhe pave As Ab jethod dialog opensK
RK qype a name for the Ab method in the cile kame fieldI and then click paveK

_atch torkspace
qhe _atch workspace contains information about a set of samples to be acquired andI optionallyI
processedK _atches tell the software the order in which to acquire and process the samplesK
Access to features in this workspace is controlled by the role assigned to the userK oefer to the
iaboratory airector duideK
koteW cor the selected autosamplerI the rack typeI rack positionI plate typeI plate positionI and
vial position are all dependent on each other and only certain values are validK
®

koteW then used with the bcho jp pystemI this workspace defines how the samples are
arranged in the wellplatesK qhe system optimizes the sequence of acquisition for throughputK
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qable R-N _atch torkspace Columns
Column kame

aefinition

cield salue oequirements

pample kame

kame of the sampleK

iess than ORO charactersK qhe
pample kame field cannot contain
any of these invalid charactersW y L W
X G \ ? Y [ |Z

pample fa

A custom number or other identifier iess than ORO charactersK qhe
for the sampleK
pample fa field cannot contain any
of these invalid charactersW y L W X G \
? Y [ |Z

_arcode fa

rnique fa from a sampleK

iess than RM charactersK

jp jethod

kame of the methodK

qhe jp method must exist in the
current projectK qhe field is not
caseJsensitiveK

iC jethod

kame of the liquid chromatography qhe iC method must exist in the
methodK
current projectK qhe field is not
caseJsensitiveK

Ab jethod

kame of the accoustic ejection
qhe Ab method must exist in the
methodK
current projectK qhe field is not
®
phown when the bcho jp is active caseJsensitiveK
on the aevices pageK

oack qype

qhe rack type for the autosamplerK just be one of the valid choices for
the autosampler specified in the iC
methodK

oack mosition

qhe position of the rack on the trayK kumerical valueK

mlate qype

qhe type of wellJplate in the
autosamplerK

just be one of the valid choices for
the autosampler specified in the iC
methodK

koteW qhis column is unavailable
if the oack qype describes vialsK
mlate mosition

qhe position of the plate on the
rackK

just match one of the predefined
autosampler plate positionsK

sial mosition

EiC methodsF qhe position of the
vial in a rack or on a plateK

kumerical valueK qhe largest value
must not be larger than the number
of vials in the rackK
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qable R-N _atch torkspace Columns EcontinuedF
Column kame

aefinition

tell mosition

EAb methodsF qhe position of the kumerical valueK qhe largest value
well on a plateK
must not be larger than the number
®
phown when the bcho jp is active of wells in the rackK
on the aevices pageK

fnjection solume EµiF qhe amount of sample to be
injectedK

cield salue oequirements

kumerical valueK

koteW
cor iC methods onlyI the injection
volume is taken from the iC
methodK qhe user can override this
injection volume in the _atch
workspace or in the imported
batch fileK then the batch is
submittedI the injection volume is
validated against the range
supported by the iC deviceK
qo revert to the injection volume
specified in the iC methodI delete
the contents of this fieldI and then
select the iC method again in the
iC jethod fieldK
pample qype

qhe type of sampleK

jake sure that the sample type
matches one of the predefined
sample typesK Any type that does
not match is automatically replaced
with rnknownK

ailution cactor

qhe dilution factor for individual
samplesK

cor pCfbuJdeveloped methodsI the
value must be NKMMMMMMK
just be a value greater than zero
and with six decimal placesK qhe
default value is NKMMMMMMK ao not
leave the field blankK
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qable R-N _atch torkspace Columns EcontinuedF
Column kame

aefinition

cield salue oequirements

aata cile

qhe name of the file to which the
acquired data is savedK fnclude the
full path to the subfolder in which
the file will be storedK

just be less than ORO charactersK
qhe total number of characters
includes the number of characters
in the data subfolder pathK qhe data
file cannot contain any of these
invalid charactersW y L W X G \ ? Y [ |Z
qip> Click the arrow to select a
subfolder from the list or type the
name of a new subfolderK jake
sure to include a backslash EyF
between the subfolder and file
nameK ff the subfolder does not
existI then it will be created when
the batch runsK

mrocessing jethod

kame of the methodK ff an existing pelect a processing method from
oesults cile will be usedI then
the list of processing methods in the
leave this field blankK then an
projectK
existing oesults cile is selectedI
the value *bmbedded Method* is
automatically shown in this fieldK
koteW qhe processing method
must be compatible with the jp
method specified for the sampleK
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qable R-N _atch torkspace Columns EcontinuedF
Column kame

aefinition

cield salue oequirements

oesults cile

qhe name of the file to which the
processed results are savedK ff a
valid oesults cile is specifiedI then
the sample data will be processed
automatically after acquisition is
completeK ff the file name is invalidI
then the batch submission process
cannot be completedK

qhe file name cannot contain any
of these invalid charactersW y L X W G \
? Y [ |Z

koteW ff an existingoesults cile is
selectedI then the embedded
method for the selected oesults
file is used for processingI and the
text in the mrocessing jethod
cell is replaced with *bmbedded
Method*K
jarker tell

qhe file pathI including the file name
and subfoldersI must be less than
ORO charactersK
qip> Click the arrow to select an
existing oesults cile from the listK
qo create a fileI type the file nameK
qhe file will be created when the
first sample in the submitted batch
is processedK

qhe well used to align the timing file pelect qrue for the marker wellK All
with the first wellK qhe jarker tell other wells are automatically set to
must contain at least one of the
calse when the batch is submittedK
components defined in the jp
method specified in the jp jethod
columnK
®

phown when the bcho jp is active
on the aevices pageK
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qable R-N _atch torkspace Columns EcontinuedF
Column kame

aefinition

cield salue oequirements

Comment

qext

just be less than RM charactersK
qhe Comment field cannot contain
any of these invalid charactersW y L W
X G \ ? Y [ |Z

Compound kame for joj eo scansW qhe name of a
joj eo Ejoj eo
compound defined in the joj
scansF
methodK
Component kame
Eother scansF

lther scansW qhe name of a
component defined in the
processing methodK

just be a name that was previously
defined either in the jp methodI for
joj scansI or in the processing
methodI for other scansK qhe name
is validated during method creationK
koteW ff the import file contains a
data column that does not match
any of the columns in the batch
gridI then the column is treated as
a Compound or Component kame
columnK A concentration column
is added and it is populated with
the values from this data columnK

qhe batch can contain up to RMM
compound or component name
columnsK qhe name is used as the
column name in the batch import
file that the user createsK

janage the _atch
koteW jake sure that the correct project name is selected in the status panelK
fn the _atch workspaceI use the following features to manage the batchK
qable R-O _atch torkspace ceatures
qo do thisKKK

KKK do this

phow or hide columns

Click janage [ aisplay columnsK oefer to phow or eide
ColumnsK

Cut rows

Click janage [ CutK

Copy rows

Click janage [ CopyK

maste rows

Click janage [ masteK

fnsert a row

Click janage [ fnsert oowK

aelete a row

Click janage [ aelete oowK
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qable R-O _atch torkspace ceatures EcontinuedF
qo do thisKKK

KKK do this

pelect columns

Click janage [ aisplay ColumnsK oefer to phow or eide
ColumnsK

Add a component concentration Click janage [ Add Component Concentration ColumnK
column
oefer to Add a Component Concentration ColumnK
koteW qhis component column is editable for all samplesK
aelete a component
concentration column

Click janage [ aelete Component Concentration ColumnK
oefer to aelete a Component Concentration ColumnK

Apply a component
concentration to all rows in a
column

Click a column and then click janage [ Apply the current
concentrations across all componentsK

Add a subfolders to a project

Click janage [ Add data subfoldersK oefer to Add a pubfolderK

mrint the batch

Click mrintK

pave the batch to the current
project

Click pave [ pave or pave [ pave AsK

bxport the batch as a txt or csv Click pave [ bxportK
file

Add a Component Concentration Column
qhe batch contains concentration columns defined in the jp methodI processing methodI or
oesults qableK rse this procedure to add additional component concentration columnsK
koteW Component concentration columns added using this procedure are editable for all samplesK
Component concentration columns are also added to a batch when a processing method that
contains components is defined for a sampleK qhe component concentration columns added by
the processing method are only editable for samples with processing methods that contain the
componentK
NK fn the _atch workspaceI click janage [ Add Component Concentration ColumnK
OK qype the name of the ComponentK
PK Click lhK
qhe new component concentration column is added to the current batchK
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aelete a Component Concentration Column
rse this procedure to remove a component concentration column from the batchK
NK fn the _atch workspaceI click janage [ aelete Component Concentration ColumnK
A list of components is shownK ft contains all components added with the Add Component
Concentration Column commandI or when a joj method or processing method was added
to the batchK
OK pelect the component from the listK
PK Click lhK

phow or eide Columns
NK fn the _atch workspaceI click janage [ aisplay ColumnsK
OK pelect or clear the column check boxesI as requiredI in the aisplay Columns dialogK cor
descriptions of the columnsI refer to qable RJNK
cigure R-V aisplay Columns aialog
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PK Click lhK

fmport a _atch from a cile
mrerequisite mrocedures
• Create a batch fileK cor a description of the fields to be included in the fileI refer to qable RJNK
koteW qhe column headers in the jicrosoft bxcel file being imported must match the column
headers in pCfbu lpI otherwise the information will not be importedK Column headers are
caseJsensitiveK lnly a period is supported as a decimal separator in csv or xsl filesK
koteW Close the batch file before importing itK qhe batch file cannot be imported if it is open
in jicrosoft bxcelK

oeview the batch contents before submitting the samplesK
qip> qo access the cutI copyI pasteI add rowsI and remove rows featuresI click janageK
NK lpen the _atch workspaceK
OK ElptionalF Click janage [ aisplay Columns to select the columns that will be shown in the
_atch workspaceK
PK Click lpen [ fmport from fileK
qhe _atch fmport dialog opensK
QK Click _rowseK
RK kavigate to the required fileK
SK Click lpenK
TK ElptionalF pelect or clear the Append to current batch check boxI as requiredK
koteW Any existing data in the grid is overwritten if the user does not select the Append to
current batch optionK
UK Click fmportK
VK qo use the plate layout as a reference for selecting or confirming a sample locationI click mlate
iayoutK
qhe plate layout automatically provides well and vial positions for unassigned samplesK
NMK jake sure that the column oven temperature is reached before submitting the batchK
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NNK pave the batchW
aK Click pave AsK
qhe pave As _atch dialog opensK
bK qype a cile kame and then click paveK
NOK pubmit the batchK oefer to pubmit a _atchK

fmport a _atch from a ifjp
mrerequisite mrocedures
• Configure the ifjp in the Configuration workspaceK oefer to pelect iaboratory fnformation
janagement pystem EifjpF pettingsK
NK lpen the _atch workspaceK
OK ElptionalF Click janage [ aisplay Columns to select the columns that will be shown in the
_atch workspaceK
PK Click lpen [ fmport from ifjpK
qhe fmport a _atch cile dialog opensK
QK qype the file location or file nameK
RK qype the batch identifier in the _atch fdentifier fieldK
SK ElptionalF pelect or clear the Append to current batch check boxI as requiredK
koteW Any existing data in the grid is overwritten if the user does not select the Append to
current batch optionK
TK Click fmportK
UK qo use the plate layout as a reference for selecting or confirming a sample locationI click mlate
iayoutK
qhe plate layout automatically provides well and vial positions for unassigned samplesK
VK jake sure that the column oven temperature is reached before submitting the batchK
NMK pave the batchW
aK Click pave AsK
qhe pave As _atch dialog opensK
bK qype a cile kame and then click paveK
NNK pubmit the batchK oefer to pubmit a _atchK
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Create a _atch janually
oeview the batch contents before submitting the samplesK
qip> qo access the cutI copyI pasteI add rowsI and remove rows featuresI click janageK
NK lpen the _atch workspaceK
OK ElptionalF Click janage [ aisplay Columns to select the columns that will be shown in the
_atch workspaceK
qip> qo use an existing batchI click lpen [ lpenK
PK Click kewK
QK qo use the plate layout as a reference for selecting or confirming a sample locationI click mlate
iayoutK
qhe plate layout automatically provides well and vial positions for unassigned samplesK
RK qype the batch information in the gridK
cor a description of the columns in the gridI refer to qable RJNK
qip> qhe _atch workspace provides the following features to make creating batches easierW
• qhe content for some cellsI such as the pample qype cellI can be selected from a list in
the cellK Click the right side of the cell to show the listK
• qhe second and subsequent rows added to a batch automatically populate with the values
from the preceding rowK
• qhe user can copy a single cell by selecting the cellI clicking the bottom right corner of
the cellI and then dragging to the last row to which the cell content is to be copiedK
• qhe user can copy a group of cells in the same row by selecting the cellsI clicking the
bottom corner of the rightJmost cellI and then dragging to the last row to which the cell
content is to be copiedK
• qhe user can copy a series of values by typing sequential values in two rowsI selecting
both cellsI clicking the bottom right corner of the bottom cellI and dragging to the last row
in the seriesK
• qhe user can use the Copy ECtrlHCF and maste ECtrlHsF commands to copy the content
of a cell or group of cells and then paste them in a new locationK

koteW iC columns are not available until an iC method is selectedK
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qip> qo configure the batch to process the sample automatically after it is acquiredI use one
of the following methodsW
• qo use an embedded processing methodI select an existing oesults cileK qhe sample
will be processed with the embedded method of the corresponding oesults fileK
• qo use a new processing methodI clear the oesults cile fieldK then the oesults cile
field is clearedI the mrocessing jethod field becomes availableK pelect a mrocessing
jethod and then type a new oesults cile nameK qhe sample will be processed with the
selected processing methodK
then processing in the nonJtargeted screening workflowI a comparison sample cannot be
selected for automatic processingK cor processing methods that use the Automeak algorithmI
the software always builds the integration model with the samples used to create the methodK
SK pave the batchW
aK Click pave AsK
qhe pave As _atch dialog opensK
bK qype a cile kame and then click paveK
TK jake sure that the column oven temperature is reached before submitting the batchK
UK jake sure that the system has been equilibrated with the jp and iC method that is used in
the batchK
VK pubmit the batchK oefer to pubmit a _atchK

rse the mlate iayout ceature to Create a _atch EiC pystemF
qhe plate layout feature provides a graphical representation of the rack and plate structures that
can be used to populate the grid in the _atch workspaceK
NK lpen the _atch workspaceK
OK pelect an jp jethodK
PK pelect an iC jethodK
qhe iC system must be activeK
QK qype the name of the aata cile in which the acquired data will be savedK
RK pelect the mrocessing jethod that will be used to process the data after it is acquiredK
SK qype the name of the oesults cile in which the processed data will be savedK
TK Click mlate iayoutK
qhe mlate iayout window opens andI by defaultI shows a graphical representation of the plateK
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UK pet the properties for the plateK
qhe window updates to show a graphical representation of the selected plate typeK
VK ln the graphical representationI click a sample positionK
qhe selected sample position is fully highlighted in the graphical representationK qhe _atch
workspace is updatedI starting with the first row that does not have the sample position defined
completelyI that isI a row that does not include the oack qypeI mlate qypeI if wells are usedI
and sial mosition valuesK qhe grid shows the sample positions accordinglyK
NMK Continue to click sample positions as needed in the graphical representation to populate the
grid in the _atch workspaceK
ff sample positions are typed in the grid in the _atch workspaceI then the graphical
representation is updated accordinglyK
qip> qo remove all of the data associated with a specified rack typeI click Clear AllK ff the
selected rack type identifies a plateI then the menu under Clear All includes Clear cront
and Clear _ackK
NNK qo specify a replicate selected sample positionI click the sample position in the graphical
representationK
qhe graphical representation of the plate layout shows the replicate sample position with a
colored outline and the grid in the _atch workspace shows the data accordinglyK
cigure R-NM mlate iayoutµoeplicate pample mosition Emosition NF

koteW rnselected positions are shown in grayI and positions that have been selected once
are shown in blue with a gray borderK
NOK qo see the sample index in the graphical representationI hover the cursor over the highlighted
sample positionK
A tooltip shows the sample indexK
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NPK then all of the positions are assigned and reviewedI click Close in the mlate iayout window
and then click pave in the _atch workspaceK
®

rse the mlate iayout ceature to Create a _atch Ebcho jp
pystemF
qhe plate layout feature provides a graphical representation of the sample wellplates that can be
used to populate the grid in the _atch workspaceK
NK lpen the _atch workspaceK
OK Complete the first row of the batch gridW
aK pelect an jp jethodK
bK pelect an Ab jethodK
cK qype the name of the aata cile in which the acquired data will be savedK
dK pelect the mrocessing jethod that will be used to process the data after it is acquiredK
eK qype the name of the oesults cile in which the processed data will be savedK
PK Click mlate iayoutK
qhe mlate iayout window opens andI by defaultI shows a graphical representation of the well
plateK pubsequentlyI the window shows the plate type that was last used or the plate type
specified for a currently highlighted sampleK
QK pelect the mlate qypeK
qhe window updates to show a graphical representation of the selected plate typeK
RK cor pequence fieldI click the icon representing the order in which samples are arranged on
the plateK lptions include the followingW
• w-peq EwJpequenceFW pamples are arranged from left to right in the first rowI then left to
right in the second rowI and so onK
• k-peq EkJpequenceFW pamples are arranged from top to bottom in the first columnI then
top to bottom in the second columnI and so onK
• o-per-peq EoowJperpentineJpequenceFW pamples are arranged from left to right in the first
rowI then right to left in the second rowI then left to right in the third rowI and so onK
• C-per-peq EColumnJperpentineJpequenceFW pamples are arranged from top to bottom in
the first columnI then bottom to top in the second columnI and then top to bottom in the
third columnI and so onK
SK ln the graphical representationI click the sample positions to be added to the batchI select
the sequence and then click Add pelectedK
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qip> qo add all samplesI click pelect AllK qo clear all selectionsI click oemove AllK
qip> arag across multiple wells to select themK
qhe selected samples are added to the grid in the _atch workspaceK
TK Click CloseK
UK Complete the remaining fields in the batch gridK
VK ElptionalF pave the batchK
NMK pubmit the batchK oefer to pubmit a _atchK

bquilibrate the pystem
bquilibrate the system at the start of the dayI before a new method is runI or before submitting a
®
batchK bquilibration warms up and prepares the mass spectrometer and iC system or the bcho
jp pystem for the next sample or batchK
NK Click bquilibrate on the status panelK
qhe bquilibrate dialog opensK
OK pelect an jp jethod from the jp jethod listK
PK ao one of the followingW
• pelect an iC method from the iC jethod listK
• pelect an Ab method from the Ab jethod listK
QK qype the equilibration time in the qime EminF fieldI in minutesK
®

Ebcho jp pystemsF A minimum of NM minutes equilibration time is recommendedK
RK Click lhK
then equilibration is completeI the system status in the status panel is oeadyK
qip> lpen the nueue workspace to monitor the progress of the equilibrationK qhe nueue
workspace indicates how much time is required for the equilibration to completeK qo stop
equilibration before it finishesI click ptop in the nueue workspaceK
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pubmit a _atch
mrerequisite mrocedures
• bquilibrate the pystemK
• lpen a batch in the _atch workspaceK
NK Click pubmitK
qhe pubmit pamples dialog opensK
OK Click lh to continueK
ff errors are shown at the top of the screenI resolve themI and then click pubmit againK qhe
batch is not added to the queue until all of the errors are resolvedK
qip> ff the queue is not startedI navigate to the nueue workspaceI and then click ptart on
the menu barK

pubmit a pingle pample to the nueue from the _atch torkspace
mrerequisite mrocedures
• bquilibrate the pystemK
• lpen a batch in the _atch workspaceK
NK pelect the row index number of the sampleK
OK Click pubmitK
qhe pubmit pamples dialog opensK
PK Click lh to continueK
ff errors are shown at the top of the screenI resolve themI and then click pubmit againK qhe
batch is not added to the queue until all of the errors are resolvedK
qip> ff the queue is not startedI navigate to the nueue workspaceI and then click ptart on
the menu barK
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pubmit jultiple pamples to the nueue from the _atch
torkspace
mrerequisite mrocedures
• bquilibrate the pystemK
• lpen a batch in the _atch workspaceK
NK ao one of the followingW
• mress Ctrl while clicking the sample row index number of each sampleK
• arag up or down the list of index numbersK
koteW pamples are submitted in the order that they are selected and not in the order that
they are shown in the batchK
OK Click pubmitK
qhe pubmit pamples dialog opensK
PK Click lh to continueK
ff errors are shown at the top of the screenI resolve themI and then click pubmit againK qhe
batch is not added to the queue until all of the errors are resolvedK
qip> ff the queue is not startedI navigate to the nueue workspaceI and then click ptart on
the menu barK

nueue torkspace
qhe nueue workspace showsW
• nueue status
• _atch status
• pample acquisition and processing status
fn this workspaceI the user can manage batches and samples in the queueK
_y defaultI the samples are not shown in the queueK pample information is collapsed under the
batch nameK qhe batch statusI the batch nameI the number of samples in the batchI and the time
remaining to acquire the current batch are shownK
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®

koteW then the bcho jp pystem is being usedI the nueue workspace only shows batch
informationK pample information is not availableK
Access to features in this workspace is controlled by the role assigned to the userK oefer to the
iaboratory airector duideK
koteW ao not manually change the integrated diverter valve position during sample acquisitionK
cigure R-NN nueue torkspace

qable R-P nueue torkspace Columns
iabel

aescription

Acquisition ptatus

qhe status of the data acquisitionK cor information on the status iconsI
refer to nueue fconsK

bstK ptart qime

qhe time that acquisition of this sample startedK

Acquisition qime

eow long it took to acquire this sampleK

pample kame

qhe name of the sampleI as specified in the batchK

pample fa

qhe identifier for the sampleI as specified in the batchK

_arcode

qhe barcode number of the sample vialI as specified in the batchK

oack Code

qhe identifier for the iC rackI as specified in the batchK

oack mosition

qhe installed location of the iC rackI as specified in the batchK

mlate Code

qhe identifier for the iC plateI as specified in the batchK

mlate mosition

qhe installed location of the iC plateI as specified in the batchK

sial mosition

qhe location of the sample in the iC plate or rackK

jp jethod

qhe jp methodI as specified in the batchK

iC jethod

qhe iC methodI as specified in the batchK

Ab jethod

qhe Ab methodI as specified in the batchK
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qable R-P nueue torkspace Columns EcontinuedF
iabel

aescription

fnjection solume

qhe amount of sample injectedK

aata cile

qhe name of the data file to which the data will be acquiredK

pcanned _arcode

qhe identifier for the vialK

rser

qhe name of the user who submitted the batchK

mroject

qhe project in which the data file will be savedK

aata cile ptatus

qhe status of the data fileK

mrocessing ptatus

qhe status of the data processingK cor information on the status iconsI
refer to nueue fconsK

mrocessing jethod

qhe processing method that will be used to process the acquired dataK ff
an existing oesults file is being usedI then this column contains the text
*bmbedded Method*K

oesults cile

qhe file to which the processed data will be writtenK

janage the nueue
Acquisition begins after the samples have been submitted from the _atch workspaceK jake sure
that the system is equilibrated prior to submitting a batchK oefer to bquilibrate the pystemK
koteW oun the sample again in the event of an abnormal termination during sample acquisitionK
ff the abnormal termination is caused by a power failureI then the temperature of the autosampler
tray is not maintained and sample integrity might be compromisedK
rse the features in the following table to manage the samples and batches in the queueK
qable R-Q nueue torkspace ceatures
qo do thisKKK

KKK do this

phow or hide columnsK

Click janage [ aisplay ColumnsK oefer to phow or eide
ColumnsK

siew all of the samples in the
batchK

Click

K

Collapse all of the samples in
the batchK

Click K

ptart acquisitionK

Click ptartK bquilibrate the system before running any samplesK
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qable R-Q nueue torkspace ceatures EcontinuedF
qo do thisKKK

KKK do this

siew the status of the submitted aoubleJclick the batch headerK
samplesK
oeacquire the selected
samplesK

NK Click the samplesK

aelete the selected samplesK

NK Click the samplesK

OK Click janage [ oeacquire samplesK

OK Click janage [ aelete samplesK
aelete all of the samples below NK Click the sampleK
the selected sampleK
OK Click janage [ aelete samples below row selectionK
Clear the queue of all of the
acquired batches or samplesK

Click janage [ Clear queueK

oemove the focus from a
selected rowK

Click janage [ Clear all selectionsK

jove the selected batch or
NK Click the batch headerK
sample to the top of the queueK
OK Click janage [ jove row to topK
koteW lnly single batches or samples that have not been
acquired can be movedK
jove the selected sample up
in the queueK

NK Click the sampleK
OK Click janage [ jove row upK
koteW lnly single samples that have not been acquired can
be movedK

jove the selected sample
down in the queueK

NK Click the sampleK
OK Click janage [ jove row downK
koteW lnly single samples that have not been acquired can
be movedK

Collapse all of the samples and Click janage [ Collapse all rowsK
batchesK
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qable R-Q nueue torkspace ceatures EcontinuedF
qo do thisKKK

KKK do this

phow all of the samples and
batchesK

Click janage [ bxpand all rowsK

siew data from a sample that
is in the process of being
acquiredK

ao one of the followingW
• aoubleJclick the sample that is in the process of being
acquiredK
koteW aoubleJclick one of the columns to the left of the
mrocessing ptatus columnK
• Click lpen data exploration to view real time data E
the aata Acquisition panelK

siew data from a sample that
has been acquiredK
siew the oesults file that was
createdK

F in

aoubleJclick the green check mark E
ptatus columnK

F in the Acquisition

aoubleJclick the green check mark E
ptatus columnK

F in the mrocessing

siew the barcode vials that are NK Click janage [ aisplay ColumnsK
being scannedK
OK pelect the _arcode or pcanned _arcode check boxI or
bothI in the pelect Columns dialogK oefer to phow or eide
ColumnsK
PK Click lhK
ptop the queueK

NK Click ptopK
OK pelect ptop now or ptop after the current tasks are
completedK
PK Click lhK

ptop processing of all of the
remaining queued samplesK

NK Click Cancel remaining processingK

mrint the queueK

Click mrint from the workspace menuK

OK Click vesK

phow or eide Columns
NK fn the nueue workspaceI click janage [ aisplay ColumnsK
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OK pelect or clear the column check boxesI as requiredI in the aisplay Columns dialogK cor a
description of the columnsI refer to qable RJPK
cigure R-NO aisplay Columns aialog

PK Click lhK
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nueue fcons
qable R-R nueue fcons
fcon

kame

aescription

bxpand arrow

phows the samples in the batchK

Collapse arrow

eides the samples in the batchK

qable R-S Acquisition ptatus fcons
fcon

kame

aescription

Completed

qhe sample or entire batch was acquired successfullyK
aoubleJclick this icon to open the sample in the bxplorer
workspaceK

Completed

qhe batch was acquired successfullyK aoubleJclick this icon
to open the batch in the bxplorer workspaceK

tarning

qhe sample batch was acquiredI but the user stopped or
extended the acquisitionK

cailed

qhe sample batch or any sample within the batch was not
acquired successfullyK

cailed

qhe calibration sample did not meet the acceptance criteriaK
aoubleJclick the icon to view the status reportK

cailed

qhe calibration batch did not meet the acceptance criteriaK
aoubleJclick the icon to view the status reportK

fn mrogress

qhe sample or batch is being acquiredK

taiting

qhe sample or batch has not been acquired yet or is not in
the process of being acquiredK

_arcode tarning

qhere was a barcode reading error or a mismatch of the
barcode scan and the sampleK
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qable R-T mrocessing ptatus fcons
N

fcon

kame

aescription

Completed

qhe sample was processed successfullyK aoubleJclick this
icon to open the oesults file in the Analytics workspaceK

Completed

qhe batch was processed successfullyK aoubleJclick this
icon to open the oesults file in the Analytics workspaceK

tarning

mrocessing was stopped by the userK

cailed

qhe sample was not processed successfullyK

cailed

qhe batch was not processed successfullyK

fn mrogress

qhe sample is being processedK

fn mrogress

qhe batch is being processedK

taiting

qhe sample has not yet been processedK

taiting

qhe batch has not yet been processedK

qable R-U aata cile ptatus fcons
fcon

N

kame

aescription

qransfer Complete

qhe sample has been successfully transferred to the network
projectK

qransfer Complete

qhe batch has been successfully transferred to the network
projectK

qransfer in mrocess

qhe sample is being transferred to the network projectK

qransfer in mrocess

qhe batch is being transferred to the network projectK

ff the mrocessing ptatus column is emptyI then no processing method or oesults file was selected for the sampleK
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qable R-U aata cile ptatus fcons EcontinuedF
fcon

kame

aescription

qransfer cailed

qhe sample transfer failedK pCfbu lp will try to transfer the
sample againK

qransfer cailed

qhe batch transfer failedK pCfbu lp will try to transfer the
sample againK

jp qune torkspace
A dat file is created by the software when the instrument data is savedK rse this file to restore
earlier parameter statesK qhe dat backup file is named using the time that the file was createdI not
the time that the file was backed upK
®

koteW fnstrument optimization should be performed using the qurbofonppray probe onlyK
Access to features in this workspace is controlled by the role assigned to the userK oefer to the
iaboratory airector duideK

lptimize the aetector
then the system sensitivity is lowI use this procedure to verify that the detector voltage is optimizedK
auring the procedureI the software can adjust the detector voltage to provide the optimum sensitivityK
then the optimization is completedI the user can save the optimized value or discard the changesK
NK lpen the jp qune workspaceK
OK Click kextK
PK jake sure that the spray is stable and then click kextK
QK collow the onJscreen instructionsK
RK Click kextK
qhe optimization report is shownK
SK ElptionalF pave the report by following these stepsW
aK Click pave report asK
bK kavigate to the location where the report will be savedI type a cile nameI and then click
paveK
TK Click kextK
UK Click pave pettingsK
qhe following message is shownW ?quning settings were saved?K
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lptimize rnit oesolution
NK lpen the jp qune workspaceK
OK pelect mositive rnit oesolution lptimization or kegative rnit oesolution lptimization
from the quning mrocedures menuK
cigure R-NP fnstrument lptimization torkspace

qhe fntroduction page is shownK ft describes the purpose of the optimization processI any
prerequisitesI and the required test sampleK rse the specified test sample for optimizationK
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cigure R-NQ mositive rnit oesolution lptimizationW fntroduction

PK Click kextK
QK jake sure that the spray is stableI and then click kextK
qhe software guides the user to optimize the different scan modes and scan speedsK ft optimizes
nNI one scan speed at a timeI followed by nPK
qip> AlternativelyI select the scan speed to be optimized in the left paneK
RK ln each pageI perform these stepsW
aK ElptionalF pelect or clear the check box for individual peaks to include them in or exclude
them from calibrationK
bK ElptionalF rse the arrow buttons at the right side of each meak oeview pane to increase
the resolution offset by NM E
F or NMM E
F or to decrease it by NM E
F or NMM E
FK
Click the up arrows to decrease the peak width and click the down arrows to increase the
peak widthK
cK Click Confirm to save the optimized settings to the instrument tuning settings fileK
dK then the optimization is completeI click kext to proceed to the next optimization taskK
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After all tuning tasks are completedI the pave quning pettings page is shownK
SK Click pave pettingsK
qhe following message is shownW ?quning settings were saved?K

lptimize eigh oesolution
NK lpen the jp qune workspaceK
OK pelect mositive eigh oesolution lptimization or kegative eigh oesolution lptimization
from the quning mrocedures listK
cigure R-NR fnstrument lptimization torkspace

qhe fntroduction page is shownK ft describes the purpose of the optimization processI any
prerequisitesI and the required test sampleK rse the specified test sample for optimizationK
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cigure R-NS mositive eigh oesolution lptimizationW fntroduction

PK jake sure that the spray is stableI and then click kextK
qhe software guides the user to optimize the different scan modes and scan speedsK ft optimizes
nNI one scan speed at a timeI followed by nPK
qip> AlternativelyI select the scan speed to be optimized in the left paneK
QK ln each pageI perform these stepsW
aK ElptionalF pelect or clear the check box for individual peaks to include them in or exclude
them from calibrationK
bK ElptionalF rse the arrow buttons at the right side of each meak oeview pane to increase
the resolution offset by NM E
F or NMM E
F or to decrease it by NM E
F or NMM E
FK
Click the up arrows to decrease the peak width and click the down arrows to increase the
peak widthK
cK Click Confirm to save the optimized settings to the instrument tuning settings fileK
dK then the optimization is completeI click kext to proceed to the next optimization taskK
After all tuning tasks are completedI the pave quning pettings page is shownK
RK Click pave pettingsK
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qhe following message is shownW ?quning settings were saved?K

oestore fnstrument aata
qhe software generates a copy of the instrument data file EdatF and then updates the current dat
file whenever the user saves the tuning settings at the end of each tuning procedureK mreviously
saved settings can be restored using the oestore fnstrument aata featureK
then each tuning procedure is performedI the report and data files are generated to track the
optimized resultsK qhe wiffO data file and report can be found at aWypCfbu lp aataylptimizationK
NK lpen the jp qune workspaceK
OK crom the oestore fnstrument aata menuI select a dat file with an earlier timestamp to be
restoredK
cigure R-NT fnstrument quning and lptimization aialog

PK ElptionalF siew the report for the dat file to be restored by following these stepsW
aK Click siew oeportK
bK ff a report was generated for the selected instrument data fileI then navigate to and
doubleJclick the report file to open itK
QK Click vesK
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S

bxplorer torkspace
Access to features in this workspace is controlled by the role assigned to the userK oefer to the
iaboratory airector duideK

lpen pamples
_efore performing data review tasks in the bxplorer workspaceI open the samples to reviewK
NK lpen the bxplorer workspaceK
OK qo open a single sampleI follow these stepsW
aK Click cile [ lpen pampleK
qhe pelect pample dialog opensK
bK _rowse to and then select the sample to be openedK
cK Click lhK
PK qo open multiple samplesI follow these stepsW
aK Click cile [ lpen jultiple pamplesK
bK fn the pelect pamples dialogI select the samples from the Available list and then click the
arrow to move the files to the pelected listK
qip> qo select one sampleI expand the fileI click the sampleI and then click the arrowK
cK Click lhK

serify the mresence of an Analyte
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
NK bxtract ionsK oefer to bxtract fonsK
OK ElptionalF phow the aata and meaks tableK oefer to phow the aata and meaks qableK
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PK oeview the peak areaI the intensityI the massesI andI for full scan data typesI the charge states
of the compoundsK

bxtract fons
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
rsed to calculate one or more overlaid extracted ion chromatograms EufCsFI which is the plot of
the intensity sum over a given mass range as a function of retention timeK
NK Click phow [ bxtract fon Chromatogram EufCFK
cigure S-N phow jenuW bxtracted fon Chromatogram EufCF

OK ff the ppecify ufC oanges dialog opensI then perform these stepsW
aK qype the CenterI tidthI and Compound values or import the valuesK
koteW qhe default title of the ufC includes the compound names shown in the cells for a
given rowK
qip> then the CenterLtidth mode is usedI a chemical formula rather than a mass can
be specified for the Center valueK then a neutral compositionI such as eOlI is usedI a
proton is automatically added for mositive mode or subtracted for kegative modeK cor
H
exampleI the mLz ratio of ePl is used for mositive modeK ppecify an explicit charge state
by ending the composition with DHnD or DJnD where n is the charge stateK ff the n is omittedI
H
then it is assumed to be oneK cor exampleI if eOlka is specifiedI then the mLz ratio of
H
eOlka is used asJisK
bK ElptionalF rse the features in the rightJclick menu to customize the options for ion extractionK
cor more informationI refer to the eelp pystemK
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cK Click lhK
ff the active graph contains overlaid series from different samplesI then the mrocess All
lverlays\ dialog opensK
cigure S-O mrocess All lverlays? aialog

PK ff the pelect jojs dialog opensI then select the jojs to include in the ufCI and then click
lhK
QK ff the mrocess All lverlays\ dialog opensI then follow these stepsW
aK ao one of the followingW
• pelect All lverlaid to generate overlaid ufCs for all of the available samplesK
• pelect Active lnly to generate ufCs only from the currently active sampleK
bK Click lhK
ff the lnly show this dialog again if the shift key is down check box is selectedI then the
selected action is always used unless the user holds the phift key to change the optionK

lpen a qotal fon Chromatogram
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
A total ion chromatogram EqfCF is created by summing the intensity contributions of all of the ions
from a series of mass scansK rse the qfC to view an entire data set in a single paneK qhe qfC
consists of the summed intensities of all of the ions in a scan plotted against time in a
chromatographic paneK
NK Click phow [ qotal fon Chromatogram EqfCFK
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ff the active graph contains overlaid series from different samplesI then the mrocess All
lverlays\ dialog opensK
OK ff the mrocess All lverlays\ dialog opensI then follow these stepsW
aK ao one of the followingW
• pelect All lverlaid to generate overlaid qfCs for all of the available samplesK
• pelect Active lnly to generate qfCs only from the currently active sampleK
bK Click lhK
ff the lnly show this dialog again if the shift key is down check box is selectedI then the
selected action is always used unless the user holds the phift key to change the optionK
PK oightJclick in the qfC and then use the features in the rightJclick menuK
cigure S-P qotal fon Chromatogram oight-Click jenu

ftem

aescription

N

Available when there is more than one overlaid traceK oemoves the
currently active trace from the graphK qo remove a trace that is not currently
activeI activate it and then select the featureK

O

Available when there is more than one overlaid traceK oemoves all of the
traces except the currently active traceK ff the trace to be kept is not
currently activeI then activate it and select the featureK
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ftem
P

aescription
Adds text to a graphK
ff requiredI click cont to adjust the font properties and then click lhK qhe
caption is added at the ExI yF position where the user rightJclicked to open
the menuK
After the caption has been addedI the user can drag it to a new locationK
ff the user drags it to the uJ or vJaxisI then this cancels the drag operationK
qhe character sequences DydD and DyuD are treated in a special wayK fn the
former caseI the one character immediately following is drawn as a
subscript and in the latter case as a superscriptK fn both casesI the special
characters are not visibleK qhis is particularly useful for chemical formulaeK
H
cor exampleI DeydPlyuHD is shown as ePl K

Q

bdits the selected captionK qhe user can also open this dialog by
doubleJclicking a captionK

R

aeletes the selected captionK AlternativelyI drag the caption outside the
graph to delete itK

S

Available if the graph contains at least one captionK oemoves all of the
captions at onceK

T

mastes an image in the graphK

U

aeletes the selected image from the graphK

lpen a _ase meak Chromatogram
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
denerates a plot of the intensity of the largest peak in each spectrum as a function of timeK
NK Click phow [ _ase meak Chromatogram E_mCFK
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cigure S-Q _mC lptions aialog

OK Complete the fields on the _mC lptions dialogK cor information about the fieldsI refer to the
eelp pystemK
koteW ff a chromatogram with a single selection spanning more than NKM minutes is active
when the base peak chromatogram is being generatedI then the time range defaults to the
time range for the selectionK ltherwiseI the last time range is usedK qhe limited time range
saves the user from manually typing the rangeK
ff the active graph contains overlaid series from different samplesI then the mrocess All
lverlays\ dialog opensK
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cigure S-R mrocess All lverlays? aialog

PK ff the mrocess All lverlays\ dialog opensI then follow these stepsW
aK ao one of the followingW
• pelect All lverlaid to generate overlaid _mCs for all of the available samplesK
• pelect Active lnly to generate _mCs only from the currently active sampleK
bK Click lhK
ff the lnly show this dialog again if the shift key is down check box is selectedI then the
selected action is always used unless the user holds the phift key to change the optionK

phow the aata and meaks qable
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
qhe aata and meaks qable contains two different tablesK qhe aata table shows the raw EuI vF
values comprising a data set and the meaks table shows information about the peaks themselvesK
qhe table is generated when a graph is activeK
koteW lnly peaks that are above the current threshold in the graphI set using the blue arrow on
the vJaxis of the graphI are presentK oefer to tork with aata in draphsK
qhis feature is used to show a pane containing two tables for the currently active dataW one table
for the raw EuI vF values and one for the peak listK
NK Click phow [ aata and meaks qableK
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cigure S-S phow jenuW aata and meaks qable

OK rse the features in the following tableK
qable S-N aata and meaks qable ceatures
qo do thisKKK

ao thisKKK

port the table based on that
fieldK

Click the column headingK

Copy the currently selected
cellsK

oightJclick in the table and then click CopyK ff the aata tab is
activeI then the selected uJ and vJvalues are copiedK ff the
meaks tab is activeI then the selected peak information is
copiedK

Copy only selected rowsK

cirst select the rows by dragging in the rowJselector column
or by using the phift or Ctrl keys to select multiple rowsK qhen
rightJclick in the table and click CopyK

pelect multiple columnsK

eold the Ctrl key and then click the column headingsK ff the
user just clicks a column headingI then the column is sortedK

Copy the entire tableK

Click bdit [ pelect All and then click bdit [ CopyK
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qable S-N aata and meaks qable ceatures EcontinuedF
qo do thisKKK

ao thisKKK

bxport data as textK

oightJclick in the pane and then click bxport aata as qextK
paves the entire data list to the specified fileK qhe uJ and
vJvalues are separated with a tab and there is a hard return
after each EuI vF pairK

bxport peak list data as textK

oightJclick in the pane and then click bxport meak iist as
qextK
paves the entire peak list to the specified fileK qhis does not
include peaks that are below the current threshold set in the
vJaxis of the associated graphK qhe peak metrics are
separated with a tab and there is a hard return after each
peakK

PK oeview the peak areaI the intensityI the massesI andI for full scan data types onlyI the charge
states of the compoundsK

phow pample fnformation
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
qhe pample fnformation pane shows a textual description of the experiment used to acquire the
active dataK qhis information includes sampleJspecific informationI including the sample name and
information about the data acquisitionI such as the number and type of the experimentsK
ff two or more pample fnformation panesI associated with different samples from the same data
fileI are visibleI then clicking an item in the tree view for any one of the panes causes all of the
other panes to scroll to the corresponding sectionK qhis assumes that sections with the same
names exist in all of the panesK qhis feature is useful if the user wants to compare two similarI but
not identicalI pample fnformation panesK
•

Click phow [ pample fnformationK cor descriptions of the fieldsI refer to the eelp pystemK

phow the draph pelection fnformation
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
qhe draph pelection fnformation dialog shows information about the selected region in a
chromatogram or spectrum and is generated when one of those panes is activeK
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NK Click tindow [ draph pelection tindowK
cigure S-T draph pelection fnfo aialog

OK jake one or more selections in the chromatogram or spectrum graphK
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cigure S-U draph pelection fnfo aialog

PK pelect an option from the listW aefault fnfoI uv fnfoI ptandard aeviationsI pignalLkoiseI or
janual oeconstructI if applicableK
cigure S-V pelection fnformation lptions

cor a description of the fields on the dialogI refer to the eelp pystemK
QK ElptionalF Click lptions E FI set the draph fnfo optionsI and then click lhK cor a description
of the optionsI refer to the eelp pystemK
RK ElptionalF Click cill meaks E

FK
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qhe active graph switches between a mode in which peaks are filled using alternating dark
and light fills and a mode in which they are notK qhis feature is useful if the user wants to see
the peak extent that corresponds to the meak tidth at _aseK
SK ElptionalF Click phow moint pymbols E

FK

All spectra in the active pane switch between a mode in which data points are indicated with
point symbols and a mode in which they are notK qhis feature is useful if the user is closely
examining a peak and wants to see how many data points it comprises instead of using only
the textual information shown in the main windowK

bdit pettings in draphs
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
•

Click bdit and then use the features in the bdit menuK
cigure S-NM bdit jenuW lptions

ftem

aescription

N

Copies the current data to the clipboardK then a spectrum or
chromatogram is activeI a picture of this active graph is copiedK

O

then a spectrum or chromatogram is activeI copies the current graph to
the clipboard as a pictureK

P

Copies an image of the entire active window to the clipboardK qhe title bar
of the window and the toolbars of its various panes are not includedK

Q

mastes data from the clipboard in the current viewK

R

then a table is activeI selects all of the rows in the tableK then a text
pane is activeI selects all of the textK
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ftem

aescription

S

Allows the user to set options for the graph appearanceI peak labeling and
findingI auto processingI and calculating the ufC rangesK oefer to pet
lptionsK

T

oestores the default bxplorer optionsK oefer to oeset lptionsK

tork with aata in draphs
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
NK qo set the threshold for labeling peaks and subsequent features such as the aata and meaks
tableI drag the blue arrow that is shown on the vJaxis of the graphsK
cigure S-NN _lue Arrow on the v-axis

OK rse the features in the draph menuK
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cigure S-NO draph jenuW lptions
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ftem
N

aescription
pelects portions of graphs to be processed in subsequent operationsK cor
exampleI select an area in a chromatogram and then doubleJclick to obtain
an averaged spectrumK rse the pet pelection feature to type specific
uJranges so that selections can be set more accurately than is possible
using the cursorK
aK Click draph [ pet pelectionK
qhe pet pelection dialog opensK
bK qype the Center and tidth valuesK
cK Click lhK
qip> qo set selections in a graph manuallyI drag the cursor in the plotting
region to make a selectionK ff the phift key is heldI then any current
selections are keptK

O

bxpands the vJvalues within a range by a specified factor for plotting
purposesK
aK lpen a sample or multiple samplesK
bK pelect a portion of the graphK
cK Click draph [ bxpand pelected v-salues byK
qhe bxpand pelection dialog opensK
dK qype the expansion factorK
eK Click lhK

P

oemoves all of the expansion rangesK
• fn a graph that has expanded rangesI click draph [ Clear bxpansion
oangesK

Q

oemoves the currently active trace from the graphK qhis feature is available
when there is more than one overlaid traceK
• fn a graph that has more than one overlaid traceI click draph [ oemove
Active qraceK

R

oemoves all of the traces except the currently active oneK qhis feature is
available when there is more than one overlaid traceK
• fn a graph that has more than one overlaid traceI click draph [ oemove
All qraces bxcept ActiveK
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ftem
S

aescription
oemoves overlaid traces from the graph for which all of the data points
are below the current threshold settingK
ff the user zoomed the graph so that only a portion of the uJrange is
currently visibleI then a dialog opensK qhe user can select whether to
remove traces that are below the threshold using the entire range or using
only the currently visible portionK
• fn a graph that has more than one overlaid traceI click draph [ oemove
qraces _elow qhresholdK

T

then the active graph contains more than one overlaid traceI draws all
of the traces except for the currently active one using a fainterI less intenseI
color than normalK rse this feature to focus on the active traceK qhe inactive
traces are less distractingK qo return to the original styleI select the feature
againK
• fn a graph that has more than one overlaid traceI click draph [ cade
fnactive qraceK

U

then the active graph contains more than one overlaid traceI inverts the
second traceK qhis can make it easier to visually compare two similar
tracesK pelect fnvert pecond lverlay again to return to the original viewK

V

oeplaces the graphs with a single trace that is the sum of all of the
individual tracesK
• fn an active graph containing more than one overlaid traceI click draph
[ pum draph qracesK

NM

Creates a graph for each separate overlayK cor exampleI if the user begins
with a graph containing three overlaid traces and then selects this featureI
the final result contains four panesW the original graph with the overlays
and one graph for each of the individual data setsK
aK fn an active graph containing more than one overlaid traceI click draph
[ pplit qraces into peparate manesK
qhe kumber of Columns dialog opensK
bK pelect the number of columns in the outputK
qhe number of rows required is determined based on the number of
rows and the number of overlaid tracesK
cK pelect the check box to open the panes in a new windowK ff the check
box is not selectedI then the panes are opened in the same windowK

NN
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lpens the pet qitles dialogK rse this option to manually change the titles
of the tracesK
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ftem

aescription

NO

lpens the Color dialogK rse this option to set the color for the currently
active graph traceK

NP

lpens the pet qrace Colors rsing qitles dialogK then multiple graph
traces are overlaidI the software uses default colors for the overlaysK rse
this option to set specific colors for traces for which the title contains specific
textK

NQ

Creates a copy of the currently active graph data and then adds it to that
graphK rse this feature to see the effect of a particular data processing
operationK cor exampleI if the user duplicates the data using this feature
and then smooths one of the two tracesI the resulting graph contains
overlaid before and after viewsK
• fn an active graphI click draph [ auplicate Active aataK

NR

Creates a copy of the currently active graphK rse this feature to see the
effect of a particular data processing operationK cor exampleI if the user
duplicates the data using this feature and then smooths one of the two
tracesI before and after views in two separate graphs are visibleK iink the
uJaxes so that zooming one graph causes the other to zoom automaticallyK
• fn an active graphI click draph [ auplicate draphK

NS

lpens the lffset qraces dialogK rse this option to create a
threeJdimensional stacked graph from a series of overlaid graph tracesK

NT

oemoves the generated offsets from the qfCK

rse the qwo-mane lperation qools
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen the bxplorer workspaceK
•

rse the icons along the right edge of panes to perform operations on two panesI the source
pane and the target paneK oefer to qable SJOK fn all casesI click the icon in the source pane
and then drag it to the target paneK
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qable S-O qwo-mane qools
fcon

kame

aescription

jove mane

Changes the relative positions of the panesK phown in the
top right corner of each paneK Click the icon in one pane
and then drag it to the topI bottomI leftI or right portion of
a second paneK aepending on where the cursor is
releasedI the first pane changes positions relative to the
secondK As the user drags the paneI one side of the
second pane is highlighted in red to indicate where the
first pane will be placedK
koteW qhe user can also drag panes from one window
to anotherK

Add aata

pums two data sets togetherI pointJbyJpointK qhe data
from the source pane that was originally clicked is added
to the target paneI the pane over which the dragged icon
is releasedK qhe title of the modified pane updates to
indicate that it has been modifiedK
koteW lnly two data sets of the same type can be addedK
cor exampleI the user cannot add a spectrum to a
chromatogramK
qip> ff the target graph contains more than one overlaid
traceI then by defaultI the source data is added to the
active target data onlyK eold the Ctrl key to add the
source to all of the data sets in the target paneK
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qable S-O qwo-mane qools EcontinuedF
fcon

kame

aescription

pubtract aata

pubtracts the background from a mass spectrumK pimilar
to the Add aata icon except that the source data is
subtracted from the target dataK
qip> ff the target graph contains more than one overlaid
traceI then by defaultI the source data is subtracted from
the active target data onlyK eold the Ctrl key to add the
source to all of the data sets in the targetK
qip> kormally any data points for which the intensity in
the source is greater than in the target are not keptK qhat
isI negative vJvalues are discardedK eold the phift key
to keep the points with negative intensityK

lverlay aata

lverlays the active data in the source graph on the target
graphK After the operation is completedI the target graph
contains a new series with a copy of the target dataK
qip> ff the source graph contains more than one overlaid
traceI then by defaultI only a copy of its active data is
moved to the target graphK eold the Ctrl key to overlay
a copy of all of the data sets in the source graph on the
target graphK

jove manes or tindows
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
•

Click tindow and then use the features in the tindow menuK
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cigure S-NP tindow jenuW lptions

ftem

aescription

N

lpens a window showing information for the selected region in the active
graphK cor exampleI the uJrange of the selectionI the intensity range of
the selected pointsI and so onK ff this window is already visibleI then
selecting the menu item closes itK oefer to phow the draph pelection
fnformationK

O

Changes the layout of the information in the window from row format to
column formatK

P

oemoves the currently active pane from its window and places it by itself
in a new windowK

Q

Arranges any open windows that have not been minimized so that they
are all beside one another in one rowK

R

Arranges any open windows that have not been minimized so that they
are all above or below one another in one columnK

merform a daussian pmooth
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
Applies a daussian smoothing algorithmK qhis is a filter of a specified width where the weighting
factors follow a daussianI or normalI functionK
NK Click mrocess [ daussian pmoothK
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cigure S-NQ daussian pmooth aialog

OK qype a value in the pmoothing width fieldK
qhis is actually the width of the daussian function at half of its maximum heightK qhe total width
is larger because the calculation is carried out in the wings of the daussianK cractional values
are allowed in which case the half width of the daussian is less than one pointK
PK ff there are multiple traces in the active graphI then select mrocess all overlays Eotherwise
active data onlyF to apply the operation to all of the tracesK
ff the lnly show this dialog again if the shift key is down check box is selectedI then the
selected action is always used unless the user holds the phift key to change the optionK
QK Click lhK

qhreshold aata
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
oemoves any data points that have an intensity below the current threshold settingK pets the
threshold by dragging the blue arrow that is shown in the vJaxes of graphsK
NK Click mrocess [ qhreshold aataK
ff the active graph contains overlaid series from different samplesI then the mrocess All
lverlays\ dialog opensK
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cigure S-NR mrocess All lverlays? aialog

OK ff the mrocess All lverlays\ dialog opensI then follow these stepsW
aK ao one of the followingW
• pelect All lverlaid to generate overlaid qfCs for all of the available samplesK
• pelect Active lnly to generate qfCs only from the currently active sampleK
bK Click lhK
ff the lnly show this dialog again if the shift key is down check box is selectedI then the
selected action is always used unless the user holds the phift key to change the optionK

pubset aata rsing draph pelection
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
qhis feature is only available when a graph with exactly one selected region is activeK oemoves
data points lying outside of the selected regionK rse this feature to focus data processing on a
subset of the entire dataK
NK jake a selection in the graphK
OK Click mrocess [ pubset aata Eusing graph selectionFK
ff the active graph contains overlaid series from different samplesI then the mrocess All
lverlays\ dialog opensK
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cigure S-NS mrocess All lverlays? aialog

PK ff the mrocess All lverlays\ dialog opensI then follow these stepsW
aK ao one of the followingW
• pelect All lverlaid to generate overlaid ufCs or qfCs for all of the available samplesK
• pelect Active lnly to generate ufCs or qfCs only from the currently active sampleK
bK Click lhK
ff the lnly show this dialog again if the shift key is down check box is selectedI then the
selected action is always used unless the user holds the phift key to change the optionK

_aseline pubtract Chromatogram
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
oemoves a relatively slowly varying background from a chromatogramK
cor each data point in the chromatogramI a window is centered at the corresponding uJvalue and
the points with minimum intensity within the window to the left and right are foundK A straight line
is joined between these two points and the vJvalue is calculated at the center of the windowK qhis
is the baseline that is removed from the data at that pointK
NK Click mrocess [ _aseline pubtract ChromatogramK
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cigure S-NT _aseline pubtract aialog

OK qype a valueI in minutesI in the pubtraction half window fieldK
PK ff there are multiple traces in the active graphI then select mrocess all overlays Eotherwise
active data onlyF to apply the operation to all of the tracesK
ff the lnly show this dialog again if the shift key is down check box is selectedI then the
selected action is always used unless the user holds the phift key to change the optionK
QK Click lhK

lffset Chromatogram
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
rsed to offset the time values of a chromatogramK
NK Click mrocess [ lffset ChromatogramK
cigure S-NU lffset aialog
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OK qype a valueI in minutesI in the qotal offset fieldK
PK ff there are multiple traces in the active graphI then select mrocess all overlays Eotherwise
active data onlyF to apply the operation to all of the tracesK
ff the lnly show this dialog again if the shift key is down check box is selectedI then the
selected action is always used unless the user holds the phift key to change the optionK
QK pelect rse incremental offset Eto fan out overlaysF to spread the overlays apart in the time
directionK
RK Click lhK

Centroid a ppectrum
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
Creates a centroid of a mass spectrumI that isI replaces a profile spectrum with mass and intensity
points for the detected peaks onlyK
NK Click mrocess [ Centroid ppectrumK
cigure S-NV Centroid aialog

OK pelect the metric to be used for the centroid processW
• fntensityW cor each peakI the centroid vJvalue is the intensity of the largest data point
comprising the peakK
• eeight W qhis metric is similar to the fntensity metric except that the intensity is subtracted
by the baseline intensity when there is a baseline offsetK
• AreaW cor each peakI the centroid vJvalue is the total area of the peakK qhis is a true integral
because the reported value depends on both the intensity profile and the width of the peakK
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• fntensity sum above RMBW cor each peakI the vJvalue is the sum of the portion of the
intensities comprising the peak which are above RMB of the peak apex intensityK qhis value
is useful because it does not depend only on the intensity of a single data pointI as the
fntensity and eeight metrics doI and it is not influenced by the edges of the peak which
might be noisy or which might have interferenceK
PK ff there are multiple traces in the active graphI then select mrocess all overlays Eotherwise
active data onlyF to apply the operation to all of the tracesK
ff the lnly show this dialog again if the shift key is down check box is selectedI then the
selected action is always used unless the user holds the phift key to change the optionK
QK Click lhK

bxport aata as qext
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
Currently active spectrum or chromatogram is saved to a tabJdelimited text fileK
NK Click cile [ bxport [ aata as qextK
ff spectral data is exportedI then the Add wero fntensity moints for bxport dialog opensK
cigure S-OM Add wero fntensity moints for bxport aialog

OK ff the Add wero fntensity moints for bxport dialog is openI then do one of the followingW
• Click koI leave data as-is to exclude points with zero intensity from the exported fileK
• Click vesI add points with zero intensity to include points with zero intensity in the exported
fileK
qhen click lhK
PK qype a file name for the exported fileK
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QK Click paveK

bxport the meak iist as qext
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
qhe user can save the peak list for the currently active spectrum or chromatogram to a tabJdelimited
text fileK qhis file contains information such as the centroid uJvalue Emass or timeFI peak areaI
heightI and so onK
NK Click cile [ bxport [ meak iist as qextK
OK qype a file name for the exported fileK
PK Click paveK

mrint aata
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen pamplesK
NK Click cile [ mrint and then select the required optionK
qhe mrint dialog opensK
OK pelect a printerI and then click mrintK

oeset lptions
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen the bxplorer workspaceK
qhe user can reset all of the options in the bxplorer workspace to the default valuesK qhis includes
the options described in the previous sectionI as well as processing optionsK oesetting the options
only affects the currently loggedJin tindows userI not other users of the same computerK
NK Click bdit [ oeset lptionsK
A confirmation dialog is shownK
OK Click lhK
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pet lptions
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen the bxplorer workspaceK
rse the features on each tab as requiredK
NK Click bdit [ lptionsK
cigure S-ON lptions aialogW draph Appearance qab

OK pet the options on each tabI as applicableK cor descriptions of the optionsI refer to the eelp
pystemK
PK Click lhK

Analytics torkspace
Access to features in this workspace is controlled by the role assigned to the userK oefer to the
iaboratory airector duideK
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koteW qhe controlled ways to output data from the Analytics workspace areW exporting oesults
qablesI transferring data to a ifjpI and reportingK qhe other sources of output dataI such as
copying and pasting from oesults qablesI are not controlledK ao not use uncontrolled output
methods for regulated purposesK
qhe grouping of numbers is not supported in the Analytics workspaceK ao not group numbers in
text boxesI for exampleI in the integration parametersI or grid such as a oesults qableK
mrocessing methods include the criteria used to quantitate the peaks selected for integrationK
oeviewers should review the data according to the criteria of peak integration and data acceptance
in the laboratory standard operating procedures EplmsFK

aefine the mroject aefault pettings
qhis option sets the default peakJfinding parameters that are used when creating a processing
methodK ff there are more than a few componentsI then set the default values based on the
chromatography so that they do not need to be adjusted individually for every componentK eoweverI
no one set of parameters is likely to be ideal for all of the componentsI so it might be necessary
to adjust some of the parameters individually for some of the componentsK
lnly a user who has been assigned to the Administrator or jethod aeveloper role can perform
this taskK
NK fn the Analytics workspaceI click mrojects [ mroject default settingsK
koteW jake sure that the correct project name is selected in the status panelK
qhe mroject aefault pettings dialog opensK
OK pelect an algorithm from the fntegration Algorithm list on the nuantitative mrocessing tabK
cor descriptions of the parametersI refer to the eelp pystemK
PK pelect a library search algorithm from the iibrary pearch Algorithm list on the nualitative
mrocessing tabK
oefer to the eelp pystem for information about the algorithmsK
QK Click paveK
RK Click CloseK

pet mroject pecure bxport pettings
lnly a user who has been assigned to the Administrator role can perform this taskK
ff this option is selectedI then data in the text file is encrypted during exportK pet a password to
enable encryptionK
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NK fn the Analytics workspaceI click mrojects [ mroject secure export settingsK
cigure S-OO pecure bxport pettings aialog

OK pelect the bncrypt oesults qable when exporting for this project check boxK
PK qype a password in the massword fieldK
QK qype the password again in the Confirm massword fieldK
RK Click lhK

bnable mroject jodified meak tarning
_y defaultI this option is not selectedK then it is selectedI if a user changes a chromatogram in a
oesults qable and then saves the changesI a warning message indicates that a change has been
madeK qhe user can choose to continue saving or return to the oesults qableK
•

fn the Analytics workspaceI click mrojects [ bnable project modified peak warningK

Create a mrocessing jethod
qip> qo edit an existing processing methodI click mrocess jethod [ lpenK
NK lpen the Analytics workspaceK
OK Click mrocess jethod [ kewK
qip> qo edit the processing method for the current oesults qableI click mrocess jethod [
bdit embedded method and then use the following stepsK
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PK ln the torkflow page select at least one workflow and the reference samplesK cor descriptions
of the fields on this pageI refer to the eelp pystemK
QK pelect the Components page and then define the component namesI massesI internal
standardsI groupsI and so onK cor descriptions of the fields on this pageI refer to the eelp
pystemK
qip> ff a group is defined in the Components tableI then the user can choose to sum the ions
in the groupI even if the precursor ion and the experimental index are different for the
transitionsK qhe summed ions are not shown in the table but are shown on the fntegration
page and in the oesults qable as group name[_pumK qhis feature is useful for the quantitation
of proteins and peptidesK
qip> qo import components or components and integration parameters from a text fileI use
the appropriate command on the fmport menuK
koteW fntegration parameters cannot be imported from processing methods that use the
Automeak integration algorithmK
®

koteW fntegration parameters can be imported from Analyst poftware quantitation methodsK
®
Analyst poftware parameters are mapped to the corresponding pCfbu lp parametersI and
the project default settings are used for any parameters that cannot be mappedK
qj

koteW fntegration parameters can be imported from jultinuant poftware quantitation
qj
methods that do not use the pignalcinder integration algorithmK cor jnQ methodsI the pL
qj
k fntegration qhreshold is changed from MI the default in the jultinuant poftwareI to the
qj
project defaultK qhe parameters for the jultinuant poftware are mapped to the corresponding
parameters for pCfbu lpK
RK pelect the fntegration page and then select the integration parameters for each componentK
cor descriptions of the fields on this pageI refer to the eelp pystemK
qip> qo define the rules for automatic outlier removalI click lptions [ oemove lutliers
AutomaticallyK oefer to the eelp pystemK
SK pelect the iibrary pearch EworkflowJdependentF page and then define the library search
parametersK cor descriptions of the fields on this pageI refer to the eelp pystemK
TK pelect the Calculated Columns page and then define any custom formulas to be used in custom
calculated columnsK cor descriptions of the fields on this pageI refer to the eelp pystemK
UK pelect the clagging oules page and then select the rules to be used to flag results in the oesults
qableK cor descriptions of the fields on this pageI refer to the eelp pystemK
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lptionallyI create custom flagging rulesI or customize the following values for the predefined
rulesW
• Acceptance criteria for the followingW
• Accuracy of standards and quality controls
• Calculated concentration range for unknown samples
• meak integration
• qraffic light settings for mass accuracyI retention time differenceI isotope matchI library
scoreI and formula finder score
• qraffic light settings for ion ratio acceptance
fon ratio is the peak response ratioI that isI the area or height of the qualifier and quantifierK
qip> qo import flagging rules from a text fileI click fmportK
VK pelect the cormula cinder page and then select the formula finder settingsK cor descriptions
of the fields on this pageI refer to the eelp pystemK
NMK Eff the konJtargeted workflow is selectedF pelect the konJtargeted meaks page and then define
the konJtargeted search parametersK cor descriptions of the fields on this pageI refer to the
eelp pystemK
NNK Click paveK
qip> then a konJtargeted method is createdI the current project default parameters are used
for peak integrationI and those parameters are saved in the processing method fileK ff the
processing method contains the targeted analytesI then the customized integration parameters
for the targeted components will not affect the konJtargeted peak integrationK ff the user
changes the project default parameter laterI then the changed parameter will not impact the
existing konJtargeted methodI which still contains the parameters at the time the method
was createdK lnly the newly created nonJtargeted method uses the changed parametersK

mrocess aata
NK lpen the Analytics workspaceK
OK Click oesults [ kewK
PK ln the mrocess kew oesults dialogI use the arrows E
processedK

and

F to select samples to be

QK pelect a processing method in one of the following waysW
• Click _rowse and then select a processing method and click lpenK
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• Click kew and then create the new processing methodK oefer to Create a mrocessing
jethodK
RK ElptionalF Click bdit to edit the processing methodK oefer to Create a mrocessing jethodK
SK pelect a comparison sample for nonJtargeted workflowsK
TK Click mrocessK
koteW fn konJtargeted analysisI automatic grouping by adduct is performedK qhe grouping
algorithm assigns adduct modifiers for compounds with the same retention time if the mass
difference between them is associated with a common adductK qhis feature helps prevent
the investigation of duplicate compounds with different charge adductsK
UK qo show or hide sample typesI click the filter icon E F on the pample qype column and then
select or clear the required check boxesK
VK qo set the acceptance filtersI click the filter icon E F on any of the acceptance columnsI select
cilter by clagI and then select mass or cailK
koteW qhe Acceptance columns include AccuracyI Accuracy AcceptanceI Asymmetry
cactorI Calculated ConcentrationI Concentration AcceptanceI fntegration AcceptanceI
nuality oetention qime aelta EminFI oetention qime brror EBFI and qotal tidthK
NMK qo select qualitative confidence filtersI click the Confidence traffic light and then select or clear
the required check boxesK
koteW After the oesults qable is generated using the Automeak algorithmI if the user changes
the ufC width and the expected oqI then the data will be reprocessed using the previous
algorithm model unless the user updates the model using the new ufC width and expected
oq valuesK
NNK qo filter based on individual values for a oesults qable columnI click the filter icon E F on the
column header and then select the check boxes for the values to be shown in the oesults
qableK
qip> qo apply additional custom filtersI select qext ciltersK
qip> qo reapply the filter after a change to the oesults qableI such as a change to the area
countI click oeapply cilter E

FK

NOK pave the oesults file in one of the following waysW
• Click oesults [ paveK
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• qo prevent changes to the oesults qableI click oesults [ iock results file and saveK

Add pamples
mrerequisites
• fn the Analytics workspaceI a oesults qable is openK
qhis option adds additional samples to a currently active oesults qableK
NK Click jore [ Add samplesK
OK fn the pelect pamples dialogI select the required samplesK
• qhe Available pane shows the subfoldersI wiffO filesI and samples available in the aata
folder for the current projectK
• bxpand individual folders to see any subfolders or wiffO filesK ff the wiffO file is expandedI
then it opens to show the available samplesK
• rse the arrows to add E

F or remove E

F samplesK

• pelect samples in the following waysW
• aoubleJclick an individual sampleK
• pelect a sample or data file and then click

K

• arag a sample or data file from the left pane to the right paneK
mress phift or Ctrl to select multiple files or samples before moving themK
PK Click lhK
A progress bar is shown while the new samples are integrated and added to the existing tableK

pelect Columns for the oesults qable
mrerequisites
• fn the Analytics workspaceI a oesults qable is openK
pelect the numeric format and the columns to be shown in the oesults qableK qhe column settings
can be applied to all of the oesults qables in the projectK
koteW pome critical columnsI such as pample kameI pample faI _arcodeI and so onI should
not be hidden when users customize the oesults qable column settingsK
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qip> ff column names are truncatedI then move the cursor over the field to show the column
name in a tooltipK
NK Click jore [ qable display settingsK
qhe oesults qable aisplay pettings dialog opensK cor a description of the columns in the
oesults qableI refer to oesults qable ColumnsK
cigure S-OP oesults qable aisplay pettings aialog

ftem

aescription

N

Click to select a column settings file previously saved using the bxport
buttonK qhe dialog fields are updated to use the information from the
selected fileK

O

Click to save the current dialog settings to a fileK rse the fmport button to
import and use these settingsK qhis option lets the user switch between
different column layoutsK
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ftem
P

aescription
qhe name of the columnsI shown in alphabetical orderK
koteW qhis list also includes any calculated columns defined in the
processing method that was used to create the oesults qableK

Q

A checkmark indicates that the column is visibleK

R

cor numerical fieldsI use the format MKMM for nonJscientific notations and
use the format MKMMeM for scientific notationsK Change the decimal points
to indicate the precision of the numbers that are shownK lnly a period ?K?
can be used as a decimal separatorK
koteW drouping of numbers is not supportedK

S

qhe selected ifp pupported rows are predefined by the ifjp and the
column selections cannot be changedK

T

Click to use the column settings for future oesults qablesK

U

Click to apply the changes and then close the dialogK

V

Click to abandon the changes and then close the dialogK

NM

pelect a category of oesults qable columnsK rsers can filter the columns
shown in the oesults qable based on the selectionK pelecting a category
helps the user to easily find a column in the oesults qableK

OK pelect or clear the check box in the sisible columnI as requiredK
koteW fn addition to the columns described in oesults qable ColumnsI the oesults qable can
contain custom calculated and text columnsK Calculated columns are identified with an asteriskK
PK ElptionalF fn the kumber cormat columnI change the format to integer or scientific notationK
QK ElptionalF fn the kumber cormat columnI change the number of decimal points to be shownK
RK qo apply the column settings to all of the oesults qables in the projectI select the pave as
project default settings check boxK
SK Click lhK
qhe new settings are applied to the oesults qableK qhe settings are also saved and applied
when a new oesults qable is created or a previously saved oesults qable is opened againK
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qip> rse the header row of the oesults qable to adjust the column widths and column orderK
arag the header border to change the widthK arag the column header to another location in
the oesults qable to change the column orderK Click the filter icon E F on a column header
to apply a filter to the columnK then the bxport button is used to export a oesults qableI the
column widthI orderI and filter settings are saved in the exported fileK

Create a oeport
mrerequisites
• fn the Analytics workspaceI a oesults qable is openK
koteW qhe reports do not support calculated columnsK
qip> qo select the analytes to be included in a reportI use the oeportable column in the oesults
qableK oefer to oesults qable ColumnsK
NK Click oeporting [ Create oeport and pave oesults qableK
qhe Create oeport dialog opensK
OK pelect a template from the qemplate name listK
PK pelect a report formatK
QK qo change the file name and locationI click _rowseI navigate to a different locationI type a
cile nameI and then click paveK
koteW _y defaultI reports are saved in mrogramaataypCfbuyAnalyticsyoeporteryoeportsK
RK Click the Create an individual report for each sample check boxI if requiredK
SK ElptionalF pelect a different logo for the reportW
aK Click oeplace iogoK
bK rse the options in the oeplace iogo dialog to modify the logo as requiredK
cK Click paveK
dK Click CancelK
TK Click siew mages to view the report layoutK
UK Click CreateK
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qip> qo report the selected results using a template such as mer pample nuantI mer pample
nualI mer pample sisible oows rsing sisible AnalytesI or mositive eits nualI use filters or
hide the unwanted rows in the oesults qableK
qip> Click the example in the qemplate siew in the Create oeport dialog to view the report
template layoutK qo view a specific templateI the user must have a jpg file with the same
name as the template in addition to the suffix xpnapshot|uzI where u is the snapshot number
in the sequenceK ao not use spaces between the file name and the suffixK
cor exampleI All meaks nualKdocx template would be namedW All meaks nualxpnapshot|NzKjpg
All meaks nualxpnapshot|OzKgmd All meaks nualxpnapshot|PzKjpg

bxport and pave a oesults qable
mrerequisites
• fn the Analytics workspaceI a oesults qable is openK
qip> qo select the analytes to be exportedI use the oeportable column in the oesults qableK
oefer to oesults qable ColumnsK
NK Click oeporting [ bxport results [ bxport and save oesults qableK
qhe bxport dialog opensK
OK pelect the cormatI ColumnsI and oows optionsI as requiredK
PK Click lhK

bxport oesults qable – jetric
mrerequisites
• fn the Analytics workspaceI a oesults qable is openK
koteW qhe manufacturer assumes no responsibility or contingent liabilityI including indirect or
consequential damagesI after data has been exported from the Analytics workspaceK
bxporting oesults qables is one of the controlled methods for data output in the Analytics workspaceK
qhis feature is used to create a tabJdelimited text file containing the information from the active
oesults qableK fnformation is exported for all samples and either all components or just the visible
components for the one selected metric or fieldK
NK Click oeporting [ bxport results [ oesults qable - jetricK
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qhe bxport jetric dialog opensK
OK pelect the column to export in the jetric fieldI and then set the optionsK oefer to the eelp
pystemK
PK Click lhK

qransfer to a ifjp
mrerequisite mrocedures
• Configure the ifjp in the Configuration workspaceK oefer to pelect iaboratory fnformation
janagement pystem EifjpF pettingsK
• lpen a locked oesults qableK
qip> qo select the analytes to be exportedI use the oeportable column in the oesults qableK
oefer to oesults qable ColumnsK
NK Click oeporting [ qransfer oesults to ifjpK
qhe ifjp qransfer dialog opensK
OK pelect a template from the qemplate listK
PK Click qransferK

tork tith oesults qables
oesults qables summarize the calculated concentration of an analyteI as well as the qualitative
analysis results such as library hitsI formula finder resultsI and so onI in each unknown sample
based on the calibration curveK oesults qables also include the calibration curvesI as well as
statistics for the resultsK qhe user can customize the oesults qables and view the oesults qables
in different layoutsK
koteW oesults qable columns with an asterisk EGF are custom text or calculated columnsK
qhe data from a oesults qables can be exported to a txt file for use in other applicationsI such as
jicrosoft bxcelK qhe user can export all of the data in the oesults qable or just the data in the
visible columnsK
qip> ff multiple sessions of oesults qables have been tiled either vertically or horizontallyI then
click siews [ oeset layout to return the oesults qables to their original layoutK
rse the rightJclick menu to edit the oesults qable rowsK qo show this menuI click the right mouse
button anywhere in the oesults qableK
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cigure S-OQ oight-Click jenu

qable S-P oight-Click jenu Commands
iabel

aescription

Copy

rse this option to copy the current data to the clipboardK

maste

rse this option to paste data from the clipboard in the current viewK

Copy bntire qable

rse this option to copy the entire table to the clipboardK

cill aown

EComponentsF rse this option to replicate the information in the first
selected row to all of the subsequent selected rowsK

pelect All oows

rse this option to select all of the rows in the currently active oesults
qableK qhis is useful if the user subsequently wants to apply a
commandI such as CopyI that operates on the selected rowsK
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qable S-P oight-Click jenu Commands EcontinuedF
iabel

aescription

Apply Current AnalyteDs EAnalytesF ff there is more than one analyte and all of the analytes
Actual Concentrations to are present in these samples at the same concentrationI then use
All
this option to provide a shortcut for setting the actual concentration
field for all of the analytes for the standard samplesK qo use this
featureW
NK rse the Components and droups iist to show only one
specific analyte in the tableK oefer to Components and droups
iistK
OK ElptionalF cilter the pample qype column to view only standard
samplesK
PK ppecify the actual concentration for the analyteI either by typing
in the cells or by selecting the column and pasting text in itK
QK pelect Apply Current AnalyteDs Actual Concentrations to AllK
oeturn to viewing all of the components and sample typesI as
requiredK
Apply Current fpDs Actual Efnternal standardsF ff there is more than one internal standard and
Concentrations to All
all of the internal standards are present in these samples at the
same concentrationI then use this option to provide a shortcut for
setting the actual concentration field for all of the internal standards
for the standard samplesK qo use this featureW
NK rse the Components and droups iist to show only one
specific internal standard in the tableK oefer to Components and
droups iistK
OK ElptionalF cilter the pample qype column to view only standard
samplesK
PK ppecify the actual concentration for the internal standardI either
by typing in the cells or by selecting the column and pasting text
in itK
QK pelect Apply Current fpDs Actual Concentrations to AllK
oeturn to viewing all of the components and sample typesI as
requiredK

oesults qable cilters
rse the fields at the top of the oesults qable to view and filter contentK
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cigure S-OR ciltering Controls

qable S-Q oesults qable cilters
iabel

aescription

x of y rows

phows the number of visible rows ExF out of the total number of rows EyFK

cilters

phows the number of columns to which filters are appliedK

nualify for oules qoggles the view of the oesults qable between the rows that match the
cilters
acceptance criteria filters or confidence traffic filters and those that do notK
Acceptance criteria and confidence traffic lights are applied in the processing
methodK
oeapply cilter

oeapplies the filter after a change to the oesults qableI such as a change to
the area countK
koteW All filters are automatically reapplied when another filter is added or
changedK

Clear

Clears all filtersK

oesults qable Columns
iabel

aescription

ifp pupported

Accuracy

phows the accuracy of standards and quality control EnCF
samplesK cor other sample typesI this value is set to kLAK

v

cor standards of known concentrationI the accuracy of standards
and nC samples is defined as NMMB × ECalculated
ConcentrationFLEActual ConcentrationFK
Accuracy
Acceptance

phows the acceptance status of the accuracyK

k

AcqK jethod
kame

phows the name of the acquisition method used to acquire the
sampleK

v

Acquisition
aate C qime

phows the date and time at which the sample was acquiredK

v
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ifp pupported

Actual
cor standards and nC samplesI shows the expected known
Concentration concentrationK

v

AdductL
Charge

phows the adduct or charge state of the compoundK fn the
targeted workflowI this value is set by the userK fn the
nonJtargeted workflowI this value is automatically set by the
software if grouping by adduct is enabledK

k

Area

phows the detected peak areaK ff no peak was detectedI then
this value is set to kLAK

v

Area L eeight phows the detected peak area divided by the heightK ff a peak
was not detectedI then this value is set to kLAK

k

Area oatio

v

cor analytes that use an internal standardI shows the ratio of
the analyte Area to the fp AreaK cor internal standardsI or for
analytes without an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

Area oatio of phows the area ratio of the sampleLcontrol sampleK Applicable
Comparison to qualitative workflows onlyK

k

• ff no peak is found in the controlI then the value is kLAK
• ff no peak is found in the sampleI then the value is MK
• ff every peak in the sample is below the Area oatio
qhresholdI then the value is kLAK
• ff a comparison sample is not usedI then the value is ko
control sampleK
• cor the control sampleI the area ratio for found peaks is
always NK
Asymmetry
cactor

phows the distance from the center line of the peak to the back
slopeI divided by the distance from the center line of the peak
to the front slopeI with all of the measurements made at NMB of
the maximum peak heightK

v

Automeak
Asymmetry

phows the ratio of the asymmetry of the integrated peak to the
symmetry expected based on the modelK A ratio of N indicates
a good fitK ff the value is not NI then the ion source might be
saturatedI or the integration might not be correctK

k

koteW Applicable only to processing methods that use the
Automeak integration algorithmK
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ifp pupported

Automeak
phows the suitability of the peak for use in the creation of a peak
Candidate
modelK ff the value is significantly greater than NI then the sample
jodel nuality used to create the quantitation method is unsuitableK rse a peak
with a larger response to create the modelI and then apply that
peak to all samplesK

k

koteW Applicable only to processing methods that use the
Automeak integration algorithmK
Automeak
droup
Confidence

phows the probability that the group of real peaks is integrated
and that the integration does not include a false positive noise
peakK

k

koteW Applicable only to processing methods that use the
Automeak integration algorithmK
Automeak
fntegration
nuality

phows the quality of the dataK qhe quality is represented as a
value from M to NK ff the quality is less than MKSI then investigate
the integration furtherK

k

koteW Applicable only to processing methods that use the
Automeak integration algorithmK
Automeak
phows the names of the samples and components that were
jodel pource used for peak modelingK ff the component used for modeling is
not the same as the component that was integratedI then review
the model to determine whether it is appropriateK

k

koteW Applicable only to processing methods that use the
Automeak integration algorithmK
Automeak
kum meaks

phows the number of adjacent convoluted peaks that were
detected by the algorithmK

k

koteW Applicable only to processing methods that use the
Automeak integration algorithmK
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Automeak
meak tidth
Confidence

phows the level of confidence in the peak widthK A value of N
indicates that the actual peak width and the expected peak width
are equalK A value greater than N indicates that the actual peak
width is greater than the expected peak widthK A value less than
N indicates that the actual peak width is less than the expected
peak widthI or that the peak is broader because of a change in
chromatographic conditionsK

k

koteW Applicable only to processing methods that use the
Automeak integration algorithmK
Automeak
paturated

ff the paturation correction option was used and the
corresponding peak was saturatedI so that the fitted model
extends above the peakI then this field shows vesK ltherwiseI
the column is blankK ff the accuracy and BCss for samples at
higher concentrations are not within acceptable rangesI then
adjust the paturation correctionK

k

koteW Applicable only to processing methods that use the
Automeak integration algorithmK
_arcode

phows the unique fa for a sampleK qhe unique fa is initialized
from the value originally specified in the batch used to acquire
the dataK

v

qhe _arcode can contain up to OM charactersK qhe _arcode
cannot contain any of these invalid charactersW y L W G \ ? Y [ |Z
or characters M to PN from the ApCff tableK
_aseline
aeltaLeeight

phows the absolute value of the difference between the height
of the baselineI at the start of the peak and the end of the peakI
and the actual peak heightK salues greater than MKN indicate that
the baseline might not have been integrated correctly and that
the peak should be reviewedK

k

Calculated
cor standards of known concentrationI shows the value of the
Concentration backJcalculated concentration from the calibration curveK
oegression equations describe how the regression is performed
for the various regression types and weightingK

v

Combined
pcore

ElptionalF phows a single number score that can be used for
relative comparison purposesK Applicable to qualitative workflows
onlyK

k

Comparison

EoeadJonlyF phows the components in the comparison sampleK

k
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Component
Comment

phows an arbitrary comment for the analyte or internal standard
that applies to all of the samplesK

k

Component
droup kame

phows any group name associated with the analyte or internal
standardK

k

Component
fndex

phows the index of the analyte or internal standard in the original
processing methodK

v

Component
kame

phows the name of the analyte or internal standardK

v

qhis column is always visible in the oesults qableK fn the Column
pettings dialogI the check box is not availableK
qhe Component kame can contain up to RM charactersK
koteW
• qhe Component kame can only be changed in the
processing method and not in the oesults qableK
• qhis column is mandatory for a iaboratory fnformation
janagement pystem EifjpF transferK

Component
qype

phows the analyte typeW nuantifierI nualifierI or fnternal
ptandardK

k

ConcK rnits

phows the concentration unitsK

v

Concentration phows the acceptance status of the calculated concentrationK
Acceptance

k

Concentration cor analytes that use an internal standardI shows the ratio of
oatio
the Actual Concentration to the fp Actual ConcentrationK cor
internal standardsI or for analytes without an internal standardI
this value is set to kLAK

k

ailution
cactor

phows the factor by which the sample has been dilutedK qhis
factor is used in the calculation of the calibration curveK

v

bnd qime

phows the ending retention time of the detected peakI in minutesK

v

bnd qime at
NMB

phows the timeI in minutesI along the back side of the peak
where the intensity is at NMB of the peak heightK

k

bnd qime at
RB

phows the timeI in minutesI along the back side of the peak
where the intensity is at RB of the peak heightK

k
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bxpected fon phows the expected ion ratio for unknownI nCI and standard
oatio
samplesK

v

bxpected oq phows the original expected retention time from the processing
methodI in minutesK

v

cormula

ElptionalF phows a valid chemical formulaK ff the chemical
formula is invalidI then it is not retained by the softwareK ff the
chemical formula is validI then the jass EaaF and fsotope
columns are autoJpopulatedK

v

cormula
Confidence

phows the traffic light of the formula finder scoreK Applicable to
qualitative workflows onlyK

k

cormula
cinder

phows the single number score that can be used for relative
comparison purposesK

k

qhe value is can be updated using data from the meak oeview
cormula cinder oesults qableK Applicable to qualitative workflows
onlyK
cormula
cinder
oesults

ElptionalF phows the best match of the formula finder resultsK
Applicable to qualitative workflows onlyK

k

cormula
ElptionalF phows a single number score that can be used for
cinder pcore relative comparison purposesK

v

cound at
cragment

ElptionalF phows the best requested cragment jass EaaF at
which matching spectra were foundK Applicable to qualitative
workflows onlyK

v

cound at
jass

ElptionalF phows the best requested bxtraction jass EaaF at
which the matching spectra were foundK Applicable to qualitative
workflows onlyK

v

cragment
jass

ElptionalF phows the fragment massI as specified in the methodK
qhe precursor of the fragment is extracted from the jpLjp in
the bxtraction jass EaaF columnK then providedI this value
must be numericK

v

cragment
jass brror
EppmF

ElptionalF phows the difference between the cound at cragment
and the cragment jassI in ppmK

v

cragment
jass brror
EmaaF

ElptionalF phows the difference between the cound at cragment
and the cragment jassI in maaK

v
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cragment
jass brror
Confidence

ElptionalF phows the level of confidence in the fragment mass
errorK

v

eeight

phows the detected peak heightK ff a peak was not detectedI
then this value is set to kLAK

v

eeight oatio

cor analytes that use an internal standardI shows the ratio of
the eeight to the fp eeightK cor internal standardsI or for
analytes without an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

v

fndex

phows the index of the row in the originalI unsorted orderK ff the
table is sorted based on another columnI then it can be returned
to the original order by sorting on this columnK

k

qhis column is always visible in the oesults qableK fn the Column
pettings dialogI the check box is not availableK
fnjection
solume

phows the volume of the sample stored in the method and
injected by the autosamplerK

v

fntegration
Acceptance

phows the integration outliersK

k

fntegration
qype

phows the type of integrationK

v

• _aselineW A standalone peak that was integrated in the usual
wayK
• salleyW fndicates that there were two adjacent peaks and that
the signal did not return to the baseline value between themK
• kLAW fndicates that a peak was not detectedK
• janualW fndicates that the peak was manually integratedK
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fon oatio

phows the ion ratioK fon ratios are determined when at least two
joj transitions from a single analyte have been collected in a
groupK

v

All of the analytes in a group constitute an analyte subgroupK All
of the internal standards in a group constitute an fp subgroupK
qhe first component in a subgroup is used as a quantifier ionK
qhe remainder of the components in the subgroup are used as
qualifier ionsK
fon oatio Z Emeak Area or eeight of nualifierFLEmeak Area or
eeight of nuantifierF
qhe ion ratio can be calculated for either the peak area or the
peak heightK ff the processing method uses the area for the
regression of the first componentI that isI the component for
which the component index is NI in the oesults qableI then the
peak area is used to calculate the ion ratio for the entire oesults
qableK ff the height is used for the regression of the first
componentI then the peak height is used for the calculationK
• ff a component is not a member of a groupI then the fon oatio
value is set to kLAK
• ff a peak is not foundI then the fon oatio value is set to kLAK
• ff the ion ratio is applied to all of the components in both of
the analyte and fp subgroupsI then the qualifier is the
quantifierK
• ff the integration changes for either of the quantifier or the
qualifier peaksI then the ion ratio is calculated againK
koteW qhe user can define flagging rules for the ion ratio in the
processing methodK
fon oatio
Confidence

phows the level of confidence in the ion ratioK Applicable to
qualitative workflows onlyK

k

fp

phows whether the row is an internal standardK A selected check
box indicates that the component for the row is an internal
standardI not an analyteK

k
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fp Actual
phows the actual concentration of the internal standard
Concentration associated with the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or
for analytes without an internal standardI this value is set to kL
AK

k

fp Area

phows the area for the internal standard associated with the
current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes without
an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fp Area L
eeight

phows the ratio of the fp Area to the fp eeight for the internal
standard associated with the current analyteK cor internal
standardsI or for analytes without an internal standardI this value
is set to kLAK

k

fp _aseline
phows the absolute value of the height difference between the
aelta L eeight baselineI at the start of the peak and the end of the peakI and
the actual peak height for the internal standardK salues greater
than MKN indicate that the baseline might not have been integrated
correctly and that the peak should be reviewedK

k

fp Comment

phows an arbitrary comment for the internal standard associated
with the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes
without an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fp bnd qime

phows the time that the acquisition ends for the internal standard
associated with the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or
for analytes without an internal standardI this value is set to kL
AK

k

fp bxpected
oq

phows the expected retention time for the internal standard
associated with the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or
for analytes without an internal standardI this value is set to kL
AK

k

fp eeight

phows the height for the internal standard associated with the
current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes without
an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fp fntegration phows the type of integration for the internal standard associated
qype
with the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes
without an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fp jass fnfo

k

phows the mass information for the internal standard associated
with the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes
without an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK
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fp kame

phows the name of the internal standard associated with the
current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes without
an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fp meak
Comment

phows the peak comment for the internal standard associated
with the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes
without an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fp oegion
eeight

phows the height for the internal standard regionK cor internal
standardsI or for analytes without an internal standardI this value
is set to kLAK

k

fp oetention
qime

phows the retention time for the internal standard associated
with the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes
without an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fp pignal L
koise

phows the signalJtoJnoise ratio for the internal standard
associated with the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or
for analytes without an internal standardI this value is set to kL
AK

k

fp ptart qime phows the start time for the internal standard associated with
the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes without
an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fp qotal tidth phows the total width for the internal standard associated with
the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes without
an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fp tidth at
RMB

phows the width at RMB for the internal standard associated with
the current analyteK cor internal standardsI or for analytes without
an internal standardI this value is set to kLAK

k

fsotope
Confidence

phows the level of confidence in the isotope ratioK Applicable to
qualitative workflows onlyK

k

fsotope oatio fdentifies the difference between the theoretical isotope patternI
aifference
based on the formulaI and isotope pattern from the acquired
spectraK
Applicable to qualitative workflows onlyK

k

iC jethod

phows the name of the iC method used to acquire the dataK

k

iibrary
Confidence

phows the level of confidence in the iibrary eit based on the
iibrary pcore of the hitK Applicable to qualitative workflows onlyK

k
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iibrary eit

phows the compound name of the best library matchI that isI
the compound with the highest purity score and the formula
matching the requested formulaK

k

qhe value is can be updated using data from the meak oeview
iibrary pearch oesults gridK Applicable to qualitative workflows
onlyK
iibrary pcore phows how well the library match fits the found massK Applicable
to qualitative workflows onlyK

k

jass brror
EppmF

phows the difference between the found mass and the extraction
massI expressed in parts per millionK Applicable to qualitative
workflows onlyK

k

jass brror
EmaaF

phow the difference between the found mass and the extraction
massI expressed in milliaaltonsK Applicable to qualitative
workflows onlyK

k

jass brror
Confidence

phows the level of confidence in mass errorK Applicable to
qualitative workflows onlyK

k

jass fnfo

phows the mass information associated with the componentK

v

• cor joj experimentsI this is nNLnP and for profileI or full
scanI experiments it is ptart J ptopK
• cor rsI AaCI or aAa experimentsI it is the wavelength EaAaF
or channel information ErsLAaCFK
ff the fragment mass exists it will be used for ufC extractionK
ff there is no fragment massI then the precursor mass should be
used for ufC extractionK
jodified

phows whether the peakJfinding parameters have been modifiedK
A selected check box indicates that the peakJfinding parameters
in the processing method have been modifiedI using the meak
oeview paneK

v

jp jethod

phows the name of the jp method used to acquire the dataK

k

kon-qargeted fndicates whether the peak was found by the bnhanced meak
meak
cinderK Applicable to qualitative workflows onlyK

k

lperator
kame

v

phows the name of the instrument operator who acquired the
sampleK
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lriginal
cilename

phows the name of the fileK

v

lutlier
oeasons

then the automatic removal of outliers has been enabled in the
quantitation methodI shows which criterion was found to be
outside of the predetermined limits for the componentK

k

qhe lutlier oeasons column is linked to the rules for automatic
removal of outliers in the quantitation methodK ft is a preset
column in the oesults qableK
qhe reason the outlier is flaggedW
• Accuracy
• Concentration
• fon ratio
ff there is a peak for only one of the quantifier or qualifierI
then the ion ratio is flagged for both componentsK ff neither
of these components have peaksI then the ion ratio is not
flagged for either of the componentsK
• Cannot calculate the expected ion ratio
• A custom flagging rule created by the user has failed
meak
Comment

phows an arbitrary comment for the rowK

k

mlate kumber phows the plate number of the autosampler used to acquire the
dataI as indicated in the _atch bditorK

v

moints Across phows the number of scans across the peakK
_aseline

k

moints Across phows the number of scans across the peakI at approximately
ealf eeight
RMB of the heightK

k

mrecursor
jass

k

phows the processing input parameters taken from the
processing methodK
qhis column is always visible in the oesults qableK fn the Column
pettings dialogI the check box is not availableK

mrocK jethod phows the name of the processing method that created the
kame
oesults qableK
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iabel

aescription

nuality

phows the quality of the integrated peakK qhe area of the
integrated peak and the area of a larger oq window are
comparedK A value of M indicates that the peak is poorly
integratedI or that a peak is not presentK A value of NKM indicates
a wellJintegrated peak that need not be reviewedK

k

oack kumber phows the rack number of the autosampler used to acquire dataI
as specified in the _atch bditorK

v

oegion eeight phows the peak height of the largest peak in the vicinity of the
actual detected peakK qhis is useful in conjunction with the
nuality fieldK meaks with a low quality that also have a
reasonable oegion eeight must be reviewedK ff the oegion
eeight is smallI then a significant peak is not presentK

k

oelative oq

cor analytes that are using an internal standardI shows the ratio
of the oetention qime to the fp oetention qimeK cor internal
standardsI or for analytes without an internal standardI this value
is set to kLAK

v

oeportable

phows whether the result is included in reportsI exportsI and
ifjp transfersK

v

oetention
qime

phows the actual retention time of the detected peakI in minutesK

v

oetention
qime aelta
EminF

phows the difference between the retention time defined for the
mass and the actual retention timeK

k

oetention
qime brror
EBF

phows the percent error found between ?cound at oq? and
?bxpected oq?K Applicable to qualitative workflows onlyK

k

oq
Confidence

phows the confidence in the retention timeK Applicable to
qualitative workflows onlyK

k

pample
Comment

phows a userJspecified comment for the sampleK

v
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iabel

aescription

ifp pupported

pample fa

phows a userJspecified identifier for the sampleK qhe pample
fa is specified in the _atch bditor prior to sample submission for
acquisitionK

v

ff the standard addition workflow is enabled in the processing
methodI then the pample fa is used as a group identifier for
each standard addition groupK pCfbu lp links each sample with
an unknown analyte concentration to samples to which known
and varying concentrations of the same analyte have been
addedK
qhe pample fa can contain up to ORO charactersK qhe pample
fa cannot contain any of these invalid charactersW y L W G \ ? Y [
|Z or characters M to PN from the ApCff tableK
pample fndex phows the index of the current sampleK

v

pample kame phows a userJspecified name for the sampleK qhe pample kame
is specified in the _atch bditor prior to sample submission for
acquisitionK

v

qhe pample kame must contain from N to ORO charactersK qhe
pample kame cannot contain any of these invalid charactersW
y L W G \ ? Y [ |Z or characters M to PN from the ApCff tableK
pample qype phows the type of sampleK

v

pcanned
_arcode

v

phows the barcode scanned prior to the injectionK

pignal L koise phows an estimate of the ratio of the peak height for the detected
peak to the noise present in the chromatogramK

v

cor the Automeak integration algorithmI noise is estimated using
the calculated relative noise and the baseline at the peak apex
positionK qhe jnQ algorithm uses a similar approachI except
that the baseline is estimated using the entire chromatogramK
plope of
_aseline

phows the slope of the integrated peak from the baselineW
EEintensity at peak stopF – Eintensity at peak startFF ÷ peak width

k

ptart qime

phows the starting retention time of the detected peakI in
minutesK

v

ptart qime at
NMB

phows the timeI in minutesI along the front side of the peak
where the intensity is at NMB of the peak heightK

k

ptart qime at
RB

phows the timeI in minutesI along the front side of the peak
where the intensity is at RB of the peak heightK

k
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iabel

aescription

ifp pupported

ptd Addition
Accuracy

phows the accuracy of samples of known concentrations that
are quantified by the addition of standards of varying
concentrationK then the standard addition workflow is enabled
in the processing methodI the pample qype for all samples is
automatically set to ptandardK ff the pample qype is changed
to another typeI or if the standard addition workflow is not
enabledI then this value is set to kLAK cor samples of known
concentrationI such as a quality control sample in a batchI the
ptd Addition Accuracy is defined asW
NMMB x Eptd Addition Calculated ConcentrationFLEptd Addition
Actual ConcentrationFK

k

ptd Addition phows the userJspecified expected known concentration for
Actual
samples that are quantified by standard additionK cor exampleI
Concentration a quality control sample in a batchK ff the pample qype is not
ptandardI then this value is set to kLAK

k

ptd Addition phows the value of the backJcalculated concentration by
Calculated
extrapolating the standard addition curve to the uJintercept using
Concentration linear regression and no weightingK cor samples that are
quantified by standard additionI the ptd Addition Calculated
Concentration is defined asW
fnterceptLplope

k

ff the pample qype is not ptandardI if the standard addition
workflow is not enabled in the processing methodI or if a peak
is not found in the unspiked samples of a standard addition
groupI then this value is set to kLAK
qailing cactor phows the distance from the front slope of the peak to the back
slopeI divided by twice the distance from the center line of the
peak to the front slopeI with all of the measurements made at
RB of the maximum peak heightK

k

qotal tidth

v

phows the chromatographic peak widthI in minutesI at the
baselineK
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aescription

ifp pupported

rsed

phows whether the result is usedK
• cor all samplesI a selected check box indicates that the result
is used in the calculation of reference values and execution
of flagging rulesK

v

• cor standard samplesI a selected check box indicates that
the result is used in the construction of the calibration curveI
regressionI and statistics calculationsK
• cor nC samplesI a selected check box indicates that the
result is used for the calculation of the quality control statisticsK
• cor other sample typesI a selected check box indicates that
the result is used in calculationsK
sial kumber

phows the vial number in the autosampler used to acquire dataI
as originally specified in the batchK

v

tidth at NMB phows the width of the peakI measured at NMB of the peak
heightK

k

tidth at RB

k

phows the width of the peakI measured at RB of the peak heightK

tidth at RMB phows the chromatographic peak widthI in minutesI of the
detected peak measured at half of the apex intensityK

v

ufC tidth
EaaF

phows the width of the extracted ion chromatogramI in aaltonsK

v

ufC tidth
EppmF

phows the width of the extracted ion chromatogramI in ppm
Eparts per millionFK

v

Acceptance cilters
rse the cilter by clag option in the cilter menu for a oesults qable column to choose whether to
filter the column based on the acceptance criteriaK qhe oesults qable can be filtered on acceptance
criteriaI as followsW
• massW phows the rows that match the criteria that were defined in the processing methodK
• cailW phows the rows that do not match the criteria that were defined in the processing methodK
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cigure S-OS cilter _y clag

Acceptance filters can be selected for any column to which a flagging rule was appliedI as well as
the following acceptance criteriaW
• Accuracy
• Accuracy Acceptance
• Asymmetry cactor
• Calculated Concentration
• Concentration Acceptance
• fntegration Acceptance
• nuality
• oetention qime aelta EminF
• oetention qime brror EBF
• qotal tidth

Confidence qraffic iights
rse the acceptance criteria to define qualifying rowsK A qualifying row is a row in which the
acceptance criteria match the criteria defined in the processing methodK
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cigure S-OT nualifying oows

qhe traffic lights show the confidence status for each row to which a nualitative oule or fon oatio
Acceptance rule is appliedK cor information on flagging rulesI refer to the eelp pystemK
qip> qhe oesults qable can be filtered using the confidence traffic light filtersK pelect the nualify
for oules cilters check box to toggle the view of the oesults qable between the rows that match
the confidence filters and those that do notK Confidence filters includeW massI jarginalI cailI and
kLAK
qable S-R Confidence qraffic iights
qraffic iight
fcon

aescription
phows which components meet the confidence levels defined in the processing
methodK
phows which components meet the marginal percent difference level defined
in the processing methodK
phows which components meet the unacceptable percent difference level defined
in the processing methodK
phows which confidence parameters are not applicable for the componentK

Components and droups iist
then a oesults qable is openI a list of the current components and groups is shown on the left
side of the main windowK rse this list to change which components are visible in the resultsI as
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well as in any linked meak oeview or Calibration Curve panesK All of the information is shown as
it was defined in the processing methodK
cigure S-OU Components and droups

Click an individual item in the list to show only the components for that itemK rse phiftHclick or
CtrlHclick to select multiple itemsI for exampleI two specific analytesK
qip> Change the width of the list by dragging the right edge of the pane to the left or rightK
qhe order of the rows in the oesults qable is not affected by filteringK qhe table is preset to be
ordered first by sample and then by componentI in the order indicated in the processing methodK
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qable S-S lptions
iabel

aescription

phow fp

Click to show the rows in the oesults qable for both the currently selected analyte
and the corresponding internal standardK qhis is equivalent to clicking the analyte
and then clicking the internal standard while pressing CtrlI so that both are
selectedK

cind

Click to find the items in the list that match the specified textK

oeview meaks
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen a oesults qableK
rse the meak oeview pane toW
• sisually inspect the raw chromatograms so that the quality of the peakJfinding process can be
determinedK
• Correct chromatograms that did not integrate properly either by adjusting the peakJfinding
parameters or by manually selecting the starting and ending points for integrationK After a
chromatogram is reJintegratedI the oesults qable is automatically updated with the new peak
area and other parametersK
• sisually inspect the jp and jpLjp spectra for the integrated ufCK
NK Click aisplays the peak review E

FK

OK fn the Components and droup list in the left paneI select a componentK
PK ElptionalF Customize the layout of the meak oeview pane with the siew menuK cor a description
of the siew optionsI refer to the eelp pystemK
QK ElptionalF Click lptions [ meak review display settings to change the appearance of the
meak oeview paneK cor exampleI select the number of chromatograms to be viewed at one
timeK cor descriptions of the optionsI refer to the eelp pystemK
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cigure S-OV meak oeview lptions aialog

RK ElptionalF qo zoom in on a peakI use one of these methodsW
• Click lptions [ meak review display settings and then click wooming to change the
zooming parameters of the peaksK
• arag the cursor over the region to be zoomed on the uJaxis or vJaxisK
SK ElptionalF qo expand a peak to fill the entire meak oeview paneI select the peak and then click
meak magnifier E

FK

qip> then an icon in the meak oeview pane is blackI the corresponding feature is enabledK
qo disable itI click the icon againK
TK ff a chromatogram contains multiple peaks and an incorrect peak is integratedI then drag
across the correct peak to set a new expected retention timeK ff requiredI adjust the peak finding
and integration parametersK
UK ElptionalF qo apply the new parameters to all samples of the sample component or groupI use
the rightJclick menu optionsK cor more informationI refer to tork tith meaks in the meak oeview
maneK
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qip> qo view integrated peaksI click aisplays the peak review E FK fn the meak oeview
paneI select lptions [ phow navigation controlsK qhen click the navigation iconsK cor a
description of the iconsI refer to the eelp pystemK

qip> Clear the integration by clicking pet peak to ?not found? E FK qhe user can see the
raw data before manually integrating the peakK qhe integration parameters cannot be editedK
VK Click bnable manual integration mode E
fntegration modeK

F in the meak oeview pane to use the janual

NMK arag the cursor from the base of one side of the peak of interest to the otherK
qhe peak is now manually integrated and the integration parameters used previously are
unavailableK
qip> ff the peak has just been modifiedI then the peak can be reverted to the original method
by rightJclicking and then clicking oevert meak to lriginal jethodK
qip> qo clear the manual integration and enable the integration parameter fieldsI clear the
janual fntegration check box and then click bnable manual integration mode E

F againK

NNK ElptionalF qo show the current peak in the bxplorer workspaceI click lpen data exploration
E

FK

qhe current zoom level is preservedK
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tork tith meaks in the meak oeview mane
qable S-T meak oeview ceatures
qo do thisKKK

KKK do this

Copy integration
parameters

rse this command in conjunction with maste fntegration marameters
to copy the peakJfinding parameters from one chromatogram to
anotherK qhis command can be used if the same adjustment to the
parameters needs to be made for several chromatogramsK
aK fn a graph with an active chromatogram openI rightJclick and
then click Copy fntegration marametersK
bK qo apply the change to all of the chromatograms for the
componentI use the rpdate mrocessing jethod for
Component commandK
cK qo apply the change to all of the chromatograms for the groupI
use the rpdate mrocessing jethod for droup commandK

maste integration
parameters

rse this command in conjunction with Copy fntegration marameters
to copy the peakJfinding parameters from one chromatogram to
anotherK
aK fn a graph with an active chromatogram openI rightJclick and
then click Copy fntegration marametersK
bK oightJclick in a different chromatogram and then click maste
fntegration marametersK

rpdate the processing
method for a component

After adjusting the peakJfinding parameters for a specific
chromatogramI use this command to modify the copy of the
processing method saved with the oesults qable to use those
parameters for the componentK
• Adjust the peakJfinding parametersI rightJclickI and then select
rpdate mrocessing jethod for ComponentK
cor the specific componentI all samples are automatically
integrated to use the new parameters and the meak oeview pane
and oesults qable are updatedK ff any peaks have been manually
integratedI then the user is asked if the reJintegration should
apply to all peaks or only to those that were not manually
integratedK
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qable S-T meak oeview ceatures EcontinuedF
qo do thisKKK

KKK do this

rpdate the processing
method for a group

pimilar to the rpdate mrocessing jethod for Component optionI
except that the integration applies to all components that belong to
the same group as the component for the currently active
chromatogramK ff the user has assigned the various components to
groupsI and if the components assigned to any given group are
expected to have the same retention timeI then this command is
useful because it allows the user to reset the parametersI including
the expected retention timeI for all components in the group at onceK
qhis command is not useful if the components for the groups do not
have the same retention timesK
• Adjust the peakJfinding parametersI rightJclickI and then select
rpdate mrocessing jethod for droupK

Apply integration
parameters to a sample
within a group

After adjusting the peakJfinding parameters for a specific
chromatogramI use this command to apply the parameters to all
compounds in a sample that belong to the same group as the
compound that was changedK
• Adjust the peakJfinding parameters for a specific chromatogramI
rightJclick and then select Apply integration parameters to
sample within a groupK

oevert a peak to the original After adjusting the peakJfinding parameters for a specific
method
chromatogramI use this command to apply the original parameters
from the copy of the processing method saved with the oesults qable
to the chromatogramK
• fn a graph with an active chromatogram openI rightJclick and then
select oevert meak to lriginal jethodK
oevert all peaks for a
component

After adjusting the peakJfinding parameters for some chromatogramsI
use this command to apply the original parameters from the copy
of the processing method saved with the oesults qable to all
chromatograms for the same component as the active
chromatogramK ff any peaks have been manually integratedI then
the user is asked if the reJintegration should apply to all peaks or
only to those that were not manually integratedK
• fn a graph with an active chromatogram openI rightJclick and then
select oevert All meaks for ComponentK
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Analyze meaks rsing iibrary pearch or cormula cinder oesults
qip> Click lptions [ meak review display settings to change the number of rows shown in the
paneK rsers can also drag the top of the pane up to increase the size of the meak oeview paneK
NK fn a meak oeview paneI click siew and then click ufC H jpI ufC H jpLjpI or ufC H jp H
jpLjpK
qhe search results are shown below the graphsK
cigure S-PM iibrary pearch oesults

OK Click the blue arrow to expand the iibrary pearch oesults to show more possible library hitsK
qhe chemical structure of selected library hit is also shown in the tableK
PK Click the arrow again to collapse the tableK
qhe results shown in the collapsed table are also shown in the oesults qableK
QK ElptionalF pelect a row in the table and then click
to use that specific library hit in the analysisK
RK ElptionalF Click
compoundK
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SK qo add a spectrum to the library databaseI follow these stepsW
aK oightJclick the spectrum and then click Add spectrum to libraryK
qhe Add spectrum to library dialog opensK
bK rpdate the Compound kameI iibraryI and mrecursor mLz fieldsK
cK Click lhK
TK Click the blue arrow to expand the cormula cinder oesults to show more possible resultsK
cigure S-PN cormula cinder oesults

qhe chemical structure of the selected formula finder results is also shown in the table if the
compound has been updated from ChemppiderK
UK Click the arrow again to collapse the tableK
qhe results shown in the collapsed table are also shown in the oesults qableK
VK Click
to update the cormula cinder oesults column in the oesults qable with the selected
compoundK
NMK Click

to update the processing method with the information of the selected compoundK

qip> Click lptions [ det Chemspider hit count to show the Chemppider eit Count column
in the table below the graphK
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NNK Click

to open the Chemppider applicationK

oefer to ChemppiderK

Chemppider
koteW qhe workstation must contain a valid license file to access the Chemppider databaseK
koteW fnformation in the following image is for example purposes onlyK
cigure S-PO Chemppider pession

ftem

aescription

N

oesults paneW phows a list of suggested compounds that match the selected
formulaK qhe results are shown in groups of QM compoundsK rse the right
arrow to advanced to the next group in the listK rse the left arrow to return to
the previous group in the listK

O

ppectra paneW phows the acquired spectra Ein redF and the matching fragments
Ein blueFK jore blue fragments indicate a better matchK

P

ptructure paneW phows the chemical structure of the compound selected in
the results paneK
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ftem

aescription

Q

cragment table paneI cragments tabW phows the total number of matching
fragments for the selected compoundK

Q

cragment table paneI meaks tabW phows the total number of peaksI the number
of matching peaksI and the B of total intensity for the selected compoundK
qhe check box in the Assigned column is automatically selected for the
matching peaksK

qable S-U Chemppider ceatures
then you do this KKK

KKK this occurs

qype information in the field beside the
cilter ufC iist iconK

qhe results pane is refreshed and contains only the
results that match the criteria enteredK

Click through the entries in the results pane qhe remaining panes refreshI showing the information
associated with the selectionK
Click through the entries on the cragments qhe remaining panes refreshK fn the spectra paneI
tab of the fragment table pane
red arrows appear at the top and bottom of the
matching fragment Ein blueFK fn the structure paneI
the components of the chemical structure that match
the fragment are highlighted EboldFK
Click through the Assigned entries on the qhe remaining panes refreshK fn the spectra paneI
meaks tab of the fragment table pane
red arrows appear at the top and bottom of the
matching fragment Ein blueFK fn the structure paneI
the components of the chemical structure that match
the fragment are highlighted EboldFK
Click the down arrow to the right of the
qhe Chemppider teb site EwwwKchemspiderKcomF
Chemppider results for field and select opens in a browser windowK oefer to the Chemppider
the Chemppider web site option
eelp for information on accessing informationK
Click the down arrow to the right of the
All changes are discarded and the session reverts to
Chemppider results for field and select the original search resultsK
the oefresh option
Click pelect
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meak oeview mane qips
• port the oesults qable on a particular column and review only those chromatograms that sort
to the top or bottom of the tableK
• qhe meak oeview pane is always synchronized with its corresponding oesults qable and shows
the chromatograms for the same peaksI in the same orderI as in the tableK Any changesI such
as sorting rowsI filtering sample typesI or selecting any componentsI that are made to the
oesults qable are automatically reflected in the meak oeview paneK
• rse the scroll bar at the right of the pane to scroll through the available chromatogramsK then
the meak oeview pane is activeI use the up and down arrow keys on the keyboard or the scroll
wheel on the mouse to move through the chromatogramsK
• pelect a row in the oesults qable by clicking in the lightJblue region to the left of the first column
to show the corresponding peak in the meak oeview paneK ff the user scrolls to a particular
chromatogram in the meak oeview paneI then the oesults qable highlights the corresponding
row and then brings it in to viewK
• qhe grouping of numbers is not supported in the Analytics workspaceK rsers should not group
numbers in any text boxI for exampleI integration parametersI and gridI for exampleI oesults
qablesK
• At any one timeI one chromatogram is considered to be active and is indicated by the title in
boldK jake a specific chromatogram active by clicking anywhere within itK
CArqflkW motential aata iossK _e careful not to drag the cursor within a chromatogram
because doing so adjusts the expected retention time and causes the integration to
changeK
• ff the user drags across a specific peak in a chromatogramI then the bxpected oq integration
parameter is updated with the actual retention time of the peakK qhe new retention time is then
automatically applied and the peak is integrated againI updating the oesults qable accordinglyK
• ff the user is reviewing peaks in janual fntegration modeI then dragging the cursor across the
peak manually integrates the selected peakK eolding phift while dragging helps keep the line
straightK
• then a chromatogram becomes activeI the integration parameters shown at the left of the
pane are updated to reflect the newly active chromatogramK ff the user adjusts the peak
integration parameters and then clicks ApplyI then the currently active chromatogram is affectedK
• rsers must inspect the peak shape during peak review to identify potential saturated peaks
and to make sure that partial or incorrect integration does not erroneously result in incorrectly
reported concentrationsK
• rsers must inspect the chromatograms during peak review for the presence of excessive noise
spikes that might indicate system issuesK
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• aoubleJclick within the vJaxis to scale the axis to the most intense peak within the entire data
setK woom in by dragging within the axis to select an intensity rangeK
• aoubleJclick within the uJaxis to return the graph to the home view in which all of the data is
visibleK woom in by dragging within the axis to select a time rangeK
pamples of extremely high concentrationsI well above the upper limit of quantitationI or rilnI
might result in increasingly broaderI saturated peaks with distorted or split shapesK
qhe following figure shows the maximum concentration that can be quantified using linear
regressionK
cigure S-PP bxamples of kon-paturated and paturated meaks

ftem

aescription

N

phows an acceptable peak that can be used for quantitationK

O

phows a peak that is saturatedK qhe concentration of the sample that
generated this peak is well above the rilnK As the peak becomes saturatedI
the peak becomes wider and the top of the peak is inverted due to gain
suppressionK puch a peak should be excluded from quantitation because
partial integration could result in incorrectly reported concentrationsK

P

phows the extreme saturation that results in the iC peak separating in to two
peaksK puch a peak should be excluded from quantitation because partial
integration could result in incorrectly reported concentrationsK

Analyze aata rsing ptatistics
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen a oesults qableK
rse the ptatistics pane to view information related to the reproducibility of an analysisK bach row
of the table summarizes informationI such as the average and standard deviationI for a group of
related peaks from the same analyte that would be expected to have the same responseK
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oeview the peak integrationI the calibration curveI and the sample statistics using an iterative
processK qhe precision set for the Actual Concentration field in the oesults qable is used in the
statistics table as wellK
koteW oefer to the laboratory standard operating procedures for information about accepted
values for the statisticsI including BCs and AccuracyK
•

lpen a oesults qable and then click siews [ ptatistics paneK

ptatistics mane Columns
iabel

aescription

oow

phows the row numberK

Component
kame

phows the name of the analyteK

pample kameL
Actual
Concentration

then samples are grouped by actual concentrationI shows the concentrationK
then samples are grouped by sample nameI shows the sample nameK

kumK salues

phows m of n where n is the total number of samples at the actual
concentrationI or with the same sample nameI and m is the number of these
samples used for the calculationsK pamples are not used if the corresponding
peak could not be integratedI or if the rsed field has been manually clearedK

jean

phows the average of the used samplesK

ptandard
aeviation

phows the standard deviation of the used samplesK

mercent Cs

phows the coJefficient of variance expressed as a percentageW NMM G ptandard
aeviation L MeanK

Accuracy

phows the mean value divided by the actual concentration expressed as a
percentageW NMM G Mean L Actual ConcentrationK qhis field is shown only when
grouping by actual concentrationI not when grouping by sample nameK

salues

phows the individual values for the samples in additional columnsK ff the
corresponding sample could not be integratedI then kLA is shownK ff the rsed
field has been manually clearedI then the value is shown with a strikethroughK
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iabel

aescription

droup by

ppecifies how the sample for a given analyte should be grouped for the
calculation of the statisticsK qhe following options are availableW
• droup by Concentration for ptandardsW ptandard samples are grouped
by actual concentrationK
• droup by Concentration for nCsW nuality control samples are grouped
by actual concentrationK
• droup by pample kame for ptandardsW oeplicate standard samples are
grouped by the pample kame fieldK
• droup by pample kame for nCsW oeplicate quality control samples are
grouped by the pample kame fieldK
• droup by pample kame for All pamplesW All replicate samples are
grouped by the pample kame fieldK

jetric

ppecifies the actual metric that is used for the calculation of the statisticsK
qhe following options are availableW
• Calculated ConcentrationW qhe Calculated Concentration field of the
oesults qable is usedK
• AreaW qhe Area field of the oesults qable is usedK
• eeightW qhe eeight field of the oesults qable is usedK
• Calibration v-salueW qhe regression parameter specified for the analyte
is usedK qhis is either Area or eeight for an analyte without a corresponding
internal standardI or Area oatio or eeight oatio for an analyte that uses
an internal standardK

ptatistics mane qips
• fn the Components and droups listI select All Components to view the entries for all of the
analytes in the ptatistics tableK pelect an individual component to view the entries for that analyte
onlyK ff the user selects an individual internal standard from the listI then the ptatistics table is
emptyK oefer to Components and droups iistK
• Click one of the salue cells for a row that is visible in the ptatistics pane to select the
corresponding row in the oesults qable for the analyte and sampleK ff the meak oeview pane
is visibleI then it links to the oesults qable and it is updated when the corresponding cell is
clickedK
• port the statistics by clicking one of the column headersK
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• Copy the whole ptatistics table or just the rows of interest by selecting the rows and then
pressing CtrlHCK
• rse the droup by list to specify how the sampleI for a given analyteI should be grouped for
the calculation of the statisticsK
• rse the jetric list to specify the metric that is used for calculation of statisticsI calculated
concentrationI areaI and so onK
• Adjust the column widths to optimize the displayK qhese widths are preserved the next time the
ptatistics pane is shownK
• qo change the format and precision for the ptatistics tableI change them in the oesults qableK
oefer to pelect Columns for the oesults qableK
• qo change the rse meak option for an individual valueI rightJclick in the cell in the ptatistics
paneI and select rse meakK qhe rse meak column in the oesults qable is updatedK

siew the Calibration Curve
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen a oesults qableK
rse the calibration curve to determine the concentration of a substance in an unknown sample
by comparing the unknown sample to a set of standard samples of known concentrationK oefer to
Calibration CurvesK
NK Click aisplays the Calibration Curve E

FK

OK qo set the regression optionsI click oegressionK oefer to the eelp pystemK

bxport Calibration
rse bxport Calibration to save a copy of the calibration equation for all of the analytes associated
with the active oesults qable to an external file EmqcalFK qhis allows the user to apply the calibration
from one set of standard samples to other samples that are not part of the same oesults qableK
qhe typical workflow isW
aK Create a oesults qable containing only the standardK
bK rse the meak oeview pane to make sure that the integration was successfulK
cK fn the Calibration Curve paneI click lptions [ bxport calibration Eand save resultsF to save
a copy of the calibrationK
dK Create a new oesults qable containing samples of unknown concentrationK
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eK fn the Calibration Curve paneI click lptions [ Assign external calibration to apply the
exported calibration equation to the new oesults qableK
koteW rsers can also specify the calibration file EmqcalF to apply to the new oesults qableK
ff changes are made to the original oesults qableI with the standard samplesI then the oesults
qable must be exported again to save the updated calibration equationK mreviously exported
calibrations are not automatically updatedK

Analyze aata rsing jetric mlots
mrerequisite mrocedures
• lpen a oesults qableK
rse a jetric mlot to plot the values in a oesults qable column against either the row number or
another columnK qhese plots are a valuable aid for visual data reviewK
ff one column is selectedI then the resulting plot shows the values from the column as a function
of the row number in the tableK ff two columns are selectedI then the values from the columns are
plotted against one anotherK qhe first of the two columns to be selected contains the u values and
the second contains the v valuesK
NK pelect one or two columns in the oesults qableK
qip> qo select a second columnI press Ctrl while clicking the column headerK
OK Click jore [ Create jetric mlot with new settingsK
PK fn the jetric mlotI click iink and then click iink to results table columns or iink to results
table rows to link the scrolling in the oesults qable to the jetric mlotK
cor more information about the iink menuI refer to the eelp pystemK
QK qo update the jetric mlotI select the rows of interest in the oesults qable and thenI in the
jetric mlot paneI click iink [ mlot selected rows onlyK
qip> qo select multiple rowsI press Ctrl while selecting the rowsK
RK ElptionalF Customize the jetric mlot options by selecting options from the lptions menuK cor
descriptions of the optionsI refer to the eelp pystemK
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jetric mlot qips
• ff users leftJclick on a data pointI then the corresponding row of the oesults qable is automatically
selected and scrolled in to viewK ff the meak oeview pane is openI then it also updates to show
the corresponding chromatogramK qhis provides a convenient method of performing peak review
for outliersK
• qhe title region always shows the name of the active traceK ff traces for multiple components
are overlaidI then toggle the title between showing information for all of the traces or just the
active one by clicking the plus sign EHF to the left of the titleK Activate a specific trace by clicking
the title or the color spot to the left of the corresponding title or by selecting a data point in the
jetric mlotK
• qhe jetric mlot can be used to plot peak areas for internal standard or nC samples to monitor
possible deviations or trendsK

bdit oeport qemplates
CArqflkW motential aata iossK qo prevent users from modifying templatesI make sure
that the oeporter templates are located in securedI read-only folders that are accessible
for writing only by system administratorsK
qhe user is responsible for validating the custom templateK
NK lpen the docx templateK
qip> qhe templates are located in CWymrogramaataypCfbuyAnalyticsyoeporterK
then an area is selectedI the oeporter template editor opens on the rightK qhe template editor
is automatically populated with the tag informationK
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cigure S-PQ oeporter qemplate bditor

ftem

aescription

N

oeport template showing the current tagsK

O

fconsW
• Add new tagK
• Add picture tagK
• phow content areaK
• siew document change logK

P

qags forW phows the name of the software providing the tag informationK

Q

cield qypeW phows the field types applicable to the softwareK

R

phows a list of available attributes based on the selected field typeK cor
exampleI tag name and number formatK

S

pave qag marametersW Click to save changesK ff changes are not savedI
then a message is shown prompting the user to save the changesK

OK rse the procedures in the following tableK
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qable S-V oeporter cunctions
qo do thisKKK

KKKdo this

Change the field typeK

Click inside the tagI select a new field typeI and then select
the attributesK

Change the attributes of the
field typeK

Click inside the tab and then change the attributesI as requiredK

Add a tagK

Click the Add new tag iconI select the cield qypeI and then
select the attributesK

Add a pictureK

Click the Add picture tag icon and then select the attributesK

phow where a tag starts and Click the phow content area iconK
endsK
phow the document change
logK

Click the siew document change log iconK

Copy and paste tagsK

Copy the selected tags and then paste them in the new
locationK rpdate the field type attributesK
qhe attributes are not copied and must be selectedK

kavigate between the tagsK

rse the left and right arrow keys to move between the tagsK

aelete tagsK

ao one of the followingW
• ff the cursor is to the left of the tagI then press aeleteK
• ff the cursor is to the right of the tagI then press
_ackspaceK

PK Click pave qag marameters after any changes are madeK
qip> jandatory information is indicated by a flashing red exclamation sign at the left of the
fieldK

oeporter qemplates
ft is the responsibility of the user to validate the custom report templateK
pome report templates use queriesK rsers can create queries using jicrosoft bxcelJbased formulae
to evaluateI manipulateI and present the data from the oesults qable in a reportK qhe jetafield
tag in the report template tells the report the name of the query file that it should useK qo use
queriesI the name of the query file must be specified in the jetacield tag in the report templateK
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nueries must also have the extension ?Kquery? to be recognized as a queryK qhe queries must be
stored in the oeporter folder where the report templates are storedK
te recommend that the user validate the generated results when a oeporter template is usedI
especially when queries are used in a templateK ff any modifications are made to the report template
after validationI then the report template should be reJvalidatedK Changes to the report template
include any modification to oeporter tags or queriesK
qable S-NM oeporter qemplate aescriptions
qemplate

aescription

All meaks nual

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and Analyte oesults qable for each sampleI and overlaid
chromatograms of all of the analytes and the internal standardK qhe
Analyte oesults table is printed as shown in the oesults qableK All of the
qualitative confidence traffic lights are listed at the beginning of the tableK

Analyte OM percent

A report showing the cile fnformation for each analyte and an ufC table
for each blankI each standardI each nCI and OMB of the unknown
samplesK rnknown samples are selected by the userJdefined criteria in
the report queryI AnalyteOMpercentKqueryK

Analyte pummary

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and a oesults qable for each unknown sampleK qhe table
is shown as three columns to fit more analytes per pageK

Calibration Curve

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the ptatistics
qableI standardsI and a Calibration Curve for analytesI one page per
analyteK

jetric mlot

A report showing a section including the cile fnformation for each analyte
and an ufC table for each unknown sampleK mrints two pages per analyte
for less than eight samplesK

jn_Analyte oeport N A report showing a section including the cile fnformation and the pample
oesults qable for each analyteI and an ufC table for each sampleK mrints
two pages per analyte for less than eight samplesK
jn_Analyte oeport O A report showing a section including the cile fnformation for each analyte
and an ufC table for each unknown sampleK mrints two pages per analyte
for less than eight samplesK
jn_Analyte oeport P A report showing a section including the cile fnformation for each analyte
and an ufC table for each unknown sampleK
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qable S-NM oeporter qemplate aescriptions EcontinuedF
qemplate

aescription

jn_Analyte oeport
condensed table

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and a oesults pummary qable for each unknown sampleK
qhe table is shown as two columns to fit more samples per pageK

jn_Analyte oeport A report showing a section including the cile fnformation and the pample
with chromatograms oesults qable for each analyteI and a small chromatogram for each
sampleK
jn__lankqemplate

ff jicrosoft tord OMMT is not usedI then this template must be converted
to the newest file formatK
aK lpen the template in jicrosoft tordK
bK Click cile [ fnfo [ ConvertK
cK pave the templateK

jn_mep nuant
jn_nC pummary N
with flags

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI a nC pummary
qable per analyteI values with a Cs higher than OMB are highlightedI
and a nC aetailed oesults qableI values with an accuracy outside the
range of UMB to NOMB are highlightedK

jn_pample oeport N A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI the fp fnformationI and the Analyte oesults qable for each
sampleI and an ufC table including the fp and each analyteK mrints two
pages per sample for less than eight analytesK
jn_pample oeport O A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the qfCI the
pample aetailsI the Analyte ufCI and the oesults qable for each unknown
sampleK mrints two pages per sample for less than eight analytesK
jn_pample oeport P A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and the oesults pummary qable for each unknown sampleK
jn_pample oeport
condensed table

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and the oesults pummary qable for each unknown sampleK
qhe table is shown as two columns to fit more analytes per pageK

jn_pample oeport A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
with chromatograms fnformationI and the Analyte oesults qable for each sampleI and a small
chromatogram for each analyteK ft uses the queryI pample oeport with
ConcentrationKqueryK
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qable S-NM oeporter qemplate aescriptions EcontinuedF
qemplate

aescription

jn_pample oeport
with Concentration
qhreshold

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and the oesults pummary qable for each unknown sampleK
qhe pummary qable includes analyteJspecific concentration thresholdsK
Analytes are flagged as positive if the concentration is above the
thresholdK qhis template references the query file pample oeport tith
Concentration qhresholdKqueryK qhe user can edit the query file to specify
the analyte namesI analyte groupsI for exampleI compound classI and
analyte concentration thresholdsK

jn_pample oeport
with joj ratios O

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and the oesults pummary qable for each unknown sampleI
with an overlay of all of the ufCsK bxpected fon ratios are calculated
automatically using any available standardsK oatio values are placed in
custom columns within the oesults qableK Any values that deviate from
the expected value by more than OMB are flaggedK nuantifier analyte
names must end with a blank spaceI followed by the number NK oatio
ion analyte names must end with a blank spaceI followed by a number
between O and VK qhis report uses the queryI joj ratiosKqueryK

jn_pample oeport
with joj ratios br

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and the oesults pummary qable for each unknown sampleK
bxpected fon ratios are calculated automatically using any available
standardsK oatio values are placed in custom columns within the oesults
qableK Any values that deviate from the expected value are flaggedI
using br guidelines for ratio tolerancesK nuantifier analyte names must
end with a blank spaceI followed by the number NK oatio ion analyte
names must end with a blank spaceI followed by a number between O
and VK qhis report uses the queryI joj ratios brKqueryK

jn_pample oeport
with joj ratios jn
bcA_ MP

A customized report showing a section including the cile fnformationI
the pample fnformationI and the oesults pummary qable for each
unknown sampleK bxpected fon ratios are calculated automatically using
any available standardsK oatio values are placed in custom columns
within the oesults qableK Any values that deviate from the expected value
by more than OMB are flaggedK nuantifier analyte names must end with
a blank spaceI followed by the number NK oatio ion analyte names must
end with a blank spaceI followed by a number between O and VK
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qable S-NM oeporter qemplate aescriptions EcontinuedF
qemplate

aescription

jn_pample oeport
with joj ratios

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and the oesults pummary qable for each unknown sampleK
bxpected fon ratios are calculated automatically using any available
standardsK oatio values are placed in custom columns within the oesults
qableK Any values that deviate from the expected value by more than
OMB are flaggedK nuantifier analyte names must end with a blank spaceI
followed by the number NK oatio ion analyte names must end with a blank
spaceI followed by a number between O and VK qhis report uses the
queryI joj ratiosKqueryK

jn_pample oeport
with standardsI nCI
and blanks

A report showing a section for each sample and unknown sampleK cor
each sampleI the report includes the cile fnformationI the ptandards
pummary qableI the nC pummary qableI and the _lanks oesults qableK
cor each unknown sampleI the report shows the cile fnformationI the
pample fnformationI the fp fnformationI the Analyte oesults qableI and
an ufC table including the fp and each analyteK mrints two pages per
sample for less than eight analytesK

jn_qutorial aataset A report to be used with the eeavy iight qutorial datasetK qhis template
eeavy_iight
should be used as a starting point for the creation of a meptide nuant
workflow templateK
mer Analyte
nuant-nual

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the oesults
qableI and the Calibration Curves for each analyteI and chromatograms
including the fp and each analyteK qhis template is suitable for a oesults
qable containing a defined groupK

mer pample
nuant-nual

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and the Analyte oesults qable for each selected sample of
the selected analytesK qhe Analyte oesults table is printed as shown in
the oesults qableK All of the qualitative confidence traffic lights are listed
at the beginning of the tableK

mer pample
nuant-nual sisible
oows rsing sisible
Analyte

A report showing a section including the cile fnformationI the pample
fnformationI and the Analyte oesults qable for each selected sample of
the selected analytesK qhe Analyte oesults table is printed as shown in
the oesults qableK All of the qualitative confidence traffic lights are listed
at the beginning of the tableK

mer pample oeport

A report showingI for each sampleI a section including the cile
fnformationI pample fnformationI Analyte oesults qableI Calibration
Curves for each analyteI and chromatograms including the internal
standard and each analyteK qhis template is suitable for a oesults qable
with a group defined in itK
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qable S-NM oeporter qemplate aescriptions EcontinuedF
qemplate

aescription

mositive eits nual
nual Cps report

A report in csv format showing a section including the cile fnformationI
the pample fnformationI and the Analyte oesults qable for each sampleK
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bvent iog torkspace

qhe bvent iog workspace contains logs of system eventsI including errorsI warningsI and
messagesK qhis information might be helpful in troubleshooting and performing system diagnosticsK
qable T-N bvent iog torkspace Columns
iabel

aescription

Current

A list of the current events for each subsystemK

peverity

qhe type of eventW informationI errorI or warningK

qime

qhe time that the event occurredK

pubsystem

qhe subsystem in which the event occurredK

bvent

A description of the eventK qhis information can be used to troubleshoot the
systemK

rser

qhe name of the user and the system where the event occurredK

siew iogs
NK lpen the bvent iog workspaceK
OK Click an item from the list in the left panel to view the logsK

Archive iogs
NK lpen the bvent iog workspaceK
OK Click Archive [ Archive iogK
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bvent iog torkspace

cigure T-N Archive jenuW Archive iog

cigure T-O Archive iog aialog

PK fn the Archive event log items older than fieldI click the date icon and then select a dateK
QK Click ArchiveK

siew Archived iogs
NK lpen the bvent iog workspaceK
OK Click Archive [ lpen iog ArchiveK
cigure T-P Archive jenuW lpen iog Archive

PK lpen the required fileK
QK Click Archive [ Close iog ArchiveK
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cigure T-Q Archive jenuW Close iog Archive

mrint iogs
NK lpen the bvent iog workspaceK
OK ElptionalF lpen an archived logK oefer to siew Archived iogsK
PK Click mrintK
qhe mrint dialog opensK
QK pelect a printer and then click mrintK
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Audit qrail torkspace

Audit trails are electronic records of events that happened in the softwareK qhey are automatically
captured by the system to provide an accurate and unbiased record of eventsK Audit trails constitute
valid electronic records that can be used for compliance purposesK
pCfbu lp organizes audit events by workstation and project in the Audit qrail workspaceK
torkstation events are stored in the torkstation audit trailK mroject events are stored in the mroject
audit trailK Audit trail records related to the processing of data are stored with the processing resultsK
rsers with the correct permissions can view the audit records for the workstationI projectsI or
processing resultsK

siew the Audit qrail oecords
NK lpen the Audit qrail workspaceK
OK qo view the audit trail for the workstationI click torkstation in the left paneK
PK qo view the audit trail for a projectI select the project in the left paneK qhen select one of the
followingW
• deneral bventsW qo show audit records that apply to the whole projectI such as audit map
changes and sample acquisitionK
• AnalyticsW qo show the audit records for a oesults qableK
• All mroject bventsW qo show audit records for both general events and processing eventsK

cilter Audited bvents rsing a heyword pearch
qhe user can filter the audited events in the audit trail using a keyword searchK qhe search highlights
every occurrence of the textK
NK lpen the Audit qrail workspaceK
OK pelect the audit trail to be searchedK oefer to siew the Audit qrail oecordsK
qhe Audit qrail records are shownK
PK qype the word to find in the cind in mage fieldK
All occurrences of the word on the page are highlightedK
QK rse the kext E

F and mrevious E
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Audit qrail torkspace

cilter Audited bvents rsing a pet of ppecified
Criteria
qhe user can filter the audited events in the audit trail using a set of specified criteriaK
NK lpen the Audit qrail workspaceK
OK pelect the audit trail to be filteredK oefer to siew the Audit qrail oecordsK
qhe Audit qrail records are shownK
PK Click cilter E

FK

qhe cilter Audit qrail dialog opensK
QK rse the lists to define the required filter criteriaK
cigure U-N cilter Audit qrail aialog
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Audit qrail torkspace

ftem
N

aescription
fn the Yko cilter[ listI select the field to filter onK qhe following fields are
available for filteringW
• aescription
• pample kame
• cull rser kame
• b-pignature
• oeason

O

pelect to filter on an exact word or phraseK

P

pelect to filter on a partial word or phraseK

Q

ppecify the text to filter onI as followsW
• qype the full text stringK pelect fs Eitem OFK
• qype a partial text stringK pelect Contains Eitem PFK
• pelect ves or koK

R

rse to filter on events that occurred during a specific date and timeK

RK qo clear the filterI follow these stepsW
aK Click cilter E

FK

bK Click Clear to reset all of the filter criteria to ko cilterK
cK Click lhK

mrint the Audit qrail
NK lpen the Audit qrail workspaceK
OK pelect the audit trail to be printedK oefer to siew the Audit qrail oecordsK
PK Click mrintK
qhe mrint dialog opensK
QK pelect a printer and then click mrintK
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A

qhis section describes concepts used in the softwareK

aata eandling
pCfbu lp requires a computer running the tindows TI SQJbit or tindows NMI SQJbit operating
systemK qhe computer and the associated system software work with the system controller and
the associated firmware to control the system and data acquisitionK auring system operationI the
acquired data is sent to pCfbu lp where it can be shown as either full mass spectraI intensity of
single or multiple ions over timeI or total ion current over timeK

pcan qechniques
jpW fn jp scansI also referred to as single jp scansI ions are separated according to their
massJtoJcharge EmLzF ratioK A single jp scan might be used to determine the molecular weight of
a compoundK jp scans do not provide any information about the chemical makeJup of the ions
other than the massK merform jpLjp scans to obtain more information about the ionsK
jpLjpW jpLjp scans are used to determine structural informationK
• cor jpLjp scans on triple quadrupole systemsI selected ions enter the collision cell where
they are collisionally activated to fragmentI producing characteristic product ionsK
ff enough energy is usedI then the precursor ion fragments to produce characteristic product ionsK

nuadrupole-jode pcan qypes
qriple quadrupole instruments have highJsensitivity jultiple oeaction jonitoring EjojF capabilities
required for quantitation experimentsK fn additionI they have highly specific scan typesI such as
precursor ion and neutral loss scansI which allow a more advanced search to be performed on
the components of the samplesK
nN jp EnNFW A full scan type using the first quadrupole EnNFK qhe ion intensity is returned for every
mass in the scan rangeK
nN jultiple fons EnN jfFW A selective scan type using the nN quadrupoleK qhe ion intensity is
returned for the specified masses onlyK
nP jp EnPFW A full scan type using the third quadrupole EnPFK qhe ion intensity is returned for
every mass in the scan rangeK
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nP jultiple fons EnP jfFW A selective scan type using the nP quadrupoleK qhe ion intensity is
returned for the specified masses onlyK
joj EjojFW An jpLjp scan in which a userJdefined ion is isolated in the nN quadrupoleI then
fragmented in the nO collision cellK qhe nP quadrupole is then used to isolate a userJdefined
fragment ion that is recorded by the detectorK qhis scan mode is used primarily for quantitationK
mroduct fon EjpOFW An jpLjp full scan where the nN quadrupole isused to isolate and transmit
a specific precursor ion and the nP quadrupole scans a defined mass rangeK rsed to identify all
of the fragment ions of a particular precursor ionK
mrecursor fon EmrecFW An jpLjp scan where the nP quadrupole is fixed at a specified mLz ratio
to transmit a specific product ion and the nN quadrupole scans a mass rangeK rsed to confirm
the presence of a precursor ion orI more commonlyI to identify compounds sharing a common
product ionK
keutral ioss EkiFW An jpLjp scan where both the nN quadrupole and the nP quadrupole scan
a mass rangeI a fixed mass apartK A response is observed if the ion chosen by the nN quadrupole
fragments by losing the neutral lossI the fixed massI specifiedK rsed to confirm the presence of a
precursor ion orI more commonlyI to identify compounds sharing a common neutral lossK

aifferent aata siews
Chromatograms
A chromatogram shows the variation of some quantity with respect to time in a repetitive experimentK
cor exampleI when the instrument is programmed to repeat a given set of mass spectral scans
several timesK Chromatographic data is contiguousI even if the intensity of the data is zeroK
Chromatograms are not generated directly by the instrumentI but are generated from mass spectraK
fn the chromatogram graphI the intensityI in counts per second EcpsFI is shown on the vJaxis versus
time on the uJaxisK meaks are automatically labeledK
Chromatographic peaks can change in retention time and intensity based on changes in
chromatographic conditions for a given sampleK
qhe software show the following types of chromatogramsW
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• qfCW qhe plot of the total ion current as a function of timeK
cigure A-N bxample qfC
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• ufCW An ion chromatogram created by taking intensity valuesI at a singleI discrete mass value
or a mass rangeI from a series of mass spectral scansK An ufC indicates the behavior of a given
mass or mass range as a function of timeK
cigure A-O bxample ufC

ppectra
A spectrum is the data that is obtained directly from the mass spectrometer and normally represents
the number of ions detected with particular massJtoJcharge ratio EmLzF valuesK ft is shown as a
graph with the mLz values on the uJaxis and intensity EcpsF represented on the vJaxisK
then data is viewed as a spectrumI massJspecific information about a compound is obtainedK A
spectrum provides the mLz for the ions corresponding to a particular chromatographic peakK qhese
ions can be used to find more specific informationK cor exampleI a spectrum shows all of the
masses that make up a peakI including the intensity of each massK
ppectral intensities might changeI but the mLz is fixed because the mass of a compound does not
changeK
qhere are two ways to generate spectral dataW
• ff only one scan is acquiredI then the data is shown as a spectrumK
• crom a chromatogramK
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nuantitative Analysis
nuantitative analysis is used to find the concentration of a specific substance in a sampleK _y
analyzing an unknown sample and comparing it to standard samplesI that isI samples containing
the same substance with known concentrationsI the software can calculate the concentration of
the unknown sampleK qhe process involves creating a calibration curve using the standards and
then calculating the concentration for the unknown sampleK qhe calculated concentrations of each
sample are then available in a oesults qableK
nuantitative analysis is most commonly performed using a jultiple oeactions jonitoring EjojF
scanK fn an joj scanI a precursor ion and a characteristic product ion are used to define an joj
transition that is highly specific of the analyteK qhe joj transitionI coupled with the retention time
associated with the analyte during liquid chromatographyI provides the specificity required for
quantitationK
nuantitation is accomplished through the use of validated joj iCJjpLjp acquisition methodsI
acquisition of calibration standard curvesI and the subsequent integration of the peaks associated
with the compounds of interestK qhe calibration curve relationship between signal response and
concentration is used to determine the quantity of a particular analyte in an unknown sampleK

ptandard Addition
ptandard addition can be used to determine the concentration of a compound in a sample in which
a known matrix effect prevents the use of a traditional calibration curveK
qhis feature allows the user to perform standard addition calculations directly in the softwareK ff
the standard addition feature is enabled in the quantitation workflowI then the standard addition
calculation is performed during integrationI and results are shown in the oesults qableK
ff this feature is enabledI then these regression parameters are disabledW
• oegression qype
• teighting qype
• Automatic lutlier oemoval

bnable the ptandard Addition ceature
NK lpen the Analytics workspaceK
OK Click mrocess jethod [ kewK
qip> qo edit an existing processing methodI click mrocess jethod [ bdit embedded method
and then use the following stepsK
PK pelect the torkflow page and then select at least one workflow and the reference samplesK
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QK pelect the Components page and then define the component namesI massesI internal
standardsI groupsI and so onK
qip> ff the group is defined in the Components tableI then the user can choose to sum the
ions in the groupI even if the precursor ion and the experimental index are different for the
transitionsK qhe summed ions are not shown in the table but are shown on the fntegration
page and in the oesults qable as Ygroup name[|pumK qhis feature is useful for the
quantitation of proteins and peptidesK
qip> there the retention time of the components is not knownI set the oetention qime jode
for a mass or chemical formula to cind n peaksI where n is NI OI RI NMI or allK qhe software
identifies the specified number of features with the greatest peak areaI assigns the appropriate
retention timeI and then performs a targeted peak processing workflowK then processing is
completeI the embedded method for the oesults qable can be saved as a normal targeted
methodK
RK pelect the fntegration page and then select the integration parameters for each componentK
SK Click lptions [ nuantitate by standard additionK
qhis feature has specific requirements for the following batch fieldsW
• pample faW All samples belonging to the same standard addition group must have the same
sample faK
• pample qypeW All samples to be quantitated using standard addition must have the sample
typeI ptandardK
• Actual ConcentrationW qhis field must contain the known concentration of standard added
to each sample in the standard addition groupK cor exampleI for samples with no standard
addedI it is MK aata from this column is plotted as the uJaxis on the Calibration CurveK
ff this feature is enabledI then the oesults qable contains a new ptandard Addition Accuracy
field that compares the ptandard Addition Calculated Concentration for a sample to the
ptandard Addition Actual ConcentrationK
A dynamic view of the calibration curve for a specific sample is shown in the Calibration CurveK

nualitative Analysis
nualitative analysis is the identification of a target or unknown compoundK fn mass spectrometryI
determining which compound is present is accomplished using mass accuracyI retention timeI
isotope patternI library searchingI and formula findingK rsing all of these tools together can increase
the confidence in identifying both targeted and nonJtargeted compounds in unknown samplesK
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oetention qime
jost mass spectrometers use some type of chromatographyK qhe retention time for a compound
is determined by injection of a known standard of the compoundK oetention time can be used to
help identify target compounds in a sampleK ff the suspected compound is in an unknown sampleI
then the closer the retention time is to the retention time of the standardI the more likely the unknown
compound can be identifiedK oetention times can change and must be routinely confirmed using
a known standardK

fsotope mattern
qhe full scan mass spectrum from a compound in a mass spectrometer has a distinct isotope
pattern based on its molecular formulaK cor the isotope pattern for imazalilI refer to cigure AJPK
cigure A-P fsotope mattern

iibrary pearching
Comparing acquired jpLjp spectra from unknown samples to a database of compounds with
reference spectra is one of the most powerful tools in qualitative analysisK iibrary search algorithms
compare the unknown spectra from the sample and then try to match the spectra to the known
compounds and spectra in the databaseK qhe closer the match and the higher the reported score
areI the more likely it is that the compound was identifiedK
qhe purityI fit and reverse fit are calculated as followsW
• ff there is a peak at a given mass in both the EreducedF library spectrum and the EreducedF
unknown spectrum whose intensity ratio is within the limits specified by the userI the intensity
of the peak in the library spectrum is set equal to that of the unknown spectrum
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• qhe purity is calculated asW
O
NMMKM EritotalF L Ertotal•itotalF whereW
rtotal Z = rm•rm
itotal Z = im•im
ritotal Z = rm•im
qhe sums include all masses where the intensities rm and im are the square roots of the
massJweightedI that is reducedX unknownX and library entriesK qhe purity is guaranteed to fall
in the range between M to NMM and is a measure of the similarity of the library spectrum and the
unknown spectrumK
• qhe fit is calculated in exactly the same manner as the purityI except that only masses which
occur in the library spectrum are included in the sumsK qhis has no effect on itotal or ritotal
because no terms are deleted from these sumsK qhe fit is a measure of the degree to which
the library spectrum is contained in the unknown spectrumK A high fit and a low purity indicates
that the unknown spectrum is likely impureI but contains the library compoundK
• qhe reverse fit is also calculated in the same manner as the purityI except that only masses
that occur in the unknown spectrum are included in the sumsK qhe reverse fit is a measure of
the degree to which the unknown spectrum is contained in the library spectrumK

cormula cinding
rsing an accurate mass numberI the formula finding algorithm tries to predict the chemical formula
for the compoundI based on the jp and jpLjp spectra generated by an accurateJmass mass
spectrometerK A high formula finding score does not necessarily mean that the compound in the
sample is the one identified by formula finding algorithmI because several formula often match
within a few ppm of mass errorK Care must be taken and other confirmatory testing must be done
before a compound is identified using formula findingK
qhe formula finding algorithm uses the traffic light settings for mass accuracyK A red ppm error
earns a score of M and a perfect match earns a score of NMMK
qhe jp spectrum contributes STB to the final formula finding score and the jpLjp spectrum
contributes PPBK As a resultI the ability of the formula to predict the jp mass is the primary
influence on the scoreK eoweverI the matching of the jpLjp fragments also influences the scoreK
qhe isotope pattern is used to generate the list of found formulaI but it is not used to generate the
final scoreK qherefore a formula with the wrong isotope pattern will probably not be included in the
listK
A list of possible formulas is determined using precursor mass accuracyI isotopic patternI and
jpLjp fragmentationK mroposed formulas are scored based on precursor mass accuracy and
average jpLjp mass accuracy of matching fragmentsK
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fntegration
fn quantitative or qualitative analysisI integration refers to the generation of chromatographic peak
areas or heights for the compounds of interestK A processing method contains all of the information
needed to process the dataK
qhe compilation of quantitative or qualitative information for a given set of samples is called a
oesults qableK oefer to oesults qablesK
qhe software has three integration algorithms that can be usedW
• jnQW pelects a low concentrationI but not the lowest concentrationI standard or quality control
sample by default as the representative sample of the analytical runK
• AutomeakW pelects a high concentrationI but not saturatedI standard or quality control sample
by default as the representative sample of the analytical runK
• pummationW aoes not perform a normal peak searchI but assumes that a peak is present close
to the expected retention timeK
ft is also possible to manually integrate peaks that were missed by the algorithmsK

Automeak fntegration Algorithm marameters
qhe following parameters are used to identify and report the peak of interestK
cor a complete list of available parametersI refer to the eelp pystemK
• iocal peak baselineW qhe software assesses changes to the baseline locally around the peak
as opposed to calculating the baseline with respect to the entire chromatogramK
• iinear peak baselineW qhe software fits a line between the points at the beginning and at the
end of that specific group of peaks as opposed to the possibility of having a nonJlinear baseline
below the peakK
paturation correctionW then the algorithm detects that a peak is saturatedI it uses the model to
predict how the peak might look if the detector had not saturatedK qhis causes the profile to extend
above the top of the peak to approximate the response that would have been obtainedK qhis can
extend the linear dynamic range of calibration curvesK qhis option is only available when setting
the overall algorithm default values and not during processing method creation or individual peak
reviewI because it is not useful to use this setting for only some peaksK

jinimum pignalLkoise
ff the minimum signal to noise is set to sevenI as shown in the left graph in the following figureI
then the peak is not reportedK ff the minimum signal to noise is set to twoI as shown in the right
graphI then the peak is reportedK qhis parameter does not affect integrationK
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cigure A-Q pLk qhreshold

Confidence qhreshold
qhis parameter is used to filter potential peaks that are false positivesK qhe default value is RMBI
which is usually suitableK eoweverI the user might want to use a larger value for very noisy data
or for data for which the peak width has considerable variation from sampleJtoJsampleK
qhe following two figures show how the Confidence qhreshold affects the number of peaks
identifiedK ff the Confidence qhreshold is set to RMBI then the peak with a little shoulder is identified
qj
as one peakK ff the Confidence qhreshold is lowered to NSBI then the pignalcinder algorithm
finds two peaksK arag across the two peak regions to view the two peaksK
qo determine which other peaks are potentially present in this single peakI and if the correct
Confidence qhreshold is not knownI press Ctrl and then drag across the peak region of interestK
qhis automatically lowers the Confidence qhreshold to reveal the second peak of interest that
is not present when the Confidence qhreshold is set to RMBK
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cigure A-R RMB Confidence

At NSB confidenceI two peaks are foundK arag across the peak area to identify the two peaksK
cigure A-S NSB Confidence

cigure A-T Confidence qhreshold marameter
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iocal versus dlobal meak _aselines
qhe peak baseline can be local or globalK ff the local option is selectedI then the quantitation
software assesses changes to the baseline locallyK qhe global option uses the entire chromatogram
as the baselineK
cor an example showing when the local baseline should be usedI refer to cigure AJUK qhe left
graph shows a chromatogram that was properly integrated using the local baselineK qhe right
graph shows the same chromatogramI improperly integrated using the global baselineK
cigure A-U rse dlobal _aseline

iinear versus kon-linear meak _aselines
qhe peak baseline can be set to linear or nonJlinearK qhe nonJlinear option estimates the baseline
under each peakK qhe linear option fits a line between the points at the beginning and end of that
specific group of peaksK cor examples of linear and nonJlinear baselines for coJeluting peaksI refer
to cigure AJV and cigure AJNMK ftems N to Q are convolved peaksK ftem R shows the baselineI as
derived with the different optionsK
A nonJlinear baseline is recommended for multiple peaksK cor a single peakI the difference between
the linear and nonJlinear baseline is insignificantK
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cigure A-V bxample of a iinear _aseline
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cigure A-NM bxample of a kon-linear _aseline

jnQ fntegration Algorithm marameters
qhe following parameters are used to identify and report the peak of interestK cor a complete list
of available parametersI refer to the eelp pystemK

koise mercentage
qhis parameter is used to estimate the noise level in the chromatogramsK qhe specified percentage
of the data points with the smallest intensity are assumed to be noiseK
qypical values range from OMB to SMBK ff small peaks in the presence of larger peaks are not
being foundI then the noise percentage should be loweredK qhe following figure shows an example
of a small peak in the presence of an extremely large peakK qhis peak is not found when the noise
percentage is set to VMB but is found when the noise percentage is set to QMBK
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cigure A-NN meak of fnterest

fn the following figureI the left graph shows the noise percentage set to QMBK qhe right graph is
set to VMBK
cigure A-NO koise ievels

_aseline pubtract tindow
After smoothingI but before other processingI chromatograms are baseline subtracted to remove
humps in the dataK cor each data pointI the baseline is calculated using the data points on both
the left and right side of the current point with minimum intensityI within the subtraction windowK
qhe exact value of this parameter is not criticalI provided that it is set at least a few times larger
than the expected peak widthK
fn the following figureI the left graph shows the baseline subtraction window set to MKN minutes
and the right graph shows the baseline subtraction window set to N minuteK
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cigure A-NP _aseline pubtraction tindow

meak pplitting
qhis parameter controls whether a potentially noisy peak is found as one single peak or as two or
more separate peaksK ff the dip between two potential peaks is less than the specified valueI then
a single peak is foundK ltherwiseI two peaks are foundK
petting this parameter to a large value will prevent noisy peaks from being split and found as two
separate peaksK eoweverI a smaller value needs to be used if there are two closely eluting
EoverlappingF distinct peaksK
fn the following figureI the left graph shows meak pplitting set to two pointsK qhe right graph shows
meak pplitting set to three pointsK
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cigure A-NQ meak pplitting

oegression
qhe area or height of the analyte peaks is plotted against the known concentrations in the Calibration
Curve and jetric mlotK pubsequentlyI a line is fitted to the pointsK qhis regression line is used to
calculate the concentration of the unknown samplesK

oegression bquations
qhis section describes the equations used to calculate the regression curvesK fn the following
equationsI x represents the analyte concentration for standard samples and y represents the
corresponding peak area or heightK qhe exact variables used for the regression depend on whether
an internal standard is being used and whether the peak area or the peak height is used as shown
in the following tableK
qable A-N oegression sariables
fnternal ptandard
rsed?

Area rsed?

x

y

ves

ves

Ca L Cis L ac

Aa L Ais

ves

ko

Ca L Cis L ac

ea L eis

ko

ves

CaL ac

Aa

ko

ko

CaL ac

ea
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whereW
• Ca Z actual analyte concentration
• Cis Z internal standard concentration
• ac Z dilution factor
• Aa Z analyte peak area
• Ais Z internal standard peak area
• ea Z analyte peak height
• eis Z internal standard peak height

teighting qypes
qhe following table shows how the weighting factor EwF is calculated for each of the seven weighting
typesK
qable A-O teighting qypes
teighting qype

teight EwF

kone

Always NKMK

NLx

ff |x| Y NM I then w Z NM K ltherwiseI w Z N L |x|K
O

JR

R

JR

NM

JU

U

JU

NS

O

NLx

ff |x| Y NM I then w Z NM K ltherwiseI w Z N L x K

NLy

ff |y| Y NM I then w Z NM K ltherwiseI w Z N L |y|K
O

O

NLy

ff |y| Y NM I then w Z NM K ltherwiseI w Z N L y K

ln ExF

ff x Y MI then an error is generatedK ff x Y NM I then w Z ln NM K ltherwiseI w
Z |ln ExF|K

ln EyF

ff y Y MI then an error is generatedK ff y Y NM I then w Z ln NM K ltherwiseI w
Z |ln EyF|K

–R

R

–U

U

Correlation Coefficient
fn the regression equationsI xI yI and w are as defined previouslyK All sums are calculated over
all standard samplesI with the exception of those standard samples that are marked as not usedK
qhe correlation coefficient is calculated asW
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whereW
•
• yc Z vJvalue calculated using the appropriate equation for the regression type
•

oegression qypes
fn the Analytics workspaceI the following types of regression are availableW
• jean Ejetric mlot pane onlyF
• jedian Ejetric mlot pane onlyF
• iinear Ey Z mx H bF
• iinear through wero Ey Z mxF
• jean oesponse cactor
O

• nuadratic Ey Z a H bx H cF
• mower
• tagner
• eill
koteW qhe oemove outliers automatically from the calibration curve option on the oegression
lptions dialog in the Calibration Curve pane automatically applies the automatic outlier removal
rules to the selected components of interestK oefer to the eelpK

iinear
qhe linear calibration equation isW
y Z mx H b
qhe slope and intercept are calculated asW

whereW
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iinear qhrough wero
qhe linear through zero calibration equation isW
y Z mx
qhe slope is calculated asW

jean oesponse cactor
qhe mean response factor calibration isW
y Z mx
qhis is the same equation as for the linear though zero calibrationK eoweverI the slope is calculated
differently asW

and the standard deviation of the response factor asW

whereW

koteW moints whose xJvalue is zero are excluded from the sumsK
ff there is some linearity and some curvature in the line of pointsI then use power regression instead
of linear or quadratic regression to produce a line somewhere between these fitsK

nuadratic
qhe quadratic calibration equation isW
O

y Z aOx H aNx H aM
qhe polynomial coJefficients are calculated asW
aO Z EbOLbM J bRLbPF L EbNLbM J bQLbPF
aN Z bRLbP J aObQLbP

whereW
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mower
qhe power function calibration equation isW
p

y Z ax

qhe equations for the linear calibration are used as described above to calculate the slope EmF
and intercept EbFI except that x in those equations is replaced by ln x and y is replaced by ln yK
then this is doneI a and p are calculated asW
b

aZe

pZm
ff any of the xJ or yJvalues are negative or zeroI then an error is reportedK

tagner
qhe tagner calibration equation isW
O

ln y Z aO Eln xF H aN Eln xF H aM
qhe equations for the quadratic calibration are used as described above to calculate aMI aNI and
aOI except that x in those equations is replaced by ln x and y is replaced by ln yK
ff any of the xJ or yJvalues are negative or zeroI then an error is reportedK

eill
qhe eill calibration equation isW
n

n

y Z Ea H bx F L Ec H x F
ft is not possible to provide an analytical function for solving for aI bI cI and nK fnsteadI the
coJefficients are determined using the iterative ievenbergJjarquardt methodK
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Automatic oemoval of lutliers
An optional feature allows the software to remove outliers from the calibration curve automaticallyK
qhis timeJsaving feature is useful for applications with many compounds with different linear range
and sensitivityK
then this feature is enabledI the software iteratively surveys all data points to identify a starting
rangeI consisting of four consecutive pointsI that provides the best linear regression and satisfies
userJspecified rules for outlier removalK qhe algorithm calculates multiple regressions for all
permutations of the starting pointsK ft considers all valid regressions that satisfy the userJspecified
rules and takes all of them through the expansion sequenceK cor all of the valid starting rangesI
the success of each expansion depends on the total number of used pointsI the range of the used
levelsI and the point with the worst absolute accuracy error in the regression before and after the
expansionK qhe regression that spans the largest range and satisfies the rules is the ?winning?
regressionK
koteW ff four data points are not availableI then the software will use threeK qhe algorithm will not
be applied if less than three points are availableK
qhe rules for automatic removal of outliers are defined in the processing methodI and include the
followingW
• jinimum correlation coefficient ErF
O

koteW qhis option uses the correlation coefficientI not the coefficient of determination Er FK
• jaximum allowed accuracy error for standard replicates at the lower level of quantitation EiilnF
• jaximum allowed accuracy error for standards above the iiln
• jaximum percentage coefficient of variation ECsF for multiple replicates of a standard at iiln
koteW ff BCs is greater than the specified valueI then the algorithm removes replicates in
decreasing order of accuracy error until the BCs of remaining replicates is less than this
valueK
• jaximum percentage Cs for multiple replicates of a standard at all levels above the iiln
koteW ff BCs is greater than the specified valueI then the algorithm removes replicates in
decreasing order of accuracy error until the BCs of remaining replicates is less than this
valueK
• jaximum number of outliers that can be removed for a concentration level
• qotal number of outliers that can be excluded as a percentage of the total number of data points
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• thether the specified total number of outliers includes outliers below the iiln and upper limit
of quantitation ErilnF
• thether this algorithm applies to all standardsI including those manually excluded
koteW ff the number of replicates that is used to produce the regression is different for each
standard levelI then the automatic outlier removal feature does not work perfectly and must only
be used as a starting pointK oeview each calibration curve manuallyK
qip> jake sure that the tolerance thresholds for standards accuracy in the Acceptance Criteria
for the processing method match the thresholds in the oules for Automatically oemoving lutliers
for Calibration ptandards dialogK

oesults qables
A oesults qable is a compilation of the quantitative and qualitative information associated with a
set of samplesK ft includes the calculations for concentration and accuracy determined as a result
of interpolating the standard calibration curveK qhe library search resultsI formula finding resultsI
and other qualitative analysis results are also available in the oesults qableK AreaI heightI and
other numerical characteristics can be shownK qhe number and type of columns in the oesults
qables can be edited for simplified viewingK

Calibration Curves
A calibration curveI also know as a standard concentration curveI is a method for determining the
concentration of a substance in an unknown sample by comparing the unknown sample to a set
of standard samples of known concentrationK qhe calibration curve is a plot of how the instrument
responds Ethe analytical signalF to changes in the concentration of the analyte Ethe substance to
be measuredFK qhe operator prepares a series of standards across a range of concentrations near
the expected concentration of the analyte in the unknown sampleK
Calibration standards are used to build calibration curvesK fncorrect readings or missing readings
on some of the calibration samples might indicate issues with the analytical runK collow acceptable
methods found in literature and regulatory agency guidances to create a calibration curveK bxamples
of good practices in the preparation of calibration curves includeW
• mreparing calibration standards in a blank matrix in which the analyte is to be measuredK
• denerating a calibration curve for each analyte to be measuredK
• jaking sure of the coverage of the expected concentration range of the analyteI including
typical and atypical specimensK
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• rsing six to eight standards to generate the curveK
qhis is not a comprehensive list and other guidances should be used in determining the best
practice in developing a calibration curve for the laboratoryK
koteW fn some analytical runsI singleJpoint calibration standards are usedK pingleJpoint calibrations
are performed using a matrix blank sample and a single standard concentrationK qhe relationship
between instrument response and analyte concentration is determined by the line created by
these two pointsK _oth the acquisition and processing methods should be validated before being
accepted for their intended useK

oelative koise and pignal-to-koise Calculations
then performing quantitative mass spectrometry data processingI it is important to determine
whether a given peak is significant or notI where significant typically means exceeding background
noiseK
rsually the peak height is compared to background noise measured in a peakJfree region where
the noise is typically estimated as either one or three times the standard deviation of the data
points in this rangeK qhis approach is less than ideal for the following reasonsW
• ft is subjectiveI as the noise region is selected manuallyK
• A background region without a peak might not exist or the region might be too narrow for an
accurate estimate of the noiseK
• qhe noise at the peak position might be quite different from that in the selected noise regionK
• qhe factor of ‘one or three’ is also subjective and different authorities have different
recommendationsK
• qhe apparent noise can be altered if the data have been preJprocessedK cor exampleI smoothedI
or thresholdedK
qhe concept of oelative koise EonFI makes it easy to develop a simple method to calculate the
expected noise at any point in the dataI for comparison with the measured signalK qhis is a robustI
objective metric that can be used to calculate signalJtoJnoise EpLkF and to evaluate and compare
instrument and assay performanceK qhere are many applications of the relative noise conceptI
one of which is the calculation of pLkK
qhe basic algorithm works as followsW
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NK aevise a noise model that will allow the user to calculate the expected noise at any point in
the data recordI given the level of the underlying signal at that pointK
qhe noise model can be determined from theoretical considerations or it can be modeled from
real measurements for a particular systemK cor pulse counting detectorsI the standard deviation
of a signalI and therefore the expected noiseI is proportional to the square root of the signal
and therefore varies with the signalK fn other systems there will be a constant ‘white noise’
componentI possibly combined with an intensityJdependent componentK
OK bstimate the underlying signal from the measured signalK
qhis task can be achieved in many waysI but the simplest is to generate a smoothed version
of the dataK oefer to cigure AJNRK
cigure A-NR lverlay of oaw and pmoothed aata
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PK jeasure the actual noise across the data using all pointsI both peaks and backgroundK
qhis is achieved by subtracting the underlying signal estimate from the measured signal at
each point in the data where the smoothed signal has been subtracted from the originalK qhe
result is known as the delta noiseK qhe range of the delta noise is reasonably constantI except
where there are large peaksI because the noise is dependent on the signal and therefore
greater where the signal is largerK oefer to cigure AJNSK
cigure A-NS mlot of the aelta koise salues of bach aata moint
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QK At each data pointI calculate the ratio of the measured noise to the expected noiseK
qhat isI at every data pointI divide the noise measured in step P by the value that the noise
model predictsI in this case the square root of the intensityK ff the noise model is goodI then
the sofware generates a series of values that mostly remain bounded by some limitsK oefer to
cigure AJNTK qhis figure also shows the plot of

koteW qhis step reduces the large variation in the delta noise and results in a well constrained
set of valuesK
cigure A-NT koise jodel
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RK Calculate the standard deviation of the ratio valuesK qhis is the onI an estimate of the most
likely relationship between the actual delta noise and that predicted by the modelK fn the
preceding figureI this results in a value of VKRK
qhe following figure shows an example of how relative noise can be used to calculate pLkK
cigure A-NU lverlay of oaw aataI rnderlying pignal bstimatesI and _aseline bstimates

As described previouslyW

fn this exampleW

ff the apex of the peak is used as the signalI then the pLk is PQ EQVMMLNQRF and if the height of the
smoothed signal is usedI then the pLk is OO EPNRMLNQRFK
then reporting the pLkI the jnQ integration algorithm uses the procedure described here and
the peak apex as the signalK _ecause the Automeak integration algorithm is fitting a model to the
peakI it uses the height of the fitted profileK qhis results in a smaller reported pLkK eoweverI it is
a more accurate value because it is less affected by possible noise spikesK qhe Automeak integration
algorithm also has a more sophisticated approach to baseline estimationI so for these two reasonsI
the pLk values reported by the two algorithms are not identicalI although they will usually be similarK
fn summaryI compared to the usual approach of estimating the noise as the standard deviation of
a background regionI the relative noise approach to calculating pLk has the following advantagesW
• ft is much less subjective because a background region need not be selected manuallyK
• An accurate pLk can be predicted even if no peakJfree regions exist in the chromatogramK
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• qhe baseline and therefore the noise is estimated near the peak of interestK qhis can make a
large difference to the reported pLk value because the background region selected for the usual
approach might be much quieter than the background near the peakK As described previouslyI
the pLk calculated using the oelative koise approach might give smaller values than the usual
approachK eoweverI they are more accurate and useful valuesK oefer to cigure AJNUK
qo make the pignal L koise column visible in the oesults qableI refer pelect Columns for the
oesults qableK

kote on pignal-to-koise when rsing the Automeak fntegration
Algorithm
_ecause the Automeak integration algorithm calculates signalJtoJnoise more accurately Eand thefore
more accurately predicts CssFI if the NJsigma signalJtoJnoise approach is usedI then consider
decreasing the minimum acceptable signalJtoJnoise value on any standard operating procedures
EplmsFI based on empirical data from the laboratoryK
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bxact jasses and Chemical
cormulas

_

mmd
qable _JN contains the exact monoisotopic masses and charged species Epositive and negativeF
observed with the mmd Epolypropylene glycolF calibration solutionsK qhe masses and ions were
calculated using the formula j Z exlCPeSznleI while the positive ion jpjp fragments used the
H
formulaI xlCPeSznEe FK fn all calculationsI e Z NKMMTUORI l Z NRKVVQVNI C Z NOKMMMMMI and k Z
NQKMMPMTK
koteW then performing calibrations with the mmd solutionsI use the correct isotope peakK
qable _-N mmd bxact jasses
H

n

bxact jass EjF

Ej H keQF

jpjp
cragments

N

TSKMROQO

VQKMUSOQ

O

NPQKMVQOU

P

OH

–

Ej H keQF

Ej H ClleF

RVKMQVNQ

RSKMSMMP

NONKMRMSN

NROKNOUNM

NNTKMVNMM

URKMUMVS

NTVKMVOQT

NVOKNPSNQ

ONMKNSVVS

NTRKNPOUS

NNQKNMNUV

OPTKNPQPP

Q

ORMKNTUMM

OSUKONNUO

OPPKNTQTO

NQPKNOOUO

OVRKNTSNV

R

PMUKONVUS

POSKORPSU

OVNKONSRU

NTOKNQPTR

PRPKONUMR

S

PSSKOSNTO

PUQKOVRRQ

PQVKORUQQ

OMNKNSQSU

QNNKORVVN

T

QOQKPMPRU

QQOKPPTQM

QMTKPMMPM

OPMKNURSN

QSVKPMNTT

U

QUOKPQRQQ

RMMKPTVOS

QSRKPQONS

ORVKOMSRQ

ROTKPQPSP

V

RQMKPUTPM

RRUKQONNO

ROPKPUQMO

OUUKOOTQT

RURKPURQV

NM

RVUKQOVNS

SNSKQSOVU

RUNKQORUU

PNTKOQUQM

SQPKQOTPR

NN

SRSKQTNMO

STQKRMQUQ

SPVKQSTTQ

PQSKOSVPP

TMNKQSVON

NO

TNQKRNOUU

TPOKRQSTM

SVTKRMVSM

PTRKOVMOS

TRVKRNNMT

NP

TTOKRRQTQ

TVMKRUURS

TRRKRRNQS

QMQKPNNNV

UNTKRROVP

NQ

UPMKRVSSM

UQUKSPMQO

UNPKRVPPO

QPPKPPONO

UTRKRVQTV
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qable _-N mmd bxact jasses EcontinuedF
n

bxact jass EjF

Ej H keQF

H

jpjp
cragments

OH

NR

UUUKSPUQS

VMSKSTOOU

UTNKSPRNU

QSOKPRPMR

VPPKSPSSR

NS

VQSKSUMPO

VSQKTNQNQ

VOVKSTTMQ

QVNKPTPVU

VVNKSTURN

NT

NMMQKTOONU

NMOOKTRSMM

VUTKTNUVM

ROMKPVQVN

NMQVKTOMPT

NU

NMSOKTSQMQ

NMUMKTVTUS

NMQRKTSMTS

RQVKQNRUQ

NNMTKTSOOP

NV

NNOMKUMRVM

NNPUKUPVTO

NNMPKUMOSO

RTUKQPSTT

NNSRKUMQMV

OM

NNTUKUQTTS

NNVSKUUNRU

NNSNKUQQQU

SMTKQRTTM

NOOPKUQRVR

ON

NOPSKUUVSO

NORQKVOPQQ

NONVKUUSPQ

SPSKQTUSP

NOUNKUUTUN

OO

NOVQKVPNQU

NPNOKVSRPM

NOTTKVOUOM

SSRKQVVRS

NPPVKVOVST

Ej H keQF

–

Ej H ClleF

oeserpine
qable _-O oeserpine bxact jasses ECPPeQMkOlVF
aescription

jass

jolecular fon CPPeQNkOlV

SMVKOUMSS

cragment COPePMklU

QQUKNVSRV

cragment COPeOVkOlQ

PVTKONONU

cragment COOeORkOlP

PSRKNURVT

cragment CNPeNUklP

OPSKNOUNO

cragment CNMeNNlQ

NVRKMSRNV

cragment CNNeNOkl

NTQKMVNPQ
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Contact rs

Customer qraining
• fn korth AmericaW kAKCustomerqraining]sciexKcom
• fn buropeW buropeKCustomerqraining]sciexKcom
• lutside the br and korth AmericaI visit sciexKcomLeducation for contact informationK

lnline iearning Center
qj

• pCfbu rniversity

pCfbu pupport
pCfbu and its representatives maintain a staff of fullyJtrained service and technical specialists
located throughout the worldK qhey can answer questions about the system or any technical issues
that might ariseK cor more informationI visit the pCfbu website at sciexKcom or contact us in one
of the following waysW
• sciexKcomLcontactJus
• sciexKcomLrequestJsupport

Cyberpecurity
cor the latest guidance on cybersecurity for pCfbu productsI visit sciexKcomLproductsecurityK

aocumentation
qhis version of the document supercedes all previous versions of this documentK
qo view this document electronicallyI Adobe Acrobat oeader is requiredK qo download the latest
versionI go to httpsWLLgetKadobeKcomLreaderK
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qo find software product documentationI refer to the release notes or software installation guide
that comes with the softwareK
qo find hardware product documentationI refer to the Customer oeference asa that comes with
the system or componentK
qhe latest versions of the documentation are available on the pCfbu websiteI at
sciexKcomLcustomerJdocumentsK
koteW qo request a freeI printed version of this documentI contact sciexKcomLcontactJusK
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